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1 Eletrodynamis and Speial Relativity1.1 IntrodutionIn Newtonian mehanis, the fundamental laws of physis, suh as the dynamis of movingobjets, are valid in all inertial frames (i.e. all non-aelerating frames). If S is an inertialframe, then the set of all inertial frames omprises all frames that are in uniform motionrelative to S. Suppose that two inertial frames S and S0, are parallel, and that their originsoinide at at t = 0. If S0 is moving with uniform veloity ~v relative to S, then a pointP with position vetor ~r with respet to S will have position vetor ~r 0 with respet to S0,where ~r 0 = ~r � ~v t : (1.1)Of ourse, it is always understood in Newtonian mehanis that time is absolute, and sothe times t and t0 measured by observers in the frames S and S0 are the same:t0 = t : (1.2)The transformations (1.1) and (1.2) form part of what is alled the Galilean Group. Thefull Galilean group inludes also rotations of the spatial Cartesian oordinate system, sothat we an de�ne ~r 0 =M � ~r � ~v t ; t0 = t ; (1.3)where M is an orthogonal 3 � 3 onstant matrix ating by matrix multipliation on theomponents of the position vetor:~r $ 0BB�xyz 1CCA ; M � ~r $M 0BB�xyz 1CCA ; (1.4)where MT M = 1.Returning to our simplifying assumption that the two frames are parallel, i.e. thatM = 1l, it follows that if a partile having position vetor ~r in S moves with veloity~u = d~r=dt, then its veloity ~u0 = d~r 0=dt as measured with respet to the frame S0 is givenby ~u0 = ~u� ~v : (1.5)Suppose, for example, that ~v lies along the x axis of S; i.e. that S0 is moving alongthe x axis of S with speed v = j~vj. If a beam of light were moving along the x axis of S4



with speed , then the predition of Newtonian mehanis and the Galilean transformationwould therefore be that in the frame S0, the speed 0 of the light beam would be0 = � v : (1.6)Of ourse, as is well known, this ontradits experiment. As far as we an tell, withexperiments of ever-inreasing auray, the true state of a�airs is that the speed of thelight beam is the same in all inertial frames. Thus the preditions of Newtonian mehanisand the Galilean transformation are falsi�ed by experiment.Of ourse, it should be emphasised that the disrepanies between experiment and theGalilean transformations are rather negligible if the relative speed v between the two inertialframes is of a typial \everyday" magnitude, suh as the speed of a ar or a plane. But ifv begins to beome appreiable in omparison to the speed of light, then the disrepanybeomes appreiable too.By ontrast, it turns out that Maxwell's equations of eletromagnetism do predit aonstant speed of light, independent of the hoie of inertial frame. To be preise, let usbegin with the free-spae Maxwell's equations,~r � ~E = 1�0 � ; ~r� ~B � �0�0 � ~E�t = �0 ~J ;~r � ~B = 0 ; ~r� ~E + � ~B�t = 0 ; (1.7)where ~E and ~B are the eletri and magneti �elds, � and ~J are the harge density andurrent density, and �0 and �0 are the permittivity and permeability of free spae.To see the eletromagneti wave solutions, we an onsider a region of spae where thereare no soures, i.e. where � = 0 and ~J = 0. Then we shall have~r� (~r� ~E) = � ��t ~r� ~B = ��0�0 �2 ~E�t2 : (1.8)But using the vetor identity ~r� (~r � ~E) = ~r(~r � ~E) �r2 ~E, it follows from ~r � ~E = 0that the eletri �eld satis�es the wave equationr2 ~E � �0�0 �2 ~E�t2 = 0 : (1.9)This admits plane-wave solutions of the form~E = ~E0 ei(~k�~r�!t) ; (1.10)where ~E0 and ~k are onstant vetors, and ! is also a onstant, wherek2 = �0�0 !2 : (1.11)5



Here k means j~kj, the magnitude of the wave-vetor ~k. Thus we see that the waves travelat speed  given by  = !k = 1p�0�0 : (1.12)Putting in the numbers, this gives  � 3� 108 metres per seond, i.e. the familiar speed oflight.A similar alulation shows that the magneti �eld ~B also satis�es an idential waveequation, and in fat ~B and ~E are related by~B = 1! ~k � ~E : (1.13)The situation, then, is that if the Maxwell equations (1.7) hold in a given frame ofreferene, then they predit that the speed of light will be  � 3 � 108 metres per seondin that frame. Therefore, if we assume that the Maxwell equations hold in all inertialframes, then they predit that the speed of light will have that same value in all inertialframes. Sine this predition is in agreement with experiment, we an reasonably expetthat the Maxwell equations will indeed hold in all inertial frames. Sine the preditionontradits the impliations of the Galilean transformations, it follows that the Maxwellequations are not invariant under Galilean transformations. This is just as well, sine theGalilean transformations are wrong!In fat, as we shall see, the transformations that orretly desribe the relation betweenobservations in di�erent inertial frames in uniform motion are the Lorentz Transformationsof Speial Relativity. Furthermore, even though the Maxwell equations were written down inthe pre-relativity days of the nineteenth entury, they are in fat perfetly invariant1 underthe Lorentz transformations. No further modi�ation is required in order to inorporateMaxwell's theory of eletromagnetism into speial relativity.However, the Maxwell equations as they stand, written in the form given in equation(1.7), do not look manifestly ovariant with respet to Lorentz transformations. This isbeause they are written in the language of 3-vetors. To make the Lorentz transformationslook nie and simple, we should instead express them in terms of 4-vetors, where the extraomponent is assoiated with the time diretion.In order to give a nie elegant treatment of the Lorentz transformation properties ofthe Maxwell equations, we should �rst therefore reformulate speial relativity in terms of 4-vetors and 4-tensors. Sine there are many di�erent onventions on o�er in the marketplae,1Stritly, as will be explained later, we should say ovariant rather than invariant.6



we shall begin with a review of speial relativity in the notation that we shall be using inthis ourse.1.2 The Lorentz TransformationThe derivation of the Lorentz transformation follows from Einstein's two postulates:� The laws of physis are the same for all inertial observers.� The speed of light is the same for all inertial observers.To derive the Lorentz transformation, let us suppose that we have two inertial framesS and S0, whose origins oinide at time zero, that is to say, at t = 0 in the frame S, andat t0 = 0 in the frame S0. If a ash of light is emitted at the origin at time zero, then it willspread out over a spherial wavefront given byx2 + y2 + z2 � 2t2 = 0 (1.14)in the frame S, and by x02 + y02 + z02 � 2t02 = 0 (1.15)in the frame S0. Note that, following the seond of Einstein's postulates, we have used thesame speed of light  for both inertial frames. Our goal is to derive the relation betweenthe oordinates (x; y; z; t) and (x0; y0; z0; t0) in the two inertial frames.Consider for simpliity the ase where S0 is parallel to S, and moves along the x axiswith veloity v. Clearly we must havey0 = y ; z0 = z : (1.16)Furthermore, the transformation between (x; t) and (x0; t0) must be a linear one, sineotherwise it would not be translation-invariant or time-translation invariant. Thus we maysay that x0 = Ax+Bt ; t0 = Cx+Dt ; (1.17)for onstants A, B , C and D to be determined.Now, if x0 = 0, this must, by de�nition, orrespond to the equation x = vt in the frameS, and so from the �rst equation in (1.17) we have B = �Av. For onveniene we willhange the name of the onstant A to , and thus we havex0 = (x� vt) : (1.18)7



By the same token, if we onsider taking x = 0 then this will orrespond to x0 = �vt0 inthe frame S0. It follows that x = (x0 + vt0) : (1.19)Note that it must be the same onstant  in both these equations, sine the two really justorrespond to reversing the diretion of the x axis, and the physis must be the same forthe two ases.Now we bring in the postulate that the speed of light is the same in the two frames, soif we have x = t then this must imply x0 = t0. Solving the resulting two equationst0 = (� v)t ; t = (+ v)t0 (1.20)for , we obtain  = 1p1� v2=2 : (1.21)Solving x2 � 2t2 = x02 � 2t02 for t0, after using (1.18), we �nd t02 = 2(t � vx=2)2 andhene t0 = (t� v2x) : (1.22)(We must hoose the positive square root sine it must redue to t0 = +t at zero relativeveloity, v.) Thus we arrive at the Lorentz transformationx0 = (x� vt) ; y0 = y ; z0 = z ; t0 = (t� v2x) ; (1.23)where  is given by (1.21), for the speial ase where S0 is moving along the x diretionwith veloity v.At this point, for notational onveniene, we shall introdue the simpli�ation of workingin a system of units in whih the speed of light is set equal to 1. We an do this beause thespeed of light is the same for all inertial observers, and so we may as well hoose to measurelength in terms of the time it takes for light in vauo to traverse the distane. In fat, themetre is nowadays de�ned to be the distane travelled by light in vauo in 1/299,792,458of a seond. By making the small hange of taking the light-seond as the basi unit oflength, rather than the 1/299,792,4580th of a light-seond, we end up with a system of unitsin whih  = 1. In these units, the Lorentz transformation (1.23) beomesx0 = (x� vt) ; y0 = y ; z0 = z ; t0 = (t� vx) ; (1.24)where  = 1p1� v2 : (1.25)8



It will be onvenient to generalise the Lorentz transformation (1.24) to the ase wherethe frame S0 is moving with (onstant) veloity ~v in arbitrary diretion, rather than speif-ially along the x axis. It is rather straightforward to do this. We know that there is aomplete rotational symmetry in the three-dimensional spae parameterised by the (x; y; z)oordinate system. Therefore, if we an �rst rewrite the speial ase desribed by (1.24) interms of 3-vetors, where the 3-vetor veloity ~v happens to be simply ~v = (v; 0; 0), thengeneralisation will be immediate. It is easy to hek that with ~v taken to be (v; 0; 0), theLorentz transformation (1.24) an be written as~r 0 = ~r +  � 1v2 (~v � ~r)~v � ~v t ; t0 = (t� ~v � ~r) ; (1.26)with  = (1�v2)�1=2 and v � j~vj, and with ~r = (x; y; z). Sine these equations are manifestlyovariant under 3-dimensional spatial rotations (i.e. they are written entirely in a 3-vetornotation), it must be that they are the orret form of the Lorentz transformations for anarbitrary diretion for the veloity 3-vetor ~v.The Lorentz transformations (1.26) are what are alled the pure boosts. It is easy tohek that they have the property of preserving the spherial light-front ondition, in thesense that points on the expanding spherial shell given by r2 = t2 of a light-pulse emittedat the origin at t = 0 in the frame S will also satisfy the equivalent ondition r02 = t02 inthe primed referene frame S0. (Note that r2 = x2+ y2+ z2.) In fat, a stronger statementis true: The Lorentz transformation (1.26) satis�es the equationx2 + y2 + z2 � t2 = x02 + y02 + z02 � t02 : (1.27)1.3 An interlude on 3-vetors and suÆx notationBefore desribing the 4-dimensional spaetime approah to speial relativity, it may behelpful to give a brief review of some analogous properties of 3-dimensional Eulidean spae,and Cartesian vetor analysis.Consider a 3-vetor ~A, with x, y and z omponents denoted by A1, A2 and A3 respe-tively. Thus we may write ~A = (A1; A2; A3) : (1.28)It is onvenient then to denote the set of omponents by Ai, for i = 1; 2; 3.The salar produt between two vetors ~A and ~B is given by~A � ~B = A1B1 +A2B2 +A3B3 = 3Xi=1AiBi : (1.29)9



This expression an be written more suintly using the Einstein Summation Convention.The idea is that when writing valid expressions using vetors, or more generally tensors,on every oasion that a sumation of the form P3i=1 is performed, the summand is anexpression in whih the summation index i ours exatly twie. Furthermore, there willbe no oasion when an index ours exatly twie in a given term and a sum over i isnot performed. Therefore, we an abbreviate the writing by simply omitting the expliitsummation symbol, sine we know as soon as we see an index repeated exatly twie in aterm of an equation that it must be aompanied by a summation symbol. Thus we anabbreviate (1.29) and just write the salar produt as~A � ~B = AiBi : (1.30)The index i here is alled a \dummy suÆx." It is just like a loal summation variable ina omputer program; it doesn't matter if it is alled i, or j or anything else, as long as itdoesn't lash with any other index that is already in use.The next onept to introdue is the Kroneker delta tensor Æij . This is de�ned byÆij = 1 if i = j ; Æij = 0 if i 6= j ; (1.31)Thus Æ11 = Æ22 = Æ33 = 1 ; Æ12 = Æ13 = � � � = 0 : (1.32)Note that Æij is a symmetri tensor: Æij = Æji. The Kroneker delta learly has the replae-ment property Ai = ÆijAj ; (1.33)sine by (1.31) the only non-zero term in the summation over j is the term when j = i.Now onsider the vetor produt ~A� ~B. We have~A� ~B = (A2B3 �A3B2; A3B1 �A1B3; A1B2 �A2B1) : (1.34)To write this using index notation, we �rst de�ne the 3-index totally-antisymmetri ten-sor �ijk. Total antisymmetry means that the tensor hanges sign if any pair of indies isswapped. For example �ijk = ��ikj = ��jik = ��kji : (1.35)Given this total antisymmetry, we atually only need to speify the value of one non-zeroomponent in order to pin down the de�nition ompletely. We shall de�ne �123 = +1. Fromthe total antisymmetry, it then follows that�123 = �231 = �312 = +1 ; �132 = �321 = �213 = �1 ; (1.36)10



with all other omponents vanishing.It is now evident that in index notation, the i'th omponent of the vetor produt ~A� ~Ban be written as ( ~A� ~B)i = �ijkAjBk : (1.37)For example, the i = 1 omponent (the x omponent) is given by( ~A� ~B)1 = �1jkAjBk = �123A2B3 + �132A3B2 = A2B3 �A3B2 ; (1.38)in agreement with the x-omponent given in (1.34).Now, let us onsider the vetor triple produt ~A�( ~B� ~C). The i omponent is thereforegiven by [ ~A� ( ~B � ~C)℄i = �ijkAj( ~B � ~C)k = �ijk�k`mAjB`Cm : (1.39)For onveniene, we may yle the indies on the seond � tensor around and write this as[ ~A� ( ~B � ~C)℄i = �ijk�`mkAjB`Cm : (1.40)There is an extremely useful identity, whih an be proved simply by onsidering all possiblevalues of the free indies i; j; `;m:�ijk�`mk = Æi`Æjm � ÆimÆj` : (1.41)Using this in (1.40), we have[ ~A� ( ~B � ~C)℄i = (Æi`Æjm � ÆimÆj`)AjB`Cm ;= Æi`ÆjmAjB`Cm � ÆimÆj`AjB`Cm ;= BiAjCj � CiAjBj ;= ( ~A � ~C)Bi � ( ~A � ~B)Ci : (1.42)In other words, we have proven that~A� ( ~B � ~C) = ( ~A � ~C) ~B � ( ~A � ~B) ~C : (1.43)The above are just a few simple examples of the use of index notation in order to write3-vetor and 3-tensor expressions in Cartesian 3-tensor analysis. It is a very useful notationwhen one needs to deal with ompliated expressions. As we shall now see, there is a verynatural generalisation to the ase of vetor and tensor analysis in 4-dimensional Minkowskispaetime. 11



1.4 4-vetors and 4-tensorsThe Lorentz transformations given in (1.26) are linear in the spae and time oordinates.They an be written more suintly if we �rst de�ne the set of four spaetime oordinatesdenoted by x�, where � is an index, or label, that ranges over the values 0, 1, 2 and 3. Thease � = 0 orresponds to the time oordinate t, while � = 1, 2 and 3 orresponds to thespae oordinates x, y and z respetively. Thus we have2(x0; x1; x2; x3) = (t; x; y; z) : (1.44)Of ourse, one the abstrat index label � is replaed, as here, by the spei� index values0, 1, 2 and 3, one has to be very areful when reading a formula to distinguish between, forexample, x2 meaning the symbol x arrying the spaetime index � = 2, and x2 meaningthe square of x. It should generally be obvious from the ontext whih is meant.The invariant quadrati form appearing on the left-hand side of (1.27) an now bewritten in a nie way, if we �rst introdue the 2-index quantity ��� , de�ned to be given by��� = 0BBBBB��1 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 1
1CCCCCA : (1.45)What this means is that the rows of the matrix on the right are labelled by the index �and the olumns are labelled by the index �. In other words, (1.45) is saying that the onlynon-vanishing omponents of ��� are given by�00 = �1 ; �11 = �22 = �33 = 1 ; (1.46)with ��� = 0 if � 6= �. Note that ��� is symmetri:��� = ��� : (1.47)Using ��� , the quadrati form on the left-hand side of (1.27) an be rewritten asx2 + y2 + z2 � t2 = 3X�=0 3X�=0 ��� x�x� : (1.48)At this point, it is very onvenient to introdue the Einstein Summation Convention.This makes the writing of expressions suh as (1.48) muh less umbersome. The summationonvention works as follows:2The hoie to put the index label � as a supersript, rather than a subsript, is purely onventional. But,unlike the situation with many arbitrary onventions, in this ase the oordinate index is plaed upstairs inall modern literature. 12



In an expression suh as (1.48), if an index appears exatly twie in a term, then it willbe understood that the index is summed over the natural index range (0, 1, 2, 3 in ourpresent ase), and the expliit summation symbol will be omitted. An index that ourstwie in a term, thus is understood to be summed over, is alled a Dummy Index.Sine in (1.48) both � and � our exatly twie, we an rewrite the expression, usingthe Einstein summation onvention, as simplyx2 + y2 + z2 � t2 = ��� x�x� : (1.49)On might at �rst think there would be a great potential for ambiguity, but this is not thease. The point is that in any valid vetorial (or, more generally, tensorial) expression, theonly time that a partiular index an ever our exatly twie in a term is when it is summedover. Thus, there is no ambiguity resulting from agreeing to omit the expliit summationsymbol, sine it is logially inevitable that a summation is intended.3Now let us return to the Lorentz transformations. The pure boosts written in (1.26),being linear in the spae and time oordinates, an be written in the formx0� = ��� x� ; (1.50)where ��� are onstants, and the Einstein summation onvention is operative for the dummyindex �. By omparing (1.50) arefully with (1.26), we an see that the omponents ���are given by �00 =  ; �0i = �vi ;�i0 = � vi ; �ij = Æij +  � 1v2 vivj ; (1.51)where Æij is The Kroneker delta symbol,Æij = 1 if i = j ; Æij = 0 if i 6= j : (1.52)A ouple of points need to be explained here. Firstly, we are introduing Latin indies here,namely the i and j indies, whih range only over the three spatial index values, i = 1, 2and 3. Thus the 4-index � an be viewed as � = (0; i), where i = 1, 2 and 3. This pieeof notation is useful beause the three spatial index values always our on a ompletely3As a side remark, it should be noted that in a valid vetorial or tensorial expression, a spei� index anNEVER appear more than twie in a given term. If you have written down a term where a given indexours 3, 4 or more times then there is no need to look further at it; it isWRONG. Thus, for example, itis totally meaningless to write ��� x�x�. If you ever �nd suh an expression in a alulation then you muststop, and go bak to �nd the plae where an error was made.13



symmetri footing, whereas the time index value � = 0 is a bit di�erent. This an be seen,for example, in the de�nition of ��� in (1.45) or (1.46).The seond point is that when we onsider spatial indies (for example when � takes thevalues i = 1, 2 or 3), it atually makes no di�erene whether we write the index i upstairsor downstairs. Sometimes, as in (1.51), it will be onvenient to be rather relaxed aboutwhether we put spatial indies upstairs or downstairs. By ontrast, when the index takesthe value 0, it is very important to be areful about whether it is upstairs or downstairs.The reason why we an be avalier about the Latin indies, but not the Greek, will beomelearer as we proeed.We already saw that the Lorentz boost transformations (1.26), re-expressed in terms of��� in (1.51), have the property that ��� x�x� = ��� x0�x0� . Thus from (1.50) we have��� x�x� = ��� ��� ��� x�x� : (1.53)(Note that we have been areful to hoose two di�erent dummy indies for the two impliitsummations over � and �!) On the left-hand side, we an replae the dummy indies � and� by � and �, and thus write ��� x�x� = ��� ��� ��� x�x� : (1.54)This an be grouped together as(��� � ��� ��� ���)x�x� = 0 ; (1.55)and, sine it is true for any x�, we must have that��� ��� ��� = ��� : (1.56)(This an also be veri�ed diretly from (1.51).) The full set of �'s that satisfy (1.56) arethe Lorentz Transformations. The Lorentz Boosts, given by (1.51), are examples, but theyare just a subset of the full set of Lorentz transformations that satisfy (1.56). Essentially,the additional Lorentz transformations onsist of rotations of the three-dimensional spatialoordinates. Thus, one an really say that the Lorentz boosts (1.51) are the \interesting"Lorentz transformations, i.e. the ones that rotate spae and time into one another. Theremainder are just rotations of our familiar old 3-dimensional Eulidean spae.The oordinates x� = (x0; xi) live in a four-dimensional spaetime, known as MinkowskiSpaetime. This is the four-dimensional analogue of the three-dimensional Eulidean Spaedesribed by the Cartesian oordinates xi = (x; y; z). The quantity ��� is alled the14



Minkowski Metri, and for reasons that we shall see presently, it is alled a tensor. It isalled a metri beause it provides the rule for measuring distanes in the four-dimensionalMinkowski spaetime. The distane, or to be more preise, the interval, between twoin�nitesimally-separated points (x0; x1; x2; x3) and (x0 + dx0; x1 + dx1; x2 + dx2; x3 + dx3)in spaetime is written as ds, and is given byds2 = ��� dx�dx� : (1.57)Clearly, this is the Minkowskian generalisation of the three-dimensional distane dsE be-tween neighbouring points (x; y; z) and (x+ dx; y + dy; z + dz) in Eulidean spae, whih,by Pythagoras' theorem, is given byds2E = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 = Æij dxidxj : (1.58)The Eulidean metri (1.58) is invariant under arbitrary onstant rotations of the (x; y; z)oordinate system. (This is learly true beause the distane between the neighbouringpoints must obviously be independent of how the axes of the Cartesian oordinate systemare oriented.) By the same token, the Minkowski metri (1.57) is invariant under arbitraryLorentz transformations. In other words, as an be seen to follow immediately from (1.56),the spaetime interval ds02 = ��� dx0�dx0� alulated in the primed frame is idential to theinterval ds2 alulated in the unprimed frameds02 = ��� dx0�dx0� = ��� ��� ��� dx�dx� ;= ��� dx�dx� = ds2 : (1.59)For this reason, we do not need to distinguish between ds2 and ds02, sine it is the same inall inertial frames. It is what is alled a Lorentz Salar.The Lorentz transformation rule of the oordinate di�erential dx�, i.e.dx0� = ��� dx� ; (1.60)an be taken as the prototype for more general 4-vetors. Thus, we may de�ne any setof four quantities U�, for � = 0, 1, 2 and 3, to be the omponents of a Lorentz 4-vetor(often, we shall just abbreviate this to simply a 4-vetor) if they transform, under Lorentztransformations, aording to the ruleU 0� = ��� U� : (1.61)The Minkowski metri ��� may be thought of as a 4�4 matrix, whose rows are labelledby � and olumns labelled by �, as in (1.45). Clearly, the inverse of this matrix takes15



the same form as the matrix itself. We denote the omponents of the inverse matrix by��� . This is alled, not surprisingly, the inverse Minkowksi metri. Clearly it satis�es therelation ��� ��� = Æ�� ; (1.62)where the 4-dimensional Kroneker delta is de�ned to equal 1 if � = �, and to equal 0 if� 6= �. Note that like ��� , the inverse ��� is symmetri also: ��� = ���.The Minkowksi metri and its inverse may be used to lower or raise the indies on otherquantities. Thus, for example, if U� are the omponents of a 4-vetor, then we may de�neU� = ��� U� : (1.63)This is another type of 4-vetor. Two distinguish the two, we all a 4-vetor with an upstairsindex a ontravariant 4-vetor, while one with a downstairs index is alled a ovariant 4-vetor. Note that if we raise the lowered index in (1.63) again using ��� , then we get bakto the starting point: ��� U� = ��� ��� U� = Æ�� U� = U� : (1.64)It is for this reason that we an use the same symbol U for the ovariant 4-vetor U� = ��� U�as we used for the ontravariant 4-vetor U�.In a similar fashion, we may de�ne the quantities ��� by��� = ��� ��� ��� : (1.65)It is then lear that (1.56) an be restated as��� ��� = Æ�� : (1.66)We an also then invert the Lorentz transformation x0� = ��� x� to givex� = ��� x0� : (1.67)It now follows from (1.61) that the omponents of the ovariant 4-vetor U� de�ned by(1.63) transform under Lorentz transformations aording to the ruleU 0� = ��� U� : (1.68)Any set of 4 quantities U� whih transform in this way under Lorentz transformations willbe alled a ovariant 4-vetor. 16



Using (1.67), we an see that the gradient operator �=�x� transforms as a ovariant4-vetor. Using the hain rule for partial di�erentiation we have��x0� = �x��x0� ��x� : (1.69)But from (1.67) we have (after a relabelling of indies) that�x��x0� = ��� ; (1.70)and hene (1.69) gives ��x0� = ��� ��x� : (1.71)As an be seen from (1.68), this is preisely the transformation rule for a a ovariant 4-vetor. The gradient operator arises suÆiently often that it is useful to use a speial symbolto denote it. We therefore de�ne �� � ��x� : (1.72)Thus the Lorentz transformation rule (1.71) is now written as�0� = ��� �� : (1.73)1.5 Lorentz tensorsHaving seen how ontravariant and ovariant 4-vetors transform under Lorentz transfor-mations (as given in (1.61) and (1.68) respetively), we an now de�ne the transformationrules for more general objets alled tensors. These objets arry multiple indies, and eahone transforms with a � fator, of either the (1.61) type if the index is upstairs, or of the(1.68) type if the index is downstairs. Thus, for example, a tensor T�� transforms underLorentz transformations aording to the ruleT 0�� = ��� ��� T�� : (1.74)More generally, a tensor T �1����m�1����n will transform aording to the ruleT 0�1����m�1����n = ��1�1 � � ���m�m ��1�1 � � ���n�n T �1����m�1����n : (1.75)Note that salars are just speial ases of tensors with no indies, while vetors are speialases with just one index.It is easy to see that produts of tensors give rise again to tensors. For example, if U�and V � are two ontravariant vetors then T �� � U�V � is a tensor, sine, using the known17



transformation rules for U and V we haveT 0�� = U 0�V 0� = ��� U� ��� V � ;= ��� ��� T �� : (1.76)Note that the gradient operator �� an also be used to map a tensor into anothertensor. For example, if U� is a vetor �eld (i.e. a vetor that hanges from plae to plae inspaetime) then S�� � ��U� is a tensor �eld.We make also de�ne the operation of Contration, whih redues a tensor to one witha smaller number of indies. A ontration is performed by setting an upstairs index on atensor equal to a downstairs index. The Einstein summation onvention then automatiallyomes into play, and the result is that one has an objet with one fewer upstairs indies andone fewer downstairs indies. Furthermore, a simple alulation shows that the new objetis itself a tensor. Consider, for example, a tensor T �� . This, of ourse, transforms asT 0�� = ��� ��� T �� (1.77)under Lorentz transformations. If we form the ontration and de�ne � � T ��, then we seethat under Lorentz transformations we shall have�0 � T 0�� = ��� ��� T �� ;= Æ�� T �� = � : (1.78)Sine �0 = �, it follows, by de�nition, that � is a salar.An essentially idential alulation shows that for a tensor with a arbitrary numbers ofupstairs and downstairs indies, if one makes an index ontration of one upstairs with onedownstairs index, the result is a tensor with the orresponding redued numbers of indies.Of ourse multiple ontrations work on the same way.The Minkowski metri ��� is itself a tensor, but of a rather speial type, known as aninvariant tensor. This is beause, unlike a generi 2-index tensor, the Minkowski metri isidential in all Lorentz frames. This an be seen from (1.56), whih an be rewritten as thestatement �0�� � ��� ��� ��� = ��� : (1.79)The same is also true for the inverse metri ��� .We already saw that the gradient operator �� � �=�X� transforms as a ovariant vetor.If we de�ne, in the standard way, �� � ��� �� , then it is evident from what we have seenabove that the operator � ���� = ��� ���� (1.80)18



transforms as a salar under Lorentz transformations. This is a very important operator,whih is otherwise known as the wave operator, or d'Alembertian:= ��0�0 + �i�i = � �2�t2 + �2�x2 + �2�y2 + �2�z2 : (1.81)It is worth ommenting further at this stage about a remark that was made earlier.Notie that in (1.81) we have been avalier about the loation of the Latin indies, whihof ourse range only over the three spatial diretions i = 1, 2 and 3. We an get away withthis beause the metri that is used to raise or lower the Latin indies is just the Minkowskimetri restrited to the index values 1, 2 and 3. But sine we have�00 = �1 ; �ij = Æij ; �0i = �i0 = 0 ; (1.82)this means that Latin indies are lowered and raised using the Kroneker delta Æij andits inverse Æij . But these are just the omponents of the unit matrix, and so raising orlowering Latin indies has no e�et. It is beause of the minus sign assoiated with the �00omponent of the Minkowski metri that we have to pay areful attention to the proess ofraising and lowering Greek indies. Thus, we an get away with writing �i�i, but we annotwrite ����.1.6 Proper time and 4-veloityWe de�ned the Lorentz-invariant interval ds between in�nitesimally-separated spaetimeevents by ds2 = ��� dx�dx� = �dt2 + dx2 + dy2 + dz2 : (1.83)This is the Minkowskian generalisation of the spatial interval in Eulidean spae. Note thatds2 an be positive, negative or zero. These ases orrespond to what are alled spaelike,timelike or null separations, respetively.On oasion, it is useful to de�ne the negative of ds2, and writed�2 = �ds2 = ���� dx�dx� = dt2 � dx2 � dy2 � dz2 : (1.84)This is alled the Proper Time interval, and � is the proper time. Sine ds is a Lorentzsalar, it is obvious that d� is a salar too.We know that dx� transforms as a ontravariant 4-vetor. Sine d� is a salar, it followsthat U� � dx�d� (1.85)19



is a ontravariant 4-vetor also. If we think of a partile following a path, or worldline inspaetime parameterised by the proper time � , i.e. it follows the path x� = x�(�), then U�de�ned in (1.85) is alled the 4-veloity of the partile.It is useful to see how the 4-veloity is related to the usual notion of 3-veloity of apartile. By de�nition, the 3-veloity ~u is a 3-vetor with omponents ui given byui = dxidt : (1.86)From (1.84), it follows thatd�2 = dt2[1� (dx=dt)2 � (dy=dt)2 � (dz=dt)2)℄ = dt2(1� u2) ; (1.87)where u = j~uj, or in other words, u = puiui. In view of the de�nition of the  fator in(1.25), it is natural to de�ne  � 1p1� u2 : (1.88)Thus we have d� = dt=, and so from (1.85) the 4-veloity an be written asU� = dtd� dx�dt =  dx�dt : (1.89)Sine dx0=dt = 1 and dxi=dt = ui, we therefore have thatU0 =  ; U i =  ui : (1.90)Note that U�U� = �1, sine, from (1.84), we haveU�U� = ���U�U� = ���dx�dx�(d�)2 = �(d�)2(d�)2 = �1 : (1.91)We shall sometimes �nd it onvenient to rewrite (1.90) asU� = (;  ui) or U� = (;  ~u) : (1.92)Having set up the 4-vetor formalism, it is now ompletely straightforward write downhow veloities transform under Lorentz transformations. We know that the 4-veloity U�will transform aording to (1.61), and this is idential to the way that the oordinates x�transform: U 0� = ��� U� ; x0� = ��� x� : (1.93)Therefore, if we want to know how the 3-veloity transforms, we need only write downthe Lorentz transformations for (t; x; y; z), and then replae (t; x; y; z) by (U0; U1; U2; U3).Finally, using (1.92) to express (U0; U1; U2; U3) in terms of ~u will give the result.20



Consider, for simpliity, the ase where S0 is moving along the x axis with veloity v.The Lorentz transformation for U� an therefore be read o� from (1.24) and (1.25):U 00 = v (U0 � vU1) ;U 01 = v (U1 � vU0) ;U 02 = U2 ;U 03 = U3 ; (1.94)where we are now using v � (1 � v2)�1=2 to denote the gamma fator of the Lorentztransformation, to distinguish it from the  onstruted from the 3-veloity ~u of the partilein the frame S, whih is de�ned in (1.88). Thus from (1.92) we have0 =  v (1� vux) ;0 u0x =  v (ux � v) ;0 u0y =  uy ;0 u0z =  uz ; (1.95)where, of ourse, 0 = (1� u02)�1=2 is the analogue of  in the frame S0. Thus we �ndu0x = ux � v1� vux ; u0y = uyv (1� vux) ; u0z = uzv (1� vux) : (1.96)2 Eletrodynamis and Maxwell's Equations2.1 Natural unitsWe saw earlier that the supposition of the universal validity of Maxwell's equations in allinertial frames, whih in partiular would imply that the speed of light should be the same inall frames, is onsistent with experiment. It is therefore reasonable to expet that Maxwell'sequations should be ompatible with speial relativity. However, written in their standardform (1.7), this ompatibility is by no means apparent. Our next task will be to re-expressthe Maxwell equations, in terms of 4-tensors, in a way that makes their Lorentz ovarianemanifest.We shall begin by hanging units from the S.I. system in whih the Maxwell equationsare given in (1.7). The �rst step is to hange to Gaussian units, by performing the resalings~E �! 1p4��0 ~E ; ~B �! r�04� ~B ;� �! p4��0 � ; ~J �! p4��0 ~J : (2.1)21



Bearing in mind that the speed of light is given by  = 1=p�0�0, we see that the Maxwellequations (1.7) beome~r � ~E = 4� � ; ~r� ~B � 1 � ~E�t = 4� ~J ;~r � ~B = 0 ; ~r� ~E + 1 � ~B�t = 0 ; (2.2)Finally, we pass from Gaussian units to Natural units, by hoosing our units of length andtime so that  = 1, as we did in our disussion of speial relativity. Thus, in natural units,the Maxwell equations beome~r � ~E = 4� � ; ~r� ~B � � ~E�t = 4� ~J ; (2.3)~r � ~B = 0 ; ~r� ~E + � ~B�t = 0 ; (2.4)The equations (2.3), whih have soures on the right-hand side, are alled the Field Equa-tions. The equations (2.4) are alled Bianhi Identities. We shall elaborate on this a littlelater.2.2 Gauge potentials and gauge invarianeWe already remarked that the two Maxwell equations (2.4) are know as Bianhi identities.They are not �eld equations, sine there are no soures; rather, they impose onstraints onthe eletri and magnetri �elds. The �rst equation in (2.4), i.e. ~r � ~B = 0, an be solvedby writing ~B = ~r� ~A ; (2.5)where ~A is the magneti 3-vetor potential. Note that (2.5) identially solves ~r � ~B = 0,beause of the vetor identity that div url � 0. Substituting (2.5) into the seond equationin (2.4), we obtain ~r� � ~E + � ~A�t � = 0 : (2.6)This an be solved, again identially, by writing~E + � ~A�t = �~r� ; (2.7)where � is the eletri salar potential. Thus we an solve the Bianhi identities (2.4) bywriting ~E and ~B in terms of salar and 3-vetor potentials � and ~A:~E = �~r�� � ~A�t ; ~B = ~r� ~A : (2.8)22



Although we have now \disposed of" the two Maxwell equations in (2.4), it has beenahieved at a prie, in that there is a redundany in the hoie of gauge potentials � and~A. First, we may note that that ~B in (2.8) is unhanged if we make the replaement~A �! ~A+ ~r� ; (2.9)where � is an arbitrary funtion of position and time. The expression for ~E will also beinvariant, if we simultaneously make the replaement� �! �� ���t : (2.10)To summarise, if a given set of eletri and magneti �elds ~E and ~B are desribed by asalar potential � and 3-vetor potential ~A aording to (2.8), then the idential physialsituation (i.e. idential eletri and magneti �elds) is equally well desribed by a new pairof salar and 3-vetor potentials, related to the original pair by the Gauge Transformationsgiven in (2.9) and (2.10), where � is an arbitrary funtion of position and time.We an in fat use the gauge invariane to our advantage, by making a onvenientand simplifying gauge hoie for the salar and 3-vetor potentials. We have one arbitraryfuntion (i.e. �(t; ~r)) at our disposal, and so this allows us to impose one funtional relationon the potentials � and ~A. For our present purposes, the most useful gauge hoie is to usethis freedom to impose the Lorenz gauge ondition,4~r � ~A+ ���t = 0 : (2.11)Substituting (2.8) into the remaining Maxwell equations (i.e. (2.3), and using the Lorenzgauge ondition (2.11), we therefore �ndr2�� �2��t2 = �4�� ;r2 ~A� �2 ~A�t2 = �4� ~J : (2.12)The important thing, whih we shall make use of shortly, is that in eah ase we have onthe left-hand side the d'Alembertian operator = ����, whih we disussed earlier.4Note that, ontrary to the belief of many physiists, this gauge hoie was introdued by the Danishphysiist Ludvig Lorenz, and not the Duth physiist Hendrik Lorentz who is responsible for the Lorentztransformation. Adding to the onfusion is that unlike many other gauge hoies that one enounters, theLorenz gauge ondition is, as we shall see later, Lorentz invariant.
23



2.3 Maxwell's equations in 4-tensor notationThe next step is to write the Maxwell equations in terms of four-dimensional quantities.Sine the 3-vetors desribing the eletri and magneti �elds have three omponents eah,there is learly no way in whih they an be \assembled" into 4-vetors. However, wemay note that in four dimensional a two-index antisymmetri tensor has (4 � 3)=2 = 6independent omponents. Sine this is equal to 3 + 3, it suggests that perhaps we shouldbe grouping the eletri and magneti �elds together into a single 2-index antisymmetritensor. This is in fat exatly what is needed. Thus we introdue a tensor F�� , satisfyingF�� = �F�� : (2.13)It turns out that we should de�ne its omponents in terms of ~E and ~B as follows:F0i = �Ei ; Fi0 = Ei ; Fij = �ijkBk : (2.14)Here �ijk is the usual totally-antisymmetri tensor of 3-dimensional vetor alulus. It isequal to +1 if (ijk) is an even permutation of (123), to = �1 if it is an odd permutation,and to zero if it is no permautation (i.e. if two or more of the indies (ijk) are equal). Inother words, we have F23 = B1 ; F31 = B2 ; F12 = B3 ;F32 = �B1 ; F13 = �B2 ; F21 = �B3 : (2.15)Viewing F�� as a matrix with rows labelled by � and olumns labelled by �, we shall haveF�� = 0BBBBB� 0 �E1 �E2 �E3E1 0 B3 �B2E2 �B3 0 B1E3 B2 �B1 0
1CCCCCA : (2.16)We also need to ombine the harge density � and the 3-vetor urrent density ~J intoa four-dimensional quantity. This is easy; we just de�ne a 4-vetor J�, whose spatialomponents J i are just the usual 3-vetor urrent omponents, and whose time omponentJ0 is equal to the harge density �:J0 = � ; J i = J i : (2.17)A word of aution is in order here. Although we have de�ned objets F�� and J� thathave the appearane of a 4-tensor and a 4-vetor, we are only entitled to all them suh if24



we have veri�ed that they transform in the proper way under Lorentz transformations. Infat they do, and we shall justify this a little later.For now, we shall proeed to see how the Maxwell equations look when expressed interms of F�� and J�. The answer is that they beome��F �� = �4�J� ; (2.18)��F�� + ��F�� + ��F�� = 0 : (2.19)Two very nie things have happened. First of all, the original four Maxwell equations(2.3) and (2.4) have beome just two four-dimensional equations; (2.18) is the �eld equa-tion, and (2.19) is the Bianhi identity. Seondly, the equations are manifestly Lorentzovariant; i.e. they transform tensorially under Lorentz transformations. This means thatthey keep exatly the same form in all Lorentz frames. If we start with (2.18) and (2.19)in the unprimed frame S, then we know that in the frame S0, related to S by the Lorentztransformation (1.50), the equations will look idential, exept that they will now haveprimes on all the quantities.We should �rst verify that indeed (2.18) and (2.19) are equivalent to the Maxwell equa-tions (2.3) and (2.4). Consider �rst (2.18). This equation is vetor-valued, sine it has thefree index �. Therefore, to redue it down to three-dimensional equations, we have twoases to onsider, namely � = 0 or � = j. For � = 0 we have�iF i0 = �4�J0 ; (2.20)whih therefore orresponds (see (2.14) and (2.17)) to��iEi = �4�� ; i.e. ~r � ~E = 4�� : (2.21)For � = j, we shall have �0F 0j + �iF ij = �4�J j ; (2.22)whih gives �0Ej + �ijk�iBk = �4�J j : (2.23)This is just5 �� ~E�t + ~r� ~B = 4� ~J : (2.24)Thus (2.18) is equivalent to the two Maxwell �eld equations in (2.3).5Reall that the i'th omponent of ~r� ~V is given by (~r� ~V )i = �ijk�jVk for any 3-vetor ~V .25



Turning now to (2.19), it follows from the antisymmetry (2.13) of F�� that the left-handside is totally antisymmetri in (���) (i.e. it hanges sign under any exhange of a pair ofindies). Thefore there are two distint assignments of indies, after we make the 1 + 3deomposition � = (0; i) et. Either one of the indies is a 0 with the other two Latin, orelse all three are Latin. Consider �rst (�; �; �) = (0; i; j):�0Fij + �iFj0 + �jF0i = 0 ; (2.25)whih, from (2.14), means �ijk �Bk�t + �iEj � �jEi = 0 : (2.26)Sine this is antisymmetri in ij there is no loss of generality involved in ontrating with�ij`, whih gives6 2�B`�t + 2�ij` �iEj = 0 : (2.27)This is just the statement that ~r� ~E + � ~B�t = 0 ; (2.28)whih is the seond of the Maxwell equations in (2.4).The other distint possibility for assigning deomposed indies in (2.19) is to take(�; �; �) = (i; j; k), giving �iFjk + �jFki + �kFij = 0 : (2.29)Sine this is totally antisymmetri in (i; j; k), no generality is lost by ontrating it with�ijk, giving 3�ijk �iFjk = 0 : (2.30)From (2.14), this implies3�ijk�jk`�iB` = 0 ; and hene 6�iBi = 0 : (2.31)This has just reprodued the �rst Maxwell equation in (2.4), i.e. ~r � ~B = 0.We have now demonstrated that the equations (2.18) and (2.19) are equivalent to the fourMaxwell equations (2.3) and (2.4). Sine (2.18) and (2.19) are written in a four-dimensionalnotation, it is highly suggestive that they are indeed Lorentz ovariant. However, we shouldbe a little more areful, in order to be sure about this point. Not every set of objets V �6Reall that �ijm�k`m = ÆikÆj` � Æi`Æjk, and hene �ijm�kjm = 2Æik. These identities are easily proven byonsidering the possible assignments of indies and expliitly verifying that the two sides of the identitiesagree. 26



an be viewed as a Lorentz 4-vetor, after all. The test is whether they transform properly,as in (1.61), under Lorentz transformations.We may begin by onsidering the quantities J� = (�; J i). Note �rst that by applying�� to the Maxwell �eld equation (2.18), we get identially zero on the left-hand side, sinepartial derivatives ommute and F �� is antisymmetri. Thus from the left-hand side we get��J� = 0 : (2.32)This is the equation of harge onservation. Deomposed into the 3 + 1 language, it takesthe familiar form ���t + ~r � ~J = 0 : (2.33)By integrating over a losed 3-volume V and using the divergene theorem on the seondterm, we learn that the rate of hange of harge inside V is balaned by the ow of hargethrough its boundary S: ��t ZV �dV = � ZS ~J � d~S : (2.34)Now we are in a position to show that J� = (�; ~J) is indeed a 4-vetor. ConsideringJ0 = � �rst, we may note that dQ � �dxdydz (2.35)is learly Lorentz invariant, sine it is an eletri harge. Clearly, for example, all Lorentzobservers will agree on the number of eletrons in a given losed spatial region, and so theywill agree on the amount of harge. Another quantity that is Lorentz invariant isdv = dtdxdydz ; (2.36)the volume of an in�nitesinal region in spaetime. This an be seen from the fat that theJaobian J of the transformation from dv to dv0 = dt0dx0dy0dz0 is given byJ = det ��x0��x� � = det(���) : (2.37)Now the de�ning property (1.56) of the Lorentz transformation an be written in a matrixnotation as �T �� = � ; (2.38)and hene taking the determinant, we get (det �)2 = 1 and henedet � = �1 : (2.39)27



Assuming that we restrit attention to Lorentz transformations without reetions, thenthey will be onneted to the identity (we an take the boost veloity ~v to zero and/orthe rotation angle to zero and ontinuously approah the identity transformation), and sodet � = 1. Thus it follows from (2.37) that for Lorentz transformations without reetions,the 4-volume element dtdxdydz is Lorentz invariant.Comparing dQ = �dxdydz and dv = dtdxdydz, both of whih we have argued areLorentz invariant, we an onlude that � must transform in the same way as dt underLorentz transformations. In other words, � must transform like the 0 omponent of a4-vetor. Thus writing, as we did, that J0 = �, is justi�ed.In the same way, we may onsider the spatial omponents J i of the putative 4-vetorJ�. Considering J1, for example, we know that J1dydz is the urrent owing through thearea element dydz. Therefore in time dt, there will have been a ow of harge J1dtdydz.Being a harge, this must be Lorentz invariant, and so it follows from the known Lorentzinvariane of dv = dtdxdydz that J1 must transform the same way as dx under Lorentztransformations. Thus J1 does indeed transform like the 1 omponent of a 4-vetor. Similararguments apply to J2 and J3. (It is important in this argument that, beause of theharge-onservation equation (2.32) or (2.34), the ow of harges we are disussing whenonsidering the J i omponents are the same harges we disussed when onsidering the J0omponent.)We have now established that J� = (�; J i) is indeed a Lorentz 4-vetor, where � is theharge density and J i the 3-vetor urrent density.At this point, we reall that by hoosing the Lorenz gauge (2.11), we were able to reduethe Maxwell �eld equations (2.3) to (2.12). Furthermore, we an write these equationstogether as A� = �4� J� ; (2.40)where A� = (�; ~A) ; (2.41)where the d'Alembertian, or wave operator, = ���� = �i�i��20 was introdued in (1.81).We saw that it is manifestly a Lorentz salar operator, sine it is built from the ontrationof indies on the two Lorentz-vetor gradient operators. Sine we have already establishedthat J� is a 4-vetor, it therefore follows that A� is a 4-vetor. Note, en passant, that theLorenz gauge ondition (2.11) that we imposed earlier translates, in the four-dimensionallanguage, into ��A� = 0 ; (2.42)28



whih is niely Lorentz invariant.The �nal step is to note that our de�nition (2.14) is preisely onsistent with (2.41) and(2.8), if we write F�� = ��A� � ��A� : (2.43)First, we note from (2.41) that beause of the �00 = �1 needed when lowering the 0 index,we shall have A� = (��; ~A) : (2.44)Therefore we �nd F0i = �0Ai � �iA0 = �Ai�t + �i� = �Ei ;Fij = �iAj � �jAi = �ijk(~r� ~A)k = �ijkBk : (2.45)In summary, we have shown that J� is a 4-vetor, and hene, using (2.40), that A� is a4-vetor. Then, it is manifest from (2.43) that F�� is a 4-tensor. Hene, we have establishedthat the Maxwell equations, written in the form (2.18) and (2.19), are indeed expressed interms of 4-tensors and 4-vetors, and so the manifest Lorentz ovariane of the Maxwellequations is established.Finally, it is worth remarking that in the 4-tensor desription, the way in whih the gaugeinvariane arises is very straightforward. First, it is manifest that the Bianhi identity (2.19)is solved identially by writing F�� = ��A� � ��A� ; (2.46)for some 4-vetor A�. This is beause (2.19) is totally antisymmetri in ���, and so, when(2.46) is substituted into it, one gets identially zero sine partial derivatives ommute.(Try making the substitution and verify this expliitly. The vanishing beause of the om-mutativity of partial derivatives is essentially the same as the reason why url grad � 0and div url � 0.) It is also lear from (2.46) that F�� will be unhanged if we make thereplaement A� �! A� + ��� ; (2.47)where � is an arbitrary funtion of position and time. Again, the reason is that partialderivatives ommute. Comparing (2.47) with (2.44), we see that (2.47) implies� �! �� ���t ; Ai �! Ai + �i� ; (2.48)and so we have reprodued the gauge transformations (2.9) and (2.10).29



It should have beome lear by now that all the familiar features of the Maxwell equa-tions are equivalently desribed in the spaetime formulation in terms of 4-vetors and4-tensors. The only di�erene is that everything is desribed muh more simply and ele-gantly in the four-dimensional language.2.4 Lorentz transformation of ~E and ~BAlthough for many purposes the four-dimensional desription of the Maxwell equations isthe most onvenient, it is sometimes useful to revert to the original desription in terms of~E and ~B. For example, we may easily derive the Lorentz transformation properties of ~Eand ~B, making use of the four-dimensional formulation. In terms of F�� , there is no workneeded to write down its behaviour under Lorentz transformations. Raising the indies foronveniene, we shall have F 0�� = ��� ��� F �� : (2.49)From this, and the fat (see (2.14) that F 0i = Ei, F ij = �ijkBk, we an then immediatelyread of the Lorentz transformations for ~E and ~B.From the expressions (1.51) for the most general Lorentz boost transformation, we may�rst alulate ~E 0, alulated fromE0i = F 00i = �0� �i� F �� ;= �00 �ik F 0k +�0k �i0 F k0 +�0k �i` F k` ;= �Æik +  � 1v2 vivk�Ek � 2vivkEk �  vk�Æi` +  � 1v2 viv`��k`mBm ;= Ei + �ijk vjBk �  � 1v2 vivkEk : (2.50)(Note that beause F �� is antisymmetri, there is no F 00 term on the right-hand side onthe seond line.) Thus, in terms of 3-vetor notation, the Lorentz boost transformation ofthe eletri �eld is given by~E0 = ( ~E + ~v � ~B)�  � 1v2 (~v � ~E)~v : (2.51)An analogous alulation shows that the Lorentz boost transformation of the magneti �eldis given by ~B0 = ( ~B � ~v � ~E)�  � 1v2 (~v � ~B)~v : (2.52)Suppose, for example, that in the frame S there is just a magneti �eld ~B, while ~E = 0.An observer in a frame S0 moving with uniform veloity ~v relative to S will therefore observe30



not only a magneti �eld, given by~B0 =  ~B �  � 1v2 (~v � ~B)~v ; (2.53)but also an eletri �eld, given by ~E0 = ~v � ~B : (2.54)This, of ourse, is the priniple of the dynamo.7It is instrutive to write out the Lorentz transformations expliitly in the ase when theboost is along the x diretion, ~v = (v; 0; 0). Equations (2.51) and (2.52) beomeE0x = Ex ; E0y = (Ey � vBz) ; E0z = (Ez + vBy) ;B0x = Bx ; B0y = (By + vEz) ; B0z = (Bz � vEy) : (2.55)2.5 The Lorentz foreConsider a point partile following the path, or worldline, xi = xi(t). It has 3-veloityui = dxi=dt, and, as we saw earlier, 4-veloityU� = (;  ~u) ; where  = 1p1� u2 : (2.56)Multiplying by the rest mass m of the partile gives another 4-vetor, namely the 4-momentum p� = mU� = (m;m ~u) : (2.57)The quantity p0 = m is alled the relativisti energy E, and pi = m ui is alled therelativisti 3-momentum. Note that sine U�U� = �1, we shall havep�p� = �m2 : (2.58)We now de�ne the relativisti 4-fore f� ating on the partile to bef� = dp�d� ; (2.59)where � is the proper time. Clearly f� is indeed a 4-vetor, sine it is the 4-vetor dp�divided by the salar d� .Using (2.57), we an write the 4-fore asf� = �m3~u � d~ud� ;m3~u � d~ud� ~u+md~ud� � : (2.60)7In a pratial dynamo the rotor is moving with a veloity ~v whih is muh less than the speed of light,i.e. j~vj << 1 in natural units. This means that the gamma fator  = (1 � v2)�1=2 is approximately equalto unity in suh ases. 31



It follows that if we move to the instantaneous rest frame of the partile, i.e. the frame inwhih ~u = 0 at the partiular moment we are onsidering, then f� redues tof����rest frame = (0; ~F ) ; (2.61)where ~F = md~udt (2.62)is the Newtonian fore measured in the rest frame of the partile.8 Thus, we should in-terpret the 4-fore physially as desribing the Newtonian 3-fore when measured in theinstantaneous rest frame of the aelerating partile.If we now suppose that the partile has eletri harge e, and that it is moving underthe inuene of an eletromagneti �eld F�� , then its motion is given by the Lorentz foreequation f� = eF �� U� : (2.63)One an more or less justify this equation on the grounds of \what else ould it be?", sinewe know that there must exist a relativisti equation (i.e. a Lorentz ovariant equation)that desribes the motion. In fat it is easy to see that (2.63) is orret. We alulate thespatial omponents: f i = eF i� U� = eF i0 U0 + eF ij Uj ;= e(�Ei)(�) + e�ijkBk uj ; (2.64)and thus ~f = e ( ~E + ~u� ~B) : (2.65)But f� = dp�=d� , and so ~f = d~p=d� =  d~p=dt (reall from setion 1.6 that d� = dt=) andso we have d~pdt = e ( ~E + ~u� ~B) ; (2.66)where d~p=dt is the rate of hange of relativisti 3-momentum. This is indeed the standardexpression for the motion of a harged partile under the Lorentz fore.2.6 Ation priniple for harged partilesIn this setion, we shall show how the equations of motion for a harged partile movingin an eletromagneti �eld an be derived from an ation priniple. To begin, we shall8Note that we an replae the proper time � by the oordinate time t in the instantaneous rest frame,sine the two are the same. 32



onsider an unharged partile of mass m, with no fores ating on it. It will, of ourse,move in a straight line. It turns out that its equation of motion an be derived from theLorentz-invariant ation S = �m Z �2�1 d� ; (2.67)where � is the proper time along the trajetory x�(�) of the partile, starting at propertime � = �1 and ending at � = �2. The ation priniple then states that if we onsider allpossible paths between the initial and �nal spaetime points on the path, then the atualpath followed by the partile will be suh that the ation S is stationary. In other words, ifwe onsider small variations of the path around the atual path, then to �rst order in thevariations we shall have ÆS = 0.To see how this works, we note that d�2 = dt2 � dxidxi = dt2(1 � vivi) = dt2(1 � v2),where vi = dxi=dt is the 3-veloity of the partile. ThusS = �m Z t2t1 (1� v2)1=2 dt = �m Z t2t1 (1� _xi _xi)1=2 dt : (2.68)In other words, the Lagrangian L, for whih S = R t2t1 Ldt, is given byL = �m(1� _xi _xi)1=2 : (2.69)As a hek, if we expand (2.69) for small veloities (i.e. small ompared with the speedof light, so j _xij << 1), we shall haveL = �m+ 12mv2 + � � � : (2.70)Sine the Lagrangian is given by L = T � V we see that T is just the usual kineti energy12mv2 for a non-relativisti partile of mass m, while the potential energy is just m. Ofourse if we were not using units where the speed of light were unity, this energy would bem2. Sine it is just a onstant, it does not a�et the equations of motion that will followfrom the ation priniple.Now let us onsider small variations Æxi(t) around the path xi(t) followed by the partile.The ation will vary aording toÆS = m Z t2t1 (1� _xj _xj)�1=2 _xiÆ _xidt : (2.71)Integrating by parts then givesÆS = �m Z t2t1 ddt�(1� _xj _xj)�1=2 _xi�Æxidt+mh(1� _xj _xj)�1=2 _xiÆxiit2t1 : (2.72)33



As usual in an ation priniple, we restrit to variations of the path that vanish at theendpoints, so Æxi(t1) = Æxi(t2) = 0 and the boundary term an be dropped. The variationÆxi is allowed to be otherwise arbitrary in the time interval t1 < t < t2, and so we onludefrom the requirement of stationary ation ÆS = 0 thatddt�(1� _xj _xj)�1=2 _xi� = 0 : (2.73)Now, realling that we de�ne  = (1� v2)�1=2, we see thatd(m~v)dt = 0 ; (2.74)or, in other words, d~pdt = 0 ; (2.75)where ~p = m~v is the relativisti 3-momentum. We have, of ourse, derived the equationfor straight-line motion in the absene of any fores ating.Now we extend the disussion to the ase of a partile of mass m and harge e, movingunder the inuene of an eletromagneti �eld F�� . This �eld will be written in terms of a4-vetor potential: F�� = ��A� � ��A� : (2.76)The ation will now be the sum of the free-partile ation (2.68) above plus a term desribingthe interation of the partile with the eletromagneti �eld. The total ation turns out tobe S = Z �2�1 (�md� + eA�dx�) : (2.77)Note that it is again Lorentz invariant.From (2.44) we have A� = (��; ~A), and soA�dx� = A� dx�dt dt = (A0 +Ai _xi)dt = (��+Ai _xi)dt : (2.78)Thus we have S = R t2t1 Ldt with the Lagrangian L given byL = �m(1� _xj _xj)1=2 � e�+ eAi _xi ; (2.79)where potentials � and Ai depend on t and x. The �rst-order variation of the ation undera variation Æxi in the path givesÆS = Z t2t1 hm(1� _xj _xj)�1=2 _xiÆ _xi � e�i� Æxi + eAiÆ _xi + e�jAi _xiÆxjidt ;= Z t2t1 h� ddt (m _xi)� e�i�� edAidt + e�iAj _xjiÆxidt : (2.80)34



(We have dropped the boundary terms immediately, sine Æxi is again assumed to vanishat the endpoints.) Thus the priniple of stationary ation ÆS = 0 impliesd(m _xi)dt = �e�i�� dAidt + e�iAj _xj : (2.81)Now, the total time derivative dAi=dt has two ontributions, and we may write it asdAidt = �Ai�t + �jAi dxjdt = �Ai�t + �jAi _xj : (2.82)This arises beause �rst of all, Ai an depend expliitly on the time oordinate; this on-tribution is �Ai=�t. Additionally, Ai depends on the spatial oordinates xi, and along thepath followed by the partile, xi depends on t beause the path is xi = xi(t). This aountsfor the seond term.Putting all this together, we haved(m _xi)dt = e�� �i�� �Ai�t �+ e(�iAj � �jAi) _xj ;= e(Ei + �ijk _xjBk) : (2.83)In other words, we have d~pdt = e( ~E + ~v � ~B) ; (2.84)whih is the Lorentz fore equation (2.66).It is worth noting that although we gave a \three-dimensional" derivation of the equa-tions of motion following from the ation (2.77), we an also instead diretly derive thefour-dimensional equation dp�=d� = eF ��U� . To begin, we write the proper time intervalas d� = (����dx�dx�)1=2, and so its variation under a variation of the path x�(�) givesÆ(d�) = �(����dx�dx�)�1=2 ��� dx�dÆx� ;= ���� dx�d� dÆx� ;= �U� dÆx� ; (2.85)where U� is the 4-veloity. Thus the variation of the ation (2.77) givesÆS = Z �2�1 (mU�dÆx� + eA� dÆx� + e��A� Æx�dx�) ;= Z �2�1 (�mdU� Æx� � edA� Æx� + e��A� Æx�dx�) ;= Z �2�1 (�mdU�d� � edA�d� + e��A� dx�d� )Æx�d� : (2.86)Now we have dA�d� = ��A� dx�d� = ��A� U� ; (2.87)35



and so ÆS = Z �2�1 ��mdU�d� � e��A� U� + e��A� U��Æx�d� : (2.88)Requiring ÆS = 0 for all variations (that vanish at the endpoints) we therefore obtain theequation of motion mdU�d� = e(��A� � ��A�)U� ;= eF�� U� : (2.89)Thus we have reprodued the Lorentz fore equation (2.66).2.7 Gauge invariane of the ationIn writing down the relativisti ation (2.77) for a harged partile we had to make useof the 4-vetor potential A�. This is itself not physially observable, sine, as we notedearlier, A� and A0� = A� + �� desribe the same physis, where � is any arbitrary funtionin spaetime, sine A� and A0� give rise to the same eletromagneti �eld F�� . One mightworry, therefore, that the ation itself would be gauge dependent, and therefore might notproperly desribe the required physial situation. However, all is in fat well. This alreadyan be seen from the fat that, as we demonstrated, the variational priniple for the ation(2.77) does in fat produe the orret gauge-invariant Lorentz fore equation (2.66).It is instrutive also to examine the e�ets of a gauge transformation diretly at thelevel of the ation. If we make the gaug transformation A� ! A0� = A� + ���, we see from(2.77) that the ation S transforms to S0 given byS0 = Z �2�1 (�md� + eA�dx� + e���dx�) ;= S + e Z �2�1 ���dx� = e Z �2�1 d� ; (2.90)and so S0 = S + e[�(�2)� �(�1)℄ : (2.91)Thus provided we restrit ourselves to gauge transformations that vanish at the endpoints,the ation will be gauge invariant, S0 = S.2.8 Canonial momentum, and HamiltonianGiven any Lagrangian L(xi; _xi; t) one de�nes the anonial momentum �i as�i = �L� _xi : (2.92)36



The relativisti Lagrangian for the harged partile is given by (2.79), and so we have�i = m(1� _xj _xj)�1=2 _xi + eAi ; (2.93)or, in other words, �i = m _xi + eAi ; (2.94)= pi + eAi ; (2.95)where pi as usual is the standard mehanial relativisti 3-momentum of the partile.As usual, the Hamiltonian for the system is given byH = �i _xi � L ; (2.96)and so we �nd H = m _xi _xi + m + e� : (2.97)Now, _xi = vi and mv2 +m= = m(v2 + (1� v2)) =m, so we haveH = m + e� : (2.98)The Hamiltonian is to be viewed as a funtion of the oordinates xi and the anonialmomenta �i. To express  in terms of �i, we note from (2.94) that m _xi = �i� eAi, and sosquaring, we get m22v2 = m2v2=(1�v2) = (�i�eAi)2. Solving for v2, and hene for , we�nd that m22 = (�i� eAi)2+m2, and so �nally, from (2.98), we arrive at the HamiltonianH = q(�i � eAi)2 +m2 + e� : (2.99)Note that Hamilton's equations, whih will neessarily give rise to the same Lorentzfore equations of motion we enountered previously, are given by�H��i = _xi ; �H�xi = � _�i : (2.100)As a hek of the orretness of the Hamiltonian (2.99) we may examine it in the non-relativisti limit when (�i� eAi)2 is muh less than m2. We then extrat an m2 fator frominside the square root in p(�i � eAi)2 +m2 and expand to getH = mq1 + (�i � eAi)2=m2 + e� ;= m+ 12m (�i � eAi)2 + e�+ � � � : (2.101)37



The �rst term is the rest-mass energy, whih is just a onstant, and the remaining termspresented expliitly in (2.101) give the standard non-relativisti Hamiltonian for a hargedpartile Hnon-rel. = 12m (�i � eAi)2 + e� : (2.102)This should be familiar from quantum mehanis, when one writes down the Shr�odingerequation for the wave funtion for a harged partile in an eletromagneti �eld.3 Partile Motion in Stati Eletromagneti FieldsIn this hapter, we disuss the motion of a harged partile in stati (i.e. time-independent)eletromagneti �elds.3.1 Desription in terms of potentialsIf we are desribing stati eletri and magneti �elds, ~E = ~E(~r) and ~B = ~B(~r), it is natural(and always possible) to desribe them in terms of salar and 3-vetor potentials that arealso stati, � = �(~r), ~A = ~A(~r). Thus we write~E = �~r�� � ~A�t = �~r�(~r) ;~B = ~r� ~A(~r) : (3.1)We an still perform gauge transformations, as given in (2.9) and (2.10). The most generalgauge transformation that preserves the time-independene of the potentials is thereforegiven by taking the parameter � to be of the form�(~r; t) = �(~r) + k t ; (3.2)where k is an arbitrary onstant. This implies that � and ~A will transform aording to� �! �� k ; ~A �! ~A+ ~r�(~r) : (3.3)Note, in partiular, that the eletrostati potential � an just be shifted by an arbitraryonstant. This is the familiar freedom that one typially uses to set � = 0 at in�nity.Reall that the Hamiltonian for a partile of mass m and harge e in an eletromagneti�eld is given by (2.98) H = m + e� ; (3.4)38



where  = (1�v2)�1=2. In the present situation with stati �elds, the Hamiltonian does notdepend expliitly on time, i.e. �H=�t = 0. In this irumstane, it follows that the energyE is onserved, and is given simply by H:E = H = m + e� : (3.5)The time-independene of E an be seen from Hamilton's equations (2.100):dEdt = dHdt = �H�t + �H�xi _xi + �H��i _�i ;= 0� _�i _xi + _xi _�i = 0 : (3.6)We may think of the �rst term in E as being the mehanial term,Emeh = m ; (3.7)sine this is just the total energy of a partile of rest mass m moving with veloity ~v. Theseond term, e�, is the ontribution to the total energy from the eletri �eld. Note that themagneti �eld, desribed by the 3-vetor potential ~A, does not ontribute to the onservedenergy. This is beause the magneti �eld ~B does no work on the harge:Reall that the Lorentz fore equation an be written asd(mvi)dt = e(Ei + �ijk vjBk) : (3.8)Multiplying by vi we therefore havemvi dvidt +mvividdt = eviEi : (3.9)Now  = (1� v2)�1=2, so ddt = (1� v2)�3=2vi dvidt = 3vi dvidt ; (3.10)and so (3.9) gives mddt = eviEi : (3.11)Sine Emeh = m, and m is a onstant, we therefore havedEmehdt = e~v � ~E : (3.12)Thus, the mehanial energy of the partile is hanged only by the eletri �eld, and notby the magneti �eld.Note that another derivation of the onstany of E = m + e� is as follows:dEdt = d(m)dt + ed�dt= dEmehdt + e�i� dxidt ;= e~v � ~E � e~v � ~E = 0 : (3.13)39



3.2 Partile motion in stati uniform ~E and ~B �eldsLet us onsider the ase where a harged partile is moving in stati (i.e. time-independent)uniform ~E and ~B �elds. In other words, ~E and ~B are onstant vetors, independent oftime and of position. In this situation, it is easy to write down expliit expressions for theorresponding salar and 3-vetor potentials. For the salar potential, we an take� = � ~E � ~r = �Eixi : (3.14)Clearly this gives the orret eletri �eld, sine��i� = �i(Ejxj) = Ej�ixj = EjÆij = Ei : (3.15)(It is, of ourse, essential that Ej is onstant for this alulation to be valid.)Turning now to the uniform ~B �eld, it is easily seen that this an be written as ~B =~r� ~A, with the 3-vetor potential given by~A = 12 ~B � ~r : (3.16)It is easiest to hek this using index notation. We have(~r� ~A)i = �ijk �jAk = �ijk�j(12�k`mB`xm) ;= 12�ijk�`mk B`�jxm = 12�ijk�`jkB` ;= Æi`B` = Bi : (3.17)Of ourse the potentials we have written above are not unique, sine we an still performgauge transformations. If we restrit attention to transformations that maintain the time-independene of � and ~A, then for � the only remaining freedom is to add an arbitraryonstant to �. For the 3-vetor potential, we an still add ~r�(~r) to ~A, where �(~r) is anarbitrary funtion of position. It is sometimes helpful, for alulational reasons, to do this.Suppose, for example, that the uniform ~B �eld lies along the z axis: ~B = (0; 0; B). From(3.16), we may therefore write the 3-vetor potential~A = (�12By; 12Bx; 0) : (3.18)Another hoie is to take ~A0 = ~A+ ~r�(~r), with � = �12Bxy. This gives~A0 = (�By; 0; 0) : (3.19)One easily veri�es that indeed ~r� ~A0 = (0; 0; B).40



3.2.1 Motion in a stati uniform eletri �eldFrom the Lorentz fore equation, we shall haved~pdt = e ~E ; (3.20)where ~p = m~v is the relativisti 3-momentum. Without loss of generality, we may takethe eletri �eld to lie along the x axis, and so we will havedpxdt = eE ; dpydt = 0 ; dpzdt = 0 : (3.21)Sine there is a rotational symmetry in the (y; z) plane, we an, without loss of generality,hoose to take pz = 0, sine the motion in the (yz) plane is evidently, from (3.21), simplylinear. Thus we may take the solution to (3.21) to bepx = eEt ; py = �p ; pz = 0 ; (3.22)where �p is a onstant. We have also hosen the origin for the time oordinate t suh thatpx = 0 at t = 0.Realling that the 4-momentum is given by p� = (m; ~p) = (Emeh; ~p), and that p�p� =m2U�U� = �m2, we see thatEmeh = qm2 + p2x + p2y = qm2 + �p2 + (eEt)2 ; (3.23)and hene we may write Emeh = qE20 + (eEt)2 ; (3.24)where E20 = m2 + �p2 is the square of the mehanial energy at time t = 0.We have ~p = m~v = Emeh ~v, and sodxdt = pxEmeh = eEtqE20 + (eEt)2 ; (3.25)whih an be integrated to give x = 1eE qE20 + (eEt)2 : (3.26)(The onstant of integration has been absorbed into a hoie of origin for the x oordinate.)Note from (3.25) that the x-omponent of the 3-veloity asymptotially approahes 1 as tgoes to in�nity. Thus the partile is aelerated loser and loser to the speed of light, butnever reahes it. 41



We also have dydt = pyEmeh = �pqE20 + (eEt)2 : (3.27)This an be integrated by hanging variable from t to u, de�ned byeEt = E0 sinhu : (3.28)This gives y = �p u=(eE), and heney = �peE arsinh�eEtE0 � : (3.29)(Again, the onstant of integration has been absorbed into the hoie of origin for y.)The solutions (3.26) and (3.29) for x and y as funtions of t an be ombined to give xas a funtion of y, leading to x = E0eE osh�eEy�p � : (3.30)This is a atenary.In the non-relativisti limit when jvj << 1, we have �p � m�v and then, expanding (3.30)we �nd the standard \Newtonian" paraboli motionx � onstant + eE2m�v2 y2 : (3.31)3.2.2 Motion in a stati uniform magneti �eldFrom the Lorentz fore equation we shall haved~pdt = e~v � ~B : (3.32)Realling (3.11), we see that in the absene of an eletri �eld we shall have  = onstant,and hene d~p=dt = d(m~v)=dt = m d~v=dt, leading tod~vdt = em ~v � ~B = eE ~v � ~B ; (3.33)sine E = m + e� = m (a onstant) here.Without loss of generality we may hoose the uniform ~B �eld to lie along the z axis:~B = (0; 0; B). De�ning ! � eBE = eBm ; (3.34)we then �nd dvxdt = ! vy ; dvydt = �! vx ; dvzdt = 0 : (3.35)42



From this, it follows that d(vx + i vy)dt = �i! (vx + i vy) ; (3.36)and so the �rst two equations in (3.35) an be integrated to givevx + i vy = v0 e�i (!t+�) ; (3.37)where v0 is a real onstant, and � is a onstant (real) phase. Thus after further integrationswe obtainx = x0 + r0 sin(!t+ �) ; y = y0 + r0 os(!t+ �) ; z = z0 + �vzt ; (3.38)for onstants r0, x0, y0, z0 and �vz, withr0 = v0! = mv0eB = �peB ; (3.39)where �p is the relativisti 3-momentum in the (x; y) plane. The partile therefore follows ahelial path, of radius r0.3.2.3 Adiabati invariantIn any onservative system with a periodi motion, it an be shown that the quantityI � I �idxi ; (3.40)integrated over a omplete yle of the oordinates xi is onserved under slow (adiabati)hanges of the external parameters. Spei�ally, if there is an external parameter a, thendI=dt is of order O( _a2; �a), but there is no linear dependene on the �rst derivative _a.In our previous disussion, of a harged partile moving under the inuene of a uniformmagneti �eld ~B that lies along the z diretion, we may onsider the invariant I that oneobtains by integrating around its losed path in the (x; y) plane. We shall haveI � I �idxi = I (pi + eAi)dxi ; (3.41)and I pidxi = 2�r0�p = 2�r20eB : (3.42)We shall also have e I Aidxi = e ZS ~B � d~S = �e�r20B : (3.43)Hene we �nd I = 2�r20eB � �r20eB ; (3.44)43



and so I = �r20eB = ��p2eB : (3.45)The statement is that sine I is an adiabati invariant, it will remain essentially un-hanged if B, whih we an view here as the external parameter, is slowly hanged. Thuswe may say that r0 / B�1=2 ; or �p / B1=2 : (3.46)Note that sine �r20 = A, the area of the loop, it follows from (3.45) thatI = e� ; (3.47)where � = AB is the magneti ux threading the loop. Thus if we make a slow hange tothe magneti �eld, then the radius of the partile's orbit adjusts itself so that the magnetiux through the loop remains onstant.As an appliation, we may onsider a harged partile moving in a stati magneti �eldthat hanges gradually with position. We have already seen that Emeh is onstant in a puremagneti �eld. Sine we have p�p� = �E2meh + ~p 2 = �m2 ; (3.48)it follows that j~pj is also a onstant. In our disussion of the partile motion in the magneti�eld, we de�ned �p to be the omponent of transverse 3-momentum; i.e. the omponent inthe (x; y) plane. Thus we shall have ~p 2 = �p2 + p2L ; (3.49)where pL denotes the longitudinal omponent of 3-momentum. It follows thatp2L = ~p 2 � �p2 = ~p 2 � eIB� : (3.50)Sine ~p 2 is a onstant, it follows that as the partile penetrates into a region where themagneti �eld inreases, the longitudinal momentum pL (i.e. the momentum in the diretionof its forward motion) gets smaller and smaller. If the B �eld beomes large enough, theforward motion will be brought to zero, and the partile will be repelled out of the regionof high magneti �eld.3.2.4 Motion in uniform ~E and ~B �eldsHaving onsidered the ase of partile motion in a uniform ~E �eld, and in a uniform ~B�eld, we may also onsider the situation of motion in uniform ~E and ~B �elds together. To44



disuss this in detail is quite involved, and we shall not pursue it extensively here. Instead,onsider the situation where we take~B = (0; 0; B) ; ~E = (0; Ey; Ez) ; (3.51)(there is no loss of generality in hoosing axes so that this is the ase), and we make thesimplifying assumption that the motion is non-relativisti, i.e. j~vj << 1. The equations ofmotion will therefore be md~vdt = e( ~E + ~v � ~B) ; (3.52)and so m�x = eB _y ; m�y = eEy � eB _x ; m�z = eEz : (3.53)We an immediately solve for z, �ndingz = e2m Ez t2 + �vt ; (3.54)where we have hosen the z origin so that z = 0 at t = 0. The x and y equations an beombined into ddt( _x+ i _y) + i!( _x+ i _y) = i em Ey ; (3.55)where ! = eB=m. Thus we �nd_x+ i _y = ae�i!t + em! Ey = ae�i!t + EyB : (3.56)Choosing the origin of time so that a is real, we have_x = a os!t+ EyB ; _y = �a sin!t : (3.57)Taking the time averages, we see thath _xi = EyB ; h _yi = 0 : (3.58)The averaged veloity along the x diretion is alled the drift veloity. Notie that it isperpendiular to ~E and ~B. It an be written in general as~vdrift = ~E � ~BB2 : (3.59)For our assumption that j~vj << 1 to be valid, we must have j ~E� ~Bj << B2, i.e. jEyj << jBj.Integrating (3.57) one more, we �ndx = a! sin!t+ EyB t ; y = a! (os!t� 1) ; (3.60)45



where the origins of x and y have been hosen so that x = y = 0 at t = 0. These equationsdesribe the projetion of the partile's motion onto the (x; y) plane. The urve is alled atrohoid. If jaj > Ey=B there will be loops in the motion, and in the speial ase a = �Ey=Bthe urve beomes a yloid, with usps:x = Ey!B (!t� sin!t) ; y = Ey!B (1� os!t) : (3.61)4 Ation Priniple for EletrodynamisIn this setion, we shall show how the Maxwell equations themselves an be derived froman ation priniple. We shall also introdue the notion of the energy-momentum tensor forthe eletromagneti �eld. We begin with a disussion of Lorentz invariant quantities thatan be built from the Maxwell �eld strength tensor F�� .4.1 Invariants of the eletromagneti �eldAs we shall now show, it is possible to build two independent Lorentz invariants that arequadrati in the eletromagneti �eld. One of these will turn out to be just what is neededin order to onstrut an ation for eletrodynamis.4.1.1 The �rst invariantThe �rst quadrati invariant is very simple; we may writeI1 � F�� F �� : (4.1)Obviously this is Lorentz invariant, sine it is built from the produt of two Lorentz tensors,with all indies ontrated. It is instrutive to see what this looks like in terms of the eletriand magneti �elds. From the expressions given in (2.14), we see thatI1 = F0i F 0i + Fi0 F i0 + Fij F ij ;= 2F0i F 0i + Fij F ij = �2EiEi + �ijkBk �ij`B` ;= �2EiEi + 2BiBi ; (4.2)and so I1 � F�� F �� = 2( ~B2 � ~E2) : (4.3)One ould, of ourse, verify from the Lorentz transformations (2.51) and (2.52) for ~Eand ~B that indeed ( ~B2� ~E2) was invariant, i.e. I 01 = I1 under Lorentz transformations. This46



would be quite an involved omputation. However, the great beauty of the 4-dimensionallanguage is that there is absolutely no work needed at all; one an see by inspetion thatF�� F �� is Lorentz invariant.4.1.2 The seond invariantThe seond quadrati invariant that we an write down is given byI2 � 12����� F��F�� : (4.4)First, we need to explain the tensor �����. This is the four-dimensional Minkowski spaetimegeneralisation of the totally-antisymmetri tensor �ijk of three-dimensional Cartesian tensoranalysis. The tensor ����� is also totally antisymmetri in all its indies. That means thatit hanges sign if any two indies are exhanged. For example,9����� = ������ = ������ = ������ : (4.5)Sine all the non-vanishing omponents of ����� are related by the antisymmetry, we needonly speify one non-vanishing omponent in order to de�ne the tensor ompletely. Weshall de�ne �0123 = �1 ; or, equivalently �0123 = +1 : (4.6)Thus ����� is �1, +1 or 0 aording to whether (����) is an even permutation of (0123),and odd permutation, or no permutation at all. We use this de�nition of ����� in all frames.This an be done beause, like the Minkowski metri ��� , the tensor ����� is an invarianttensor, as we shall now disuss.Atually, to be more preise, ����� is an invariant pseudo-tensor. This means that un-der Lorentz transformations that are onneted to the identity (pure boosts and/or purerotations), it is truly an invariant tensor. However, it reverses its sign under Lorentz trans-formations that involve a reetion. To see this, let us alulate what the transformationof ����� would be if we assume it behaves as an ordinary Lorentz tensor:�0���� � ����������Æ ���Æ ;= (det �) ����� : (4.7)9Beware that in an odd dimension, suh as 3, the proess of \yling" the indies on �ijk (for example,pushing one o� the right-hand end and bringing it to the front) is an even permutation; �kij = �ijk. Byontrast, in an even dimension, suh as 4, the proess of yling is an odd permutation; ����� = ������.This is an elementary point, but easily overlooked if one is familiar only with three dimensions!47



The last equality an easily be seen by writing out all the terms. (It is easier to play aroundwith the analogous identity in 2 or 3 dimensions, to onvine oneself of it in an examplewith fewer terms to write down.) Now, we already saw in setion 2.3 that det� = �1,with det � = +1 for pure boosts and/or rotations, and det� = �1 if there is a reetion aswell. (See the disussion leading up to equation (2.39).) Thus we see from (4.7) that �����behaves like an invariant tensor, taking the same values in all Lorentz frames, providedthere is no reetion. (Lorentz transformations onneted to the identity, i.e. where thereis no reetion, are sometimes alled proper Lorentz transformations.) In pratie, we shallalmost always be onsidering only proper Lorentz transformations, and so the distintionbetween a tensor and a pseudo-tensor will not onern us.Returning now to the seond quadrati invariant, (4.4), we shall haveI2 = 12����� F��F�� = 12 � 4� �0ijkF0i Fjk ;= 2(��ijk)(�Ei)�jk`B` ;= 4EiBi = 4 ~E � ~B : (4.8)Thus, to summarise, we have the two quadrati invariantsI1 = F��F �� = 2( ~B2 � ~E2) ;I2 = 12����� F��F�� = 4 ~E � ~B : (4.9)Sine the two quantities I1 and I2 are (manifestly) Lorentz invariant, this means that,even though it is not diretly evident in the three-dimensional language without quite a lotof work, the two quantities ~B2 � ~E2 ; and ~E � ~B (4.10)are Lorentz invariant; i.e. they take the same values in all Lorentz frames. This has anumber of onsequenes. For example1. If ~E and ~B are perpendiular in one Lorentz frame, then they are perpendiular inall Lorentz frames.2. In partiular, if there exists a Lorentz frame where the eletromagneti �eld is purelyeletri ( ~B = 0), or purely magneti ( ~E = 0), then ~E and ~B are perpendiular in anyother frame.3. If j ~Ej > j ~Bj in one frame, then it is true in all frames. Conversely, if j ~Ej < j ~Bj in oneframe, then it is true in all frames. 48



4. By making an appropriate Lorentz transformation, we an, at a given point, make ~Eand ~B equal to any values we like, subjet only to the onditions that we annot alterthe values of ( ~B2 � ~E2) and ~E � ~B at that point.4.2 Ation for eletrodynamisWe have already disussed the ation priniple for a harged partile moving in an eletro-magneti �eld. In that disussion, the eletromagneti �eld was just a spei�ed bakground,whih, of ourse, would be a solution of the Maxwell equations. We an also derive theMaxwell equations themselves from an ation priniple, as we shall now show.We begin by introduing the notion of Lagrangian density. This is a quantity that isintegrated over a three-dimensional spatial volume (typially, all of 3-spae) to give theLagrangian: L = Z Ld3x : (4.11)Then, the Lagrangian is integrated over a time interval t1 � t � t2 to give the ation,S = Z t2t1 Ldt = Z Ld4x : (4.12)Consider �rst the vauum Maxwell equations without soures,��F �� = 0 ; ��F�� + ��F�� + ��F�� = 0 : (4.13)We immediately solve the seond equation (the Bianhi identity) by writing F�� in termsof a potential: F�� = ��A� � ��A� : (4.14)Sine the Maxwell �eld equations are linear in the �elds, it is natural to expet that theation should be quadrati. In fat, it turns out that the �rst invariant we onsidered aboveprovides the appropriate Lagrangian density. We takeL = � 116� F��F �� ; (4.15)and so the ation will be S = � 116� Z F��F ��d4x : (4.16)We an now derive the soure-free Maxwell equations by requiring that this ation bestationary with respet to variations of the gauge �eld A�. It must be emphasised that wetreat A� as the fundamental �eld here. 49



The derivation goes as follows. We shall haveÆS = � 116� Z (ÆF��F �� + F��ÆF ��)d4x = � 18� Z ÆF��F �� d4x ;= � 18� ; Z F �� (��ÆA� � ��ÆA�)d4x = � 14� Z F �� ��ÆA�d4x ;= � 14� Z ��(F �� ÆA�)d4x+ 14� Z (��F ��) ÆA�d4x ;= � 14� Z� F �� ÆA�d�� + 14� Z (��F ��) ÆA�d4x ;= 14� Z (��F ��) ÆA�d4x : (4.17)Note that in the �nal steps, we have used the 4-dimensional analogue of the divergenetheorem to turn the 4-volume integral of the divergene of a vetor into a 3-volume integralover the bouding surfae �. The next step is to say that this integral vanishes, beausewe restrit attention to variations ÆA� that vanish on �. Finally, we argue that if ÆS is tovanish for all possible variations ÆA� (that vanish on �), it must be that��F �� = 0 : (4.18)Thus we have derived the soure-free Maxwell �eld equation. Of ourse the Bianhi identityhas already been taken are of by writing F�� in terms of the 4-vetor potential A�.The ation (4.16), whose variation gave the Maxwell �eld equation, is written in whatis alled seond-order formalism; that is, the ation is expressed in terms of the 4-vetor-potential A� as the fundamental �eld, with F�� just being a short-hand notation for ��A����A�. It is sometimes onvenient to use instead the �rst-order formalism, in whih onetreats A� and F�� as independent �elds. In this formalism, the equation of motion omingfrom demanding that S be stationary under variations of F�� will derive the equationF�� = ��A� � ��A�. To do this, we need a di�erent ation as our starting point, namelySf:o: = 14� Z (14F ��F�� � F �� ��A�)d4x : (4.19)First, onsider the variation of F �� , now treated as an independent fundamental �eld. Thisgives ÆSf:o: = 14� Z (12F��ÆF �� � ÆF ����A�)d4x ;= 14� Z [12F��ÆF �� � 12ÆF ��(��A� � ��A�)℄d4x ; (4.20)where, in getting to the seond line, we have used the fat that F �� is antisymmetri. Thereason for doing this is that when we vary F �� we an take ÆF �� to be arbitary, but it must50



still be antisymmetri. Thus it is helpful to fore an expliit antisymmetrisation on the��A� that multiplies it, sine the symmetri part automatially gives zero when ontratedonto the antisymmetri ÆF �� . Requiring ÆSf:o: = 0 for arbitrary ÆF �� then implies theintegrand must vanish. This gives, as promised, the equation of motionF�� = ��A� � ��A� : (4.21)Vraying Sf:o: in (4.19) instead with respet to A�, we getÆSf:o: = � 14� Z F �� ��ÆA� d4x ;= 14� Z (��F ��) ÆA� d4x ; (4.22)and hene reuiring that the variation of Sf:o: with respet to A� vanish gives the Maxwell�eld equation ��F �� = 0 (4.23)again. Note that in this alulation, we immediately dropped the boundary term omingfrom the integration by parts, for the usual reason that we only allow variations that vanishon the boundary.In pratie, we shall usually use the previous, seond-order, formalism.4.3 Inlusion of souresIn general, the Maxwell �eld equation reads��F �� = �4�J� : (4.24)So far, we have seen that by varying the seond-order ation (4.16) with respet to A�, weobtain ÆS = 14� Z ��F �� ÆA� d4x : (4.25)To derive the Maxwell �eld equation with a soure urrent J�, we an simply add a termto the ation, to give S = Z �� 116� F��F �� + J�A��d4x : (4.26)Treating J� as independent of A�, we therefore �ndÆS = Z � 14� ��F �� + J��ÆA� d4x ; (4.27)and so requiring ÆS = 0 gives the Maxwell �eld equation (4.24) with the soure on theright-hand side. 51



The form of the soure urrent J� depends, of ourse, on the details of the situationone is onsidering. One might simply have a situation where J� is an externally-suppliedsoure �eld. Alternatively, the soure J� might itself be given dynamially in terms of someharged matter �elds, or in terms of a set of moving point harges. Let us onsider thispossibility in more detail.If there is a single point harge q at the loation ~r0, then it will be desribed by theharge density � = q Æ3(~r � ~r0) ; (4.28)where the three-dimensional delta-funtion Æ3(~r), with ~r = (x; y; z), meansÆ3(~r) = Æ(x)Æ(y)Æ(z) : (4.29)If the harge is moving, so that its loation at time t is at ~r = ~r0(t), then of ourse we shallhave � = q Æ3(~r � ~r0(t)) : (4.30)The 3-vetor urrent will be given by~J = q Æ3(~r � ~r0(t)) d~r0dt ; (4.31)and so the 4-urrent is J� = (�; �~v) ; where ~v = d~r0dt ; (4.32)and � is given by (4.30). We an verify that this is the orret urrent vetor, by hekingthat it properly satis�es the harge-onservation equation ��J� = ��=�t+ �iJ i = 0. Thuswe have ���t = q ��tÆ3(~r � ~r0(t)) = q ��xi0 Æ3(~r � ~r0(t)) dxi0dt ;= �q ��xi Æ3(~r � ~r0(t)) dxi0dt = ��i�� dxi0dt � ;= ��i(�vi) = ��iJi : (4.33)Note that we used the hain rule for di�erentiation in the �rst line, and that in getting tothe seond line we used the result that �=�x f(x� y) = f 0(x� y) = ��=�y f(x� y) for anyfuntion f with argument (x� y) (where f 0 denotes the derivative of f with respet to itsargument). It is also useful to note that we an write (4.32) asJ� = �dx�0dt ; (4.34)52



where we simply de�ne x�0 with � = 0 to be t.Note that the integral R J�A� for the point harge gives a ontribution to that ationthat is preisely of the form we saw in equation (2.77):Z J�A�d4x = Z qÆ3(~r � ~r0)dx�0dt A�d3xdt ;= Zpath qdx�dt A� dt = q ZpathA�dx� : (4.35)Suppose now we have N harges qa, following paths ~ra(t). Then the total harge densitywill be given by � = NXa=1 qa Æ3(~r � ~ra(t)) : (4.36)Sine we have alluded several times to the fat that ��J� = 0 is the equation of hargeonservation, it is appropriate to examine this in a little more detail. The total harge Qat time t1 is given by integrating the harge density over the spatial 3-volume:Q(t1) = Zt=t1 J0d�0 ; where d�0 = dxdydz : (4.37)This an be written ovariantly asQ(t1) = Zt=t1 J�d�� ; (4.38)where we de�ne alsod�1 = �dtdydz ; d�2 = �dtdzdx ; d�3 = �dtdydz : (4.39)Beause the integral in (4.37) is de�ned to be over the 3-surfae at onstant t, it followsthat the extra terms, for � = 1; 2; 3, in (4.38) do not ontribute.If we now alulate the harge at a later time t2, and then take the di�erene betweenthe two harges, we will obtain Q(t2)�Q(t1) = Z� J�d�� ; (4.40)where � is the ylindrial losed spatial 3-volume bounded by the \end aps" formed by thesurfaes t = t1 and t = t2, and by the sides at spatial in�nity. We are assuming the hargesare on�ned to a �nite region, and so the urrent J� is zero on the sides of the ylinder.By the 4-dimensional analogue of the divergene theorem we shall haveZ� J�d�� = ZV ��J� d4x ; (4.41)53



where V is the 4-volume bounded by �. Thus we haveQ(t2)�Q(t1) = ZV ��J�d4x = 0 ; (4.42)sine ��J� = 0. Thus we see that ��J� = 0 implies that the total harge in an isolated�nite region is independent of time.Note that the equation of harge onservation implies the gauge invariane of the ation.We have S = Z �� 116� F��F �� + J�A��d4x ; (4.43)and so under a gauge transformation A� ! A� + ���, we �ndS �! Z �� 116� F��F �� + J�A��d4x+ Z J����d4x ;= S + Z J����d4x = S � Z ���J�d4x ;= S : (4.44)4.4 Energy density and energy uxHere, we review the alulation of energy density and energy ux in the 3-dimensionallanguage. After that, we shall give the more elegant 4-dimensional desription.Consider the two Maxwell equations~r� ~B � � ~E�t = 4� ~J ; ~r� ~E + � ~B�t = 0 : (4.45)From these, we an dedue~E � � ~E�t + ~B � � ~B�t = ~E � (~r� ~B � 4� ~J)� ~B � (~r� ~E) ;= �ijk(Ei�jBk �Bi�jEk)� 4� ~J � ~E ;= ��ijk(Bi�jEk +Ek�jBi)� 4� ~J � ~E ;= ��j(�jkiEkBi)� 4� ~J � ~E ;= �~r � ( ~E � ~B)� 4� ~J � ~E : (4.46)We then de�ne the Poynting vetor ~S � 14� ~E � ~B ; (4.47)and so 12 ��t( ~E2 + ~B2) = �4�~r � ~S � 4� ~J � ~E ; (4.48)54



sine ~E � � ~E=�t = 12�=�t( ~E2), et.We now assume that the ~E and ~B �elds are on�ned to some �nite region of spae.Integrating (4.48) over all spae, we obtainZ ~J � ~Ed3x+ 18� ddt Z ( ~E2 + ~B2)d3x = � Z ~r � ~Sd3x ;= � Z� ~S � d~� ;= 0 : (4.49)We get zero on the right-hand side beause, having used the divergene theorem to onvertit to an integral over �, the \sphere at in�nity," the integral vanishes sine ~E and ~B, andhene ~S, are assumed to vanish there.If the urrent ~J is assumed to be due to the motion of a set of harges qa with 3-veloities~va and rest masses ma, we shall have from (4.31) thatZ ~J � ~Ed3x =Xa qa~va � ~E = dEmehdt ; (4.50)where Emeh =Xa maa (4.51)is the total mehanial energy for the set of partiles, as de�ned in (3.7). Note that herea � (1� v2a)�1=2 : (4.52)Thus we onlude that ddt�Emeh + 18� Z ( ~E2 + ~B2)d3x� = 0 : (4.53)This is the equation of total energy onservation. It says that the sum of the total mehanialenergy plus the energy ontained in the eletromagneti �elds is a onstant. Thus weinterpret W � 18� ( ~E2 + ~B2) (4.54)as the energy density of the eletromagneti �eld.Returning now to equation (4.48), we an onsider integrating it over just a �nite volumeV , bounded by a losed 2-surfae �. We will haveddt�Emeh + ZV Wd3x� = � Z� ~S � d~� : (4.55)We now know that the left-hand side should be interpreted as the rate of hange of totalenergy in the volume V and so learly, sine the total energy must be onserved, we should55



interpret the right-hand side as the ux of energy passing through the boundary surfae �.Thus we see that the Poynting vetor S = 14� ~E � ~B (4.56)is to be interpreted as the energy ux aross the boundary; i.e. the energy per unit area perunit time.4.5 Energy-momentum tensorThe disussion above was presented within the 3-dimensional framework. In this setionwe shall give a 4-dimensional spaetime desription, whih involves the introdution of theenergy-momentum tensor. We shall begin with a rather general introdution. In order tosimplify this disussion, we shall �rst desribe the onstrution of the energy-momentumtensor for a salar �eld �(x�). When we then apply these ideas to eletromagnetism, weshall need to make the rather simple generalisation to the ase of a Lagrangian for thevetor �eld A�(x�).We begin by onsidering a Lagrangian density L for the salar �eld �. We shall as-sume that this depends on �, and on its �rst derivatives ���, but that it has no expliitdependene10 on the spaetime oordinates x�:L = L(�; ���) : (4.57)The ation is then given by S = Z L(�; ���) d4x : (4.58)The Euler-Lagrange equations for the salar �eld then follow from requiring that theation be stationary. Thus we have11ÆS = Z h�L�� Æ�+ �L���� ��Æ�id4x ;= Z h�L�� Æ�� ��� �L�����Æ�id4x+ Z� �L����Æ�d�� ;10This is the analogue of a Lagrangian in lassial mehanis that depends on the oordinates qi andveloities _qi, but whih does not have expliit time dependene. Energy is onserved in a system desribedby suh a Lagrangian.11Note that �L=���� means taking the partial derivative of L viewed as a funtion of � and ���, withrespet to ���. For example, if L = � 12 (���)(���) + 12m2�, then�L=���� = �(���) �(���)���� = �(���) Æ�� = ���� : (4.59)56



= Z h�L�� Æ�� ��� �L�����Æ�id4x ; (4.60)where, in getting to the last line, we have as usual dropped the surfae term integrated overthe boundary ylinder �, sine we shall insist that Æ� vanishes on �. Thus the requirementthat ÆS = 0 for all suh Æ� implies the Euler-Lagrange equations�L�� � ��� �L����� = 0 : (4.61)Now onsider the expression ��L = �L=�x�. Sine we are assuming L has no expliitdependene on the spaetime oordinates, it follows that ��L is given by the hain rule,��L = �L�� ���+ �L��������� : (4.62)Now, using the Euler-Lagrange equations (4.61), we an write this as��L = ��� �L��������+ �L��������� ;= ��h �L���� ���i ; (4.63)and thus we have ��h �L���� ���� Æ�� Li = 0 : (4.64)We are therefore led to de�ne the 2-index tensorT�� � � �L���� ���+ Æ�� L ; (4.65)whih then satis�es ��T�� = 0 : (4.66)T �� is alled an energy-momentum tensor.We saw previously that the equation ��J� = 0 for the 4-vetor urrent density J�implies that there is a onserved hargeQ = Zt=onst J0d�0 = Zt=onst J�d�� ; (4.67)where d�0 = dxdydz, et. By an idential argument, it follows that the equation ��T�� = 0implies that there is a onserved 4-vetor:P � � Zt=onst T �0d�0 = Zt=onst T ��d�� : (4.68)(Of ourse T �� = ��� T�� .) Thus we may hekdP �dt = �0 Zt=onst T �0d3x = Zt=onst �0T �0d3x = � Zt=onst �iT �id3x ;= � ZS T �idSi = 0 ; (4.69)57



where in the last line we have used the divergene theorem to turn the integral into a 2-dimensional integral over the boundary sphere S at in�nity. This vanishes sine we shallassume the �elds are zero at in�nity.Notie that T 00 = �T00 and from (4.65) we therefore haveT 00 = �L��0� �0��L : (4.70)Now for a Lagrangian L = L(qi; _qi) we have the anonial momentum �i = �L=� _qi, andthe Hamiltonian H = �i _qi � L : (4.71)Sine there is no expliit time dependene, H is onserved, and is equal to the total energyof the system. Comparing with (4.70), we an reognise that T 00 is the energy density.From (4.68) we therefore have that P 0 = Z T 00d3x (4.72)is the total energy. Sine it is manifest from its onstrution that P � is a 4-vetor, andsine its 0 omponent is the energy, it follows that P � is the 4-momentum.The essential point in the disussion above is that P � given in (4.68) should be onserved,whih requires ��T�� = 0. The quantity T�� we onstruted is not the unique tensor withthis property. We an de�ne a new one, aording toT�� �! T�� + �� ��� ; (4.73)where  ��� is an arbitrary tensor that is antisymmetri in its last two indies, ��� = � ��� : (4.74)We shall take  ��� to vanish at spatial in�nity.The antisymmetry implies, sine partial derivatives ommute, that���� ��� = 0 ; (4.75)and hene that the modi�ed energy-momentum tensor de�ned by (4.73) is onserved too.Furthermore, the modi�ation to T�� does not alter P �, sine, from (4.68), the extra termwill be Zt=onst �� ���d�� = Zt=onst �� �0�d�0 ;= Zt=onst �i �0id3x ;= ZS  �0idSi = 0 ; (4.76)58



where S is the sphere at spatial in�nity. The modi�ation to P � therefore vanishes sinewe are requiring that  ��� vanishes at spatial in�nity.The energy-momentum tensor an be pinned down uniquely by requiring that the four-dimensional angular momentum M�� , de�ned byM�� = Z (x�dP � � x�dP �) (4.77)be onserved. First, let us make a remark about angular momentum in four dimensions. Inthree dimensions, we de�ne the angular momentum 3-vetor as ~L = ~r � ~p. In other words,Li = �ijkxjpk = 12�ijk(xjpk � xkpj) = 12�ijkM jk ; (4.78)whereM jk � xjpk�xkpj . Thus takingM�� = x�p��x�p� in four dimensions is a plausible-looking generalisation. It should be noted that in a general dimension, angular momentumis desribed by a 2-index antisymmetri tensor; in other words, angular momentum isassoiated with a rotation in a 2-dimensional plane. It is a very speial feature of threedimensions that we an use the �ijk tensor to map the 2-index antisymmetri tensor M jkinto the vetor Li = 12�ijkM jk. Put another way, a very speial feature of three dimensionsis that a rotation in the (x; y) plane an equivalently be desribed as a rotation about theorthogonal (i.e. z) axis. In higher dimensions, rotations do not our around axes, butrather, in 2-planes. It is amusing, therefore, to try to imagine what the analogue of an axleis for a higher-dimensional ar!Getting bak to our disussion of angular momentum and the energy-momentum tensorin four dimensions, we are de�ningM�� = Z (x�dP � � x�dP �) = Z (x�T �� � x�T ��)d��; : (4.79)By analogous arguments to those we used earlier, this will be onserved (i.e. dM��=dt = 0)if ��(x�T �� � x�T ��) = 0 : (4.80)Distributing the derivative, we therefore have the requirement thatÆ��T �� + x���T �� � Æ��T �� � x���T �� = 0 ; (4.81)and hene, sine ��T �� = 0, that T �� is symmetri,T �� = T �� : (4.82)Using the freedom to add �� ��� to T �� , as we disussed earlier, it is always possible toarrange for T �� to be symmetri. From now on, we shall assume that this is done.59



We already saw that P � = R T �0d3x is the 4-momentum, so T 00 is the energy density,and T i0 is the 3-momentum density. Let us now look at the onservation equation ��T �� = 0in more detail. Taking � = 0, we have ��T 0� = 0, or��tT 00 + �jT 0j = 0 : (4.83)integrating over a spatial 3-volume V with boundary S, we therefore �nd��t ZV T 00d3x = � ZV �jT 0jd3x = � ZS T 0jdSj : (4.84)The left-hand side is the rate of hange of �eld energy in the volume V , and so we andedue, from energy onservation, that T 0j is the energy ux 3-vetor. But sine we arenow working with a symmetri energy-momentum tensor, we have that T 0j = T j0, and wealready identi�ed T j0 as the 3-momentum density. Thus we have thatenergy ux = momentum density : (4.85)From the � = i omponents of ��T �� = 0, we have��tT i0 + �jT ij = 0 ; (4.86)and so, integrating over the 3-volume V , we get��t ZV T i0d3x = � ZV �jT ijd3x = � ZS T ijdSj : (4.87)The left-hand side is the rate of hange of 3-momentum, and so we dedue that T ij is the3-tensor of momentum ux density. It gives the i omponent of 3-momentum that ows,per unit time, through the 2-surfae perpendiular to the xj axis. T ij is sometimes alledthe 3-dimensional stress tensor.4.6 Energy-momentum tensor for the eletromagneti �eldReall that for a salar �eld �, the original onstrution of the energy-momentum tensorT�� (whih we later modi�ed by adding �� ��� where  ��� = � ���) was given byT�� = � �L���� ���+ Æ�� L : (4.88)If we have a set of N salar �elds �a, then it is easy to see that the analogous onservedtensor is T�� = � NXa=1 �L����a ���a + Æ�� L : (4.89)60



A similar alulation shows that if we onsider instead a vetor �eld A�, with Lagrangiandensity L(A�; ��A�), the onstrution will give a onserved energy-momentum tensorT�� = � �L���A� ��A� + Æ�� L : (4.90)Let us apply this to the Lagrangian density for pure eletrodynamis (without soures),L = � 116� F��F �� : (4.91)We have ÆL = � 18�F ��ÆF�� = � 14�F ����ÆA� ; (4.92)and so �L���A� = � 14�F �� : (4.93)Thus from (4.90) we �nd T�� = 14�F ����A� � 116� Æ�� F��F �� ; (4.94)and so T �� = 14�F ����A� � 116���� F��F �� : (4.95)This expression is not symmetri in � and �. However, following our previous disussion,we an add a term �� ��� to it, where  ��� = � ��� , without upsetting the onservationondition ��T �� = 0. Spei�ally, we shall hoose  ��� = �1=(4�)A�F ��, and so�� ��� = � 14���(A�F ��) ;= � 14� (��A�)F �� � 14�A���F �� = � 14� (��A�)F �� : (4.96)(the ��F �� term drops as a onsequene of the soure-free �eld equation.) This leads tothe new energy-momentum tensorT �� = 14�F ��(��A� � ��A�)� 116���� F��F �� ; (4.97)or, in other words, T �� = 14��F �� F �� � 14��� F��F ��� : (4.98)This is indeed manifestly symmetri in � and �. From now on, it will be understood whenwe speak of the energy-momentum tensor for eletrodynamis that this is the one we mean.It is a straightforward exerise to verify diretly, using the soure-free Maxwell �eldequation and the Bianhi identity, that indeed T �� given by (4.98) is onserved, ��T �� = 0.Note that it has another simple property, namely that it is trae-free, in the sense that���T �� = 0 : (4.99)61



This is easily seen from (4.98), as a onsequene of the fat that ������ = 4 in four dimen-sions. The trae-free property is related to a speial feature of the Maxwell equations infour dimensions, known as onformal invariane.Having obtained the energy-momentum tensor (4.98) for the eletromagneti �eld, it isinstrutive to look at its omponents from the three-dimensional point of view. First, reallthat we showed earlier that F��F �� = 2( ~B2 � ~E2) : (4.100)Then, we �nd T 00 = 14� (F 0�F 0� � 14�00F��F ��) ;= 14� (F 0iF 0i + 12 ~B2 � 12 ~E2) ;= 14� ( ~E2 + 12 ~B2 � 12 ~E2) ;= 18� ( ~E2 + ~B2) : (4.101)Thus T 00 is equal to the energy density W that we introdued in (4.54).Now onsider T 0i. Sine �0i = 0, we haveT 0i = 14�F 0�F i� = 14�F 0j F ij ;= 14�Ej�ijkBk = Si ; (4.102)where ~S = 1=(4�) ~E� ~B is the Poynting vetor introdued in (4.47). Thus T 0i is the energyux. As we remarked earlier, sine we now have T 0i = T i0, it an be equivalently interpretedas the 3-momentum density vetor.Finally, we onsider the omponents T ij. We haveT ij = 14��F i�F j� � 14�ij2( ~B2 � ~E2)� ;= 14��F i0F j0 + F ikF jk � 12Æij( ~B2 � ~E2)� ;= 14���EiEj + �ik`�jkmB`Bm � 12Æij( ~B2 � ~E2)� ;= 14���EiEj + Æij ~B2 �BiBj � 12Æij( ~B2 � ~E2)� ;= 14���EiEj �BiBj + 12Æij( ~E2 + ~B2)� : (4.103)To summarise, we haveT �� =  T 00 T 0jT i0 �ij ! =  W SjSi �ij ! ; (4.104)62



where W and ~S are the energy density and Poynting ux,W = 18� ( ~E2 + ~B2) ; ~S = 14� ~E � ~B ; (4.105)and �ij � 14� (�EiEj �BiBj + 12WÆij) : (4.106)Remarks� Unless ~E and ~B are perpendiular and equal in magnitude, we an always hoose aLorentz frame where ~E and ~B are parallel at a point. (In the ase that ~E and ~B areperpendiular (but unequal in magnitude), one or other of ~E or ~B will be zero, at thepoint, in the new Lorentz frame.)Let the diretion of ~E and ~B then be along z:~E = (0; 0; E) ; ~B = (0; 0; B) : (4.107)Then we have ~S = 1=(4�) ~E � ~B = 0 and�11 = �22 =W ; �33 = �W ; �ij = 0 otherwise ; (4.108)and so T �� is diagonal, given byT �� = 0BBBBB�W 0 0 00 W 0 00 0 W 00 0 0 �W
1CCCCCA ; (4.109)with W = 1=(8�)(E2 +B2).� If ~E and ~B are perpendiular and j ~Ej = j ~Bj at a point, then at that point we anhoose axes so that ~E = (E; 0; 0) ; ~B = (0; B; 0) = (0; E; 0) : (4.110)Then we have W = 14�E2 ; ~S = (0; 0;W ) ;�11 = �22 = 0 ; �33 =W ; �ij = 0 otherwise ; (4.111)and therefore T �� is given byT �� = 0BBBBB�W 0 0 W0 0 0 00 0 0 0W 0 0 W

1CCCCCA : (4.112)
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4.7 Inlusion of massive harged partilesWe now onsider the energy-momentum tensor for a partile with rest massesm. We proeedby analogy with the onstrution of the 4-urrent density J� for harged non-interatingpartiles. Thus we de�ne �rst a mass density, ", for a point mass m loated at ~r = ~r0(t).This will simply be given by a 3-dimensional delta funtion, with strength m, loated atthe instantaneous position of the mass point:" = mÆ3(~r � ~r0(t)) : (4.113)The energy density T 00 for the partile will then be its mass density times the orresponding fator, where  = (1� v2)�1=2, and ~v = d~r0(t)=dt is the veloity of the partile. Sine theoordinate time t and the proper time � in the frame of the partile are related, as usual,by dt = d� , we then have T 00 = " dtd� : (4.114)The 3-momentum density will beT 0i = " dxidt = " dtd� dxidt : (4.115)We an therefore write T 0� = " dtd� dx�dt = "dx0d� dx�dt : (4.116)On general grounds of Lorentz ovariane, it must therefore be thatT �� = "dx�d� dx�dt ;= "dx�d� dx�d� d�dt : (4.117)By writing it as we have done in the seond line here, it beomes manifest that T �� for thepartile is symmetri in � and �.Consider now a system onsisting of a partile with mass m and harge q, movingin an eletromagneti �eld. Clearly, sine the partile interats with the �eld, we shouldnot expet either the energy-momentum tensor (4.98) for the eletromagneti �eld or theenergy-momentum tensor (4.117) for the partile to be onserved separately. This is beauseenergy, and momentum, is being exhanged between the partile and the �eld. We anexpet, however, that the total energy-momentum tensor for the system, i.e. the sum of(4.98) and (4.117), to be onserved.In order to distinguish learly between the various energy-momentum tensors, let usde�ne T ��tot: = T ��e:m: + T ��part: ; (4.118)64



where T ��e:m: and T ��part: are the energy-momentum tensors for the eletromagneti �eld andthe partile respetively:T ��e:m: = 14��F �� F �� � 14��� F��F ��� ;T ��part: = "dx�d� dx�dt ; (4.119)where " = mÆ3(~r � ~r0(t)).Consider T ��e:m: �rst. Taking the divergene, we �nd��T ��e:m: = 14����F �� F �� + F �� ��F �� � 12F ����F��� ;= 14����F �� F �� + F �� ��F �� + 12F ����F�� + 12F ����F ��� ;= 14����F �� F �� � 12F ����F �� � 12F ����F �� + F �� ��F ��� ;= 14�F �� ��F �� ;= �F �� J� : (4.120)In getting to the seond line we used the Bianhi identity on the last term in the top line.The third line is obtained by swapping indies on a �eld strength in the terms with the 12fators, and this reveals that all exept one term anel, leading to the result. As expeted,the energy-momentum tensor for the eletromagneti �eld by itself is not onserved whenthere are soures.Now we want to show that this non-onservation is balaned by an equal and oppositenon-onservation for the energy-momentum tensor of the partile, whih is given in (4.119).We have ��T ��part: = ���"dx�dt �dx�d� + "dx�dt ���dx�d� � : (4.121)The �rst term is zero. This an be seen from the fat that the alulation is idential tothe one whih we used a while bak in setion 4.3 to show that the 4-urrent J� = �dx�=dtfor a harged partile is onserved. Thus we have��T ��part: = "dx�dt ���dx�d� � = "dx�dt ��U� ;= "dU�dt : (4.122)By the Lorentz fore equation mdU�=d� = qF ��U� , we have"dU�d� = �F ��U� = �F �� dx�d� ; (4.123)and so "dU�dt = �F �� dx�dt = F ��J� ; (4.124)65



sine J� = �dx�=dt. Thus we onlude that��T ��part: = F ��J� ; (4.125)and so, ombining this with (4.120), we onlude that the total energy-momentum tensorfor the partile plus eletromagneti �eld, de�ned in (4.118) is onserved,��T ��tot: = 0 : (4.126)5 Coulomb's Law5.1 Potential of a point hargesConsider �rst a stati point harge, for whih the Maxwell equations therefore redue to~r� ~E = 0 ; ~r � ~E = 4�� : (5.1)The �rst equation implies, of ourse, that we an write~E = �~r� ; (5.2)and then the seond equation implies that � satis�es the Poisson equationr2� = �4�� : (5.3)If the point harge is loated at the origin, and the harge is e, then the harge density� is given by � = e Æ3(~r) : (5.4)Away from the origin, (5.3) implies that � should satisfy the Laplae equation,r2� = 0 ; j~rj > 0 : (5.5)Sine the harge density (5.4) is spherially symmetri, we an assume that � will bespherially symmetri too, �(~r) = �(r), where r = j~rj. From r2 = xjxj we dedue, byating with �i, that �ir = xir : (5.6)From this it follows by the hain rule that�i� = �0�ir = �0xir ; (5.7)66



where �0 � d�=dr, and hener2� = �i�i� = �i��0xir � = �00xir xir + �0�ixir + �0xi�i 1r ;= �00 + 2r �0 : (5.8)Thus the Laplae equation (5.5) an be written as(r2�0)0 = 0 ; r > 0 ; (5.9)whih integrates to give � = qr ; (5.10)where q is a onstant, and we have dropped an additive onstant of integration by usingthe gauge freedom to hoose �(1) = 0.To determine the onstant q, we integrate the Poisson equation (5.3) over the interiorVR of a sphere of radius R entred on the origin, and use the divergene theorem:ZVR r2�d3x = �4�e ZVR Æ3(~r)d3x = �4�e ;= ZSR ~r� � d~S = ZSR �i�qr�dSi ;= �q ZSR xidSir3 = �q ZSR nidSiR2 ; (5.11)where SR is the surfae of the sphere of radius R that bounds the volume VR, and ni � xi=ris the outward-pointing unit vetor. Clearly we havenidSi = R2d
 ; (5.12)where d
 is the area element on the unit-radius sphere, and so�q ZSR nidSir2 = �q Z d
 = �4�q ; (5.13)and so we onlude that q is equal to e, the harge on the point harge at r = 0.Note that if the point harge e were loated at ~r 0, rather than at the origin, then bytrivially translating the oordinate system we will have the potential�(~r) = ej~r � ~r 0j ; (5.14)and this will satisfy r2� = �4�eÆ3(~r � ~r 0) : (5.15)67



5.2 Eletrostati energyIn general, the energy density of an eletromagneti �eld is given by W = 1=(8�)( ~E2+ ~B2).A purely eletrostati system therefore has a �eld energy U given byU = 18� Z Wd3x = 18� Z ~E2d3x ;= � 18� Z ~E � ~r�d3x ;= � 18� Z ~r � ( ~E �)d3x+ 18� Z (~r � ~E)�d3x ;= � 18� ZS ~E � � d~S + 12 Z ��d3x ;= 12 Z ��d3x : (5.16)Note that the surfae integral over the sphere at in�nity gives zero beause the eletri �eldis assumed to die away to zero there. Thus we onlude that the eletrostati �eld energyis given by U = 12 Z ��d3x : (5.17)We an apply this formula to a system of N harges qa, loated at points ~ra, for whihwe shall have � = NXa=1 qaÆ3(~r � ~ra) : (5.18)However, a naive appliation of (5.17) would give nonsense, sine we �ndU = 12 NXa=1 qa Z Æ3(~r � ~ra)�(~r)d3x = 12 NXa=1 qa�(~ra) ; (5.19)where �(~r) is given by (5.14), �(~r) = NXa=1 qaj~r � ~raj ; (5.20)This means that (5.19) will give in�nity sine �(~r), not unreasonably, diverges at the loationof eah point harge.This is the lassi \self-energy" problem, whih one enounters even for a single pointharge. There is no totally satisfatory way around this in lassial eletromagnetism, andso one has to adopt a \fudge." The fudge onsists of observing that the true self-energyof a harge, whatever that might mean, is a onstant. Naively, it appears to be an in�niteonstant, but that is learly the result of making the idealised assumption that the hargeis literally loated at a single point. In any ase, one an argue that the onstant self-energywill not be observable, as far as energy-onservation onsiderations are onerned, and so68



one might as well just drop it for now. Thus the way to make sense of the ostensiblydivergent energy (5.19) for the system of point harges is to replae �(~ra), whih means thepotential at ~r = ~ra due to all the harges, by �a, whih is de�ned to be the potential at~r = ~ra due to all the harges exept the harge qa that is itself loated at ~r = ~ra. Thus wehave �a �Xb6=a qbj~r � ~rbj ; (5.21)and so (5.19) is now interpreted to mean that the total energy of the system of harges isU = 12 Xa Xb6=a qaqbj~ra � ~rbj : (5.22)5.3 Field of a uniformly moving hargeSuppose a harge e is moving with uniform veloity ~v in the Lorentz frame S. We maytransform to a frame S0, moving with veloity ~v relative to S, in whih the harge is atrest. For onveniene, we shall hoose the origin of axes so that the harge is loated at theorigin of the frame S0.It follows that in the frame S0, the �eld due to the harge an be desribed purely bythe eletri salar potential �0:In S0: �0 = er0 ; ~A0 = 0 : (5.23)(Note that the primes here all signify that the quantities are those of the primed frame S0.)We know that A� = (�; ~A) is a 4-vetor, and so the omponents A� transform underLorentz boosts in exatly the same way as the omponents of x�. Thus we shall have�0 =  (�� ~v � ~A) ; ~A0 = ~A+  � 1v2 (~v � ~A)~v � ~v � ; (5.24)where  = (1 � v2)�1=2. Clearly the inverse Lorentz transformation is obtained by sending~v ! �~v, and so we shall have� =  (�0 + ~v � ~A0) ; ~A = ~A0 +  � 1v2 (~v � ~A0)~v + ~v �0 : (5.25)From (5.23), we therefore �nd that the potentials in the frame S, in whih the partile ismoving with veloity ~v, are given by� = �0 = er0 ; ~A = ~v �0 = e~vr0 : (5.26)Note that we still have r0 appearing in the denominator, whih we would now like toexpress in terms of the unprimed oordinates.69



Suppose, for example, that we orient the axes so that ~v lies along the x diretion. Thenwe shall have x0 = (x� vt) ; y0 = y ; z0 = z ; (5.27)and so r02 = x02 + y02 + z02 = 2(x� vt)2 + y2 + z2 : (5.28)It follows therefore from (5.26) that the salar and 3-vetor potentials in the frame S aregiven by � = eR� ; ~A = e~vR� ; (5.29)where we have de�ned R2� � (x� vt)2 + (1� v2)(y2 + z2) : (5.30)The eletri and magneti �elds an now be alulated in the standard way from � and~A, as in (2.8). Alternatively, and equivalently, we an �rst alulate ~E0 and ~B0 in the primedframe, and then Lorentz transform these bak to the unprimed frame. In the frame S0, weshall of ourse have ~E0 = e~r 0r03 ; ~B0 = 0 : (5.31)The transformation to the unprimed frame is then given by inverting the standard results(2.51) and (2.52) that express ~E0 and ~B0 in terms of ~E and ~B. Again, this is simply ahievedby interhanging the primed and unprimed �elds, and sending ~v to �~v. This gives~E = ( ~E0 � ~v � ~B0)�  � 1v2 (~v � ~E0)~v ;~B = ( ~B0 + ~v � ~E0)�  � 1v2 (~v � ~B0)~v ; (5.32)and so from (5.31), we �nd that ~E and ~B in the frame S are given by~E = e~r 0r03 �  � 1v2 e~v � ~r 0r03 ~v ;~B = ~v � ~E0 = e~v � ~r 0r03 : (5.33)Let us again assume that we orient the axes so that ~v lies along the x diretion. Thenfrom the above we �nd thatEx = ex0r03 ; Ey = ey0r03 ; Ez = ez0r03 ; (5.34)and so Ex = e(x� vt)r03 ; Ey = eyr03 ; Ez = ezr03 : (5.35)70



Sine the harge is loated at the point (vt; 0; 0) in the frame S, it follows that the vetorfrom the harge to the point ~r = (x; y; z) is~R = (x� vt; y; z) : (5.36)From (5.35), we then �nd that the eletri �eld is given by~E = e ~Rr03 = e(1� v2)~RR3� ; (5.37)where R� was de�ned in (5.30).If we now de�ne � to be the angle between the vetor ~R and the x axis, then theoordinates (x; y; z) of the observation point P will be suh thaty2 + z2 = R2 sin2 � ; where R2 = j~Rj2 = (x� vt)2 + y2 + z2 : (5.38)This implies, from (5.30), thatR2� = R2 � v2(y2 + z2) = R2(1� v2 sin2 �) ; (5.39)and so the eletri �eld due to the moving harge is~E = e~RR3 1� v2(1� v2 sin2 �)3=2 : (5.40)For an observation point P loated on the x axis, the eletri �eld will be Ek (parallelto the x axis), and given by setting � = 0 in (5.40). On the other hand, we an de�ne theeletri �eld E? in the (y; z) plane (orresponding to � = �=2). From (5.40) we thereforehave Ek = e(1� v2)R2 ; E? = e(1� v2)�1=2R2 : (5.41)Note that Ek has the smallest magnitude, and E? has the largest magnitude, that ~E attainsas a funtion of �.When the veloity is very small, the eletri �eld is (as one would expet) more or lessindependent of �. However, as v approahes 1 (the speed of light), we �nd that Ek dereasesto zero, while E? diverges. Thus for v near to the speed of light the eletri �eld is verysharply peaked around � = �=2. If we set� = �2 �  ; (5.42)then j ~Ej = e(1 � v2)R2(1� v2 os2  )3=2 � e(1 � v2)(1� v2 + 12 2)3=2 (5.43)71



if v � 1. Thus the angular width of the peak is of the order of � p1� v2 : (5.44)We saw previously that the magneti �eld in the frame S is given by ~B = ~v� ~E0. From(5.33) we have ~v � ~E = ~v � ~E0, and so therefore~B = ~v � ~E = e(1 � v2)~v � ~RR3� : (5.45)Note that if j~vj << 1 we get the usual non-relativisti expressions~E � e~RR3 ; ~B � e~v � ~RR3 : (5.46)5.4 Motion of a harge in a Coulomb potentialWe shall onsider a partile of mass m and harge e moving in the �eld of a stati hargedQ. The lassi \Newtonian" result is very familiar, with the orbit of the partile beinga oni setion; an ellipse, a parabola or a hyperbola, depending on the harges and theorbital parameters. In this setion we shall onsider the fully relativisti problem, when theveloity of the partile is not neessarily small ompared with the speed of light.The Lagrangian for the system is given by (2.79), with � = Q=r and ~A = 0:L = �m(1� _xi _xi)1=2 � eQr ; (5.47)where _xi = dxi=dt, and r2 = xixi. The harges our in the ombination eQ throughoutthe alulation, and so for onveniene we shall de�neq � eQ : (5.48)It is onvenient to introdue spherial polar oordinates in the standard way,x = r sin � os' ; y = r sin � sin' ; z = r os � ; (5.49)and then the Lagrangian beomesL = �m(1� _r2 � r2 _�2 � r2 sin2 � _'2)1=2 � qr : (5.50)The Lagrangian is of the form L = L(qi; _qi) for oordinates qi and veloities _qi (don't onfusethe oordinates qi with the produt of harges q = eQ!). The Euler-Lagrange equations are�L�qi � ddt��L� _qi� = 0 : (5.51)72



Note that if L is independent of a partiular oordinate, say qj, there is an assoiatedonserved quantity �L� _qj : (5.52)The Euler-Lagrange equation for � givesr2 sin � os � _'2(1� _r2�r2 _�2�r2 sin2 � _'2)�1=2� ddt�r2 _�(1� _r2�r2 _�2�r2 sin2 � _'2)�1=2� = 0 :(5.53)It an be seen that a solution to this equation is to take � = �=2, and _� = 0. In otherwords, if the partile starts out moving in the � = �=2 plane (i.e. the (x; y) plane at z = 0),it will remain in this plane. This is just the familiar result that the motion of a partilemoving under a entral fore lies in a plane. We may therefore assume now, without lossof generality, that � = �=2 for all time. We are left with just r and ' as polar oordinatesin the (x; y) plane. The Lagrangian for the redued system, where we onsistently an set� = �=2, is then simply L = �(1� _r2 � r2 _'2)1=2 � qr : (5.54)We note that �L=�' = 0, and so there is a onserved quantity�L� _' = mr2 _'(1� _r2 � r2 _'2)�1=2 = ` ; (5.55)where ` is a onstant. Sine (1� _r2 � r2 _'2)�1=2 = , we simply havemr2 _' = ` : (5.56)Note that we an also write this as mr2d'd� = ` : (5.57)Sine the Lagrangian does not depend expliitly on t, the total energy E is also onserved.Thus we have E = H = q~p 2 +m2 + qr (5.58)is a onstant. Here, ~p 2 = m22~v2 = m22 _r2 +m22r2 _'2 ;= m2�drd� �2 +m2r2�d'd� �2 ; (5.59)sine, as usual, oordinate time and proper time are related by d� = dt=.73



We therefore have�E � qr�2 = ~p 2 +m2 = m2�drd� �2 +m2r2�d'd� �2 +m2 : (5.60)We now perform the standard hange of variables in orbit alulations, and letr = 1u : (5.61)This implies drd� = � 1u2 dud� = � 1u2 dud' d'd� = �m̀u0 ; (5.62)where we have used (5.57) and also we have de�nedu0 � dud' : (5.63)It now follows that (5.60) beomes(E � qu)2 = `2u02 + `2u2 +m2 : (5.64)This ordinary di�erential equation an be solved in order to �nd u as a funtion of ', andhene r as a funtion of '. The solution determines the shape of the orbit of the partilearound the �xed harge Q.Rewriting (5.64) as`2u02 = �uqq2 � `2 � qEpq2 � `2�2 �m2 � E2`2q2 � `2 ; (5.65)we see that it is onvenient to make a hange of variable from u to w, de�ned byuqq2 � `2 � qEpq2 � `2 = �sm2 + E2`2q2 � `2 oshw ; (5.66)where the + sign is hosen if q < 0, and the � sign if q > 0. We an then integrate (5.65),to obtain � `pq2 � `2w = ' ; (5.67)(making a onvenient hoie, without loss of generality, for the onstant of integration), andhene we haveqq2 � `2 u = �sm2 + E2`2q2 � `2 osh h�q2`2 � 1�1=2 'i+ qEpq2 � `2 : (5.68)In other words, the orbit is given, in terms of r = r('), byq2 � `2r = �qE2`2 +m2(q2 � `2) osh h�q2`2 � 1�1=2 'i+ qE : (5.69)74



The solution (5.69) is presented for the ase where j`j < jqj. If instead j`j > jqj, itbeomes `2 � q2r = qE2`2 �m2(`2 � q2) os h�1� q2`2 �1=2 'i� qE : (5.70)Finally, if j`j = jqj, it is easier to go bak to the equation (5.65) and re-solve it diretlyin this ase, leading to 2qEr = E2 �m2 � E2 '2 : (5.71)The situation desribed above for relativisti orbits should be ontrasted with whathappens in the non-relativisti ase. In this limit, the Lagrangian (after restriting tomotion in the (x; y) plane again) is simply given byL = 12m( _r2 + r2 _'2)� qr : (5.72)Note that this an be obtained from the relativisiti Lagrangian (5.54) we studied above,by taking _r and r _' to be small ompared to 1 (the speed of light), and then expanding thesquare root to quadrati order in veloities. As disussed previously, one an ignore theleading-order term �m in the expansion, sine this is just a onstant (the rest-mass energyof the partile) and so it does not enter in the Euler-Lagrange equations. The analysis ofthe Euler-Lagrange equations for the non-relativisti Lagrangian (5.72) is a standard one.There are onserved quantitiesE = 12m( _r2 + r2 _'2) + qr ; ` = mr2 _' : (5.73)Substituting the latter into the former give the standard radial equation, whose solutionimplies losed elliptial orbits given by1r = mq`2 �s1 + 2E`2mq2 os'� 1� : (5.74)(This is for the ase E > �mq2=(2`2). If E < �mq2=(2`2) the orbits are hyperbolae, whilein the intermediate ase E = �mq2=(2`2) the orbits are paraboli.)The key di�erene in the relativisti ase is that the orbits are never losed, even whenj`j > jqj, as in (5.70), for whih the radius r is a trigonometri funtion of '. The reasonfor this is that the argument of the trigonometri funtion is�1� q2`2 �1=2 ' ; (5.75)and so ' has to inrease through an angle �' given by�' = 2� �1� q2`2 ��1=2 (5.76)75



before the osine ompletes one yle. If we assume that jq=`j is small ompared with 1,then the shape of the orbit is still approximately like an ellipse, exept that the \perihelion"of the ellipse advanes by an angleÆ' = 2� h�1� q2`2 ��1=2 � 1i � �q2`2 (5.77)per orbit.If on the other hand j`j � jqj, then if q < 0 (whih means eQ < 0 and hene an attrativefore between the harges), the partile spirals inwards and eventually reahes r = 0 withina �nite time. This an never happen in the non-relativisiti ase; the orbit of the partilean never reah the origin at r = 0, unless the angular momentum ` is exatly zero. Thereason for this is that the entrifugal potential term `2=r2 always throws the partile awayfrom the origin if r tries to get too small. By ontrast, in the relativisiti ase the e�etof the entrifugal term is redued at large veloity, and it annot prevent the ollapse ofthe orbit to r = 0. This an be seen by looking at the onserved quantity E in the fullyrelativisiti analysis, whih, from our disussion above, an be written asE = �m2 +m2�drd� �2 + `2r2�1=2 + qr : (5.78)First, onsider the non-relativisti limit, for whih the rest-mass term dominates inside thesquare root: E � m+ 12m�drdt�2 + `22mr2 + qr : (5.79)Here, we see that even if q < 0 (an attrative fore), the repulsive entrifugal term alwayswins over the attrative harge term q=r at small enough r.On the other hand, if we keep the full relativisti expression (5.78), then at smallenough r the ompetition between the entrifugal term and the harge term beomes \evenlymathed," E � j`jr + qr ; (5.80)and learly if q < �j`j the attration between the harges wins the ontest.5.5 The multipole expansionConsider the eletrostati potential of N point harges qa, loated at �xed positions ~ra. Itis given by �(~r) = NXa=1 qaj~r � ~raj : (5.81)76



In the ontinuum limit, the potential due to a harge distrubution haraterised by theharge density �(~r) is given by �(~r) = Z �(~r 0)d3~r 0j~r � ~r 0j : (5.82)Sine we shall assume that the harges are on�ned to a �nite region, it is useful toperform a multipole expansion of the potential far from the region where the harges areloated. This amounts to an expansion in inverse powers of r = j~rj. This an be ahievedby performing a Taylor expansion of �(~r).Reall that in one dimension, Taylor's theorem givesf(x+ a) = f(x) + af 0(x) + a22! f 00(x) + a33! f 000(x) + � � � : (5.83)In three dimensions, the analogous expansion isf(~r + ~a) = f(~r) + ai�if(~r) + 12!aiaj�i�jf(~r) + 13!aiajak�i�j�kf(~r) + � � � : (5.84)We now apply this 3-dimensional Taylor expansion to the funtion f(~r) = 1=j~rj = 1=r,taking ~a = �~r 0. This gives1j~r � ~r 0j = 1r � x0i�i 1r + 12!x0ix0j�i�j 1r � 13!x0ix0jx0k�i�j�k 1r + � � � : (5.85)Now sine r2 = xjxj, it follows that �ir2 = 2r �ir = 2xi, and so�ir = xir : (5.86)Note that we have (assuming r 6= 0) that�i�i 1r = �i�� xir3� = � 3r3 + 3xir4 xir = 0 ; (5.87)or, in other words r2 1r = 0 : (5.88)A onsequene of this is that the multiple derivatives�i�j 1r ; �i�j�k 1r ; �i�j�k�` 1r ; � � � (5.89)are all traeless on any pair of indies:Æij�i�j 1r = 0 ; Æij�i�j�k 1r = 0 ; et. (5.90)We an use this property in order to replae the quantitiesx0ix0j ; x0ix0jx0k ; � � � (5.91)77



that multiply the derivative terms in (5.85) by the totally traefree quantities(x0ix0j � 13Æijr02) ; (x0ix0jx0k � 15 [x0iÆjk + x0jÆik + x0kÆij ℄r02) ; � � � (5.92)where r02 = x0ix0i. (We an do this beause the trae terms that we are subtrating outhere give zero when they are ontrated onto the multiple derivatives of 1=r in (5.85).) Ittherefore follows from (5.82) and (5.85) that we have�(~r) = 1r Z �(~r 0)d3~r 0 � ��i 1r� Z x0i�(~r 0)d3~r 0 + ��i�j 1r�Z (x0ix0j � 13Æijr02)�(~r 0)d3~r 0���i�j�k 1r� Z (x0ix0jx0k � 15 [x0iÆjk + x0jÆik + x0kÆij ℄r02)�(~r 0)d3~r 0 + � � � : (5.93)The expansion here an be written as�(~r) = Qr � pi�i 1r + 12!Qij�i�j 1r � 13!Qijk�i�j�k 1r + � � � (5.94)where Q = Z �(~r 0)d3~r 0 ;pi = Z x0i�(~r 0)d3~r 0 ;Qij = Z (x0ix0j � 13Æijr02)�(~r 0)d3~r 0 ;Qijk = Z (x0ix0jx0k � 15 [x0iÆjk + x0jÆik + x0kÆij ℄r02)�(~r 0)d3~r 0 ; (5.95)and so on. The quantity Q is the total harge of the system, pi is the dipole moment, Qijis the quadrupole moment, and Qijk, Qijk`, et., are the higher multipole moments. Notethat by onstrution, all the multipole moments with two or more indies are symmetriand traeless on all indies.Note that the terms in the multipole expansion (5.94) do indeed fall o� with inreasinginverse powers of r. For example, the dipole term is given by�Dipole = �pi�i 1r = pixir3 = pinir2 ; (5.96)whih falls o� like 1=r2, sine ni � xi=r is a unit-length vetor. The quadrupole term isgiven by�Quadrupole = 12Qij�i�j 1r = 12Qij (3xixj � r2Æij)r5 = 32Qij xixjr5 = 32Qij ninjr3 ; (5.97)whih falls o� like 1=r3. (The penultimate equality above follows beause Qij is traeless.)The total harge Q (the eletri monopole moment) is of ourse a single quantity. Thedipole moment pi is a 3-vetor, so it has three independent omponents in general. The78



quadrupole moment Qij is a symmetri 2-index tensor in three dimensions, whih wouldmean 3 � 4=2 = 6 independent omponents. But it is also traeless, Qii = 0, whih is oneondition. Thus there are 6� 1 = 5 independent omponents.The otopole moment Qijk is a 3-index symmetri tensor, whih would mean 3 � 4 �5=3! = 10 independent omponents. But it is also traeless, Qiij = 0, whih is 3 onditions.Thus the otopole has in general 10� 3 = 7 independent omponents. It is straightforwardto see in the same way that the 2`-pole momentQi1i2���i` = Z (x0i1x0i2 � � � x0i` � traes)�(~r 0)d3~r 0 (5.98)has (2`+ 1) independent omponents.In fat, the multipole expansion (5.94) is equivalent to an expansion in spherial polaroordinates, using the spherial harmonis Y`m(�; �):�(r; �; �) = 1X̀=0 X̀m=�`C`m Y`m(�; �) 1r`+1 : (5.99)At a given value of ` the terms fall o� like r�`�1, and there are (2` + 1) of them, withoeÆients C`m, sine m ranges over the integers �` � m � `. For eah value of `, there isa linear relationship between the (2`+ 1) omponents of C`m and the (2`+ 1) omponentsof the multipole moments Q, pi. Qij, Qijk, et. Likewise, for eah ` there is a linearrelationship between r�`�1 Y`m(�; ') and the set of funtions �i1�i2 � � � �i`r�1.Consider, for example, ` = 1. The three funtions Zi � �ir�1 = �xi=r3 are given byZ1 = �sin � os'r2 ; Z2 = �sin � sin'r2 ; Z3 = �os �r2 ; (5.100)when expressed in terms of spherial polar oordinates (see (5.49)). On the other hand, the` = 1 spherial harmonis are given byY11 = �r 38� sin � ei' ; Y10 = r 34� os � ; Y1;�1 = r 38� sin � e�i' : (5.101)Thus we see thatZ1 = r8�3 (Y11 � Y1;�1)2r2 ; Z1 = r8�3 (Y11 + Y1;�1)2i r2 ; Z3 = �r4�3 Y10r2 : (5.102)Analogous relations an be seen for all higher values of `.6 Eletromagneti Waves6.1 Wave equationAs disussed at the beginning of the ourse (see setion 1.1), Maxwell's equations admitwave-like solutions. These solutions an esist in free spae, in a region where there are no79



soure urrents, for whih the equations take the form~r � ~E = 0 ; ~r� ~B � � ~E�t = 0 ;~r � ~B = 0 ; ~r� ~E + � ~B�t = 0 : (6.1)As disussed in setion 1.1, taking the url of the ~r � ~E equation, and using the ~r � ~Bequation, one �nds r2 ~E � �2 ~E�t2 = 0 ; (6.2)and similarly, r2 ~B � �2 ~B�t2 = 0 : (6.3)Thus eah omponent of ~E and eah omponent of ~B satis�es d'Alembert's equationr2f � �2f�t2 = 0 : (6.4)This an, of ourse, be written as f � ����f = 0 ; (6.5)whih shows that d'Alembert's operator is Lorentz invariant.The wave equation (6.4) admits plane-wave solutions, where f depends on t and on asingle linear ombination of the x, y and z oordinates. By hoosing the orientation of theaxes appropriately, we an make this linear ombination beome simply x. Thus we mayseek solutions of (6.4) of the form f = f(t; x). The funtion f will then satisfy�2f�x2 � �2f�t2 = 0 ; (6.6)whih an be written in the fatorised form� ��x � ��t�� ��x + ��t�f(t; x) = 0 : (6.7)Now introdued \light-one oordinates"u = x� t ; v = x+ t : (6.8)We see that ��x = ��u + ��v ; ��t = � ��u + ��v ; (6.9)and so (6.7) beomes �2f�u�v = 0 : (6.10)80



The general solution to this isf = f+(u) + f�(v) = f+(x� t) + f�(x+ t) ; (6.11)where f+ and f� are arbitrary funtions.The funtions f� determine the pro�le of a wave-like disturbane that propagates at thespeed of light (i.e. at speed 1). In the ase of a wave desribed by f+(x� t), the disturbanepropagtes at the speed of light in the positive x diretion. This an be seen from the fat thatif we sit at a given point on the pro�le (i.e. at a �xed value of the argument of the funtionf+), then as t inreases the x value must inrease too. This means that the disturbanemoves, with speed 1, along the positive x diretion. Likewise, a wave desribed by f�(x+ t)moves in the negative x diretion as time inreases.More generally, we an onsider a plane-wave disturbane moving along the diretion ofa unit 3-vetor ~n: f(t; ~r) = f+(~n � ~r � t) + f�(~n � ~r + t) : (6.12)The f+ wave moves in the diretion of ~n as t inreases, while the f� wave moves in thediretion of �~n. The previous ase of propagation along the x axis, orresponds to taking~n = (1; 0; 0).Let us now return to the disussion of eletromagneti waves. Following the disussionabove, there will exist plane-wave solutions of (6.2), propagating along the ~n diretion, ofthe form ~E = ~E(~n � ~r � t) : (6.13)From the Maxwell equation � ~B=�t = �~r� ~E, we shall therefore have�Bi�t = ��ijk�j Ek(n`x` � t) ;= ��ijknj E0(n`x` � t) ; (6.14)where E0k denotes the derivative of Ek with respet to its argument. We also have that�Ek(n`x` � t)=�t = �E0k(n`x` � t), and so�Bi�t = �ijk nj ��tEk(n`x` � t) : (6.15)We an integrate this, and drop the onstant of integration sine an additional stati ~B�eld term is of no interest to us when disussing eletromagneti waves. Thus we haveBi = �ijknjEk ; i.e. ~B = ~n� ~E : (6.16)81



The soure-free Maxwell equation ~r � ~E = 0 implies�iEi(njxj � t) = niE0i(njxj � t) = � ��t~n � ~E = 0 : (6.17)Again, we an drop the onstant of integration, and onlude that for the plane wave~n � ~E = 0 : (6.18)Sine ~B = ~n� ~E, it immediately follows that ~n � ~B = 0 and ~E � ~B = 0 also. Thus we see thatfor a plane eletromagneti wave propagating along the ~n diretion, the ~E and ~B vetorsare orthogonal to ~n and also orthogonal to eah other:~n � ~E = 0 ; ~n � ~B = 0 ; ~E � ~B = 0 : (6.19)It also follows from ~B = ~n� ~E thatj ~Ej = j ~Bj ; i.e. E = B : (6.20)Thus we �nd that the energy density W is given byW = 18� (E2 +B2) = 14�E2 : (6.21)The Poynting ux ~S = ( ~E � ~B)=(4�) is given bySi = 14� �ijkEj�k`mn`Em = 14�niEjEj � 14�EinjEj ;= 14�niEjEj ; (6.22)and so we have W = 14�E2 ; ~S = 14�~nE2 = ~nW : (6.23)Note that the argument ~n � ~r � t an be written as~n � ~r � t = n� x� ; (6.24)where n� = (�1; ~n) and hene n� = (1; ~n) : (6.25)Sine ~n is a unit vetor, ~n � ~n = 1, we haven�n� = ��� n�n� = 0 : (6.26)n� is alled a Null Vetor. This is a non-vanishing vetor whose norm n�n� vanishes.Suh vetors an arise beause of the minus sign in the �00 omponent of the 4-metri.82



By ontrast, in a metri of positive-de�nite signature, suh as the 3-dimensional Eulideanmetri Æij , a vetor whose norm vanishes is itself neessarily zero.We an now evaluate the various omponents of the energy-momentum tensor, whihare given by (4.104) and the equations that follow it. Thus we haveT 00 = W = 14�E2 = 14�B2 ;T 0i = T i0 = Si = niW ;T ij = 14� (�EiEj �BiBj + 12 (E2 +B2)Æij) ;= 14� (�EiEj � �ik`�jmnnknmE`En +E2Æij) ;= 14� (�EiEj � ÆijE2 � ninkEkEj � njn`E`Ei + Æijnkn`EkE`+ninjE`E` + nknkEiEj +E2Æij) ;= 14�ninjE2 = ninjW : (6.27)Note that in deriving this last result, we have used the identity�ik`�jmn = ÆijÆkmÆ`n + ÆimÆknÆ`j + ÆinÆkjÆ`m � ÆimÆkjÆ`n � ÆijÆknÆ`m � ÆinÆkmÆ`j : (6.28)The expressions for T 00, T 0i and T ij an be ombined into the single Lorentz-ovariantexpression T �� = n� n�W : (6.29)From this, we an ompute the onserved 4-momentumP � = Zt=onst: T ��d�� = Z T �0d3x ;= Z n�Wd3x = n� Z Wd3x ; (6.30)and hene we have P � = n� E ; (6.31)where E = Z Wd3x ; (6.32)the total energy of the eletromagneti �eld. Note that P � is also a null vetor,P �P� = E2 n�n� = 0 : (6.33)
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6.2 Monohromati plane wavesIn the disussion above, we onsidered plane eletromagneti waves with an arbitrary pro�le.A speial ase is to onsider the situation when the plane wave has a de�nite frequeny !,so that its time dependene is of the form os!t. Thus we an write~E = ~E0 ei(~k�~r�!t) ; ~B = ~B0 ei(~k�~r�!t) ; (6.34)where ~E0 and ~B0 are (possibly omplex) onstants. The physial ~E and ~B �elds are obtainedby taking the real parts of ~E and ~B. (Sine the Maxwell equations are linear, we an alwayshoose to work in suh a omplex notation, with the understanding that we take the realparts to get the physial quantities.)As we shall disuss in some detail later, the more general plane-wave solutions disussedpreviously, with an arbitrary pro�le for the wave, an be built up as linear ombinations ofthe monohromati plane-wave solutions.Of ourse, for the �elds in (6.34) to solve the Maxwell equations, there must be relationsamong the onstants ~k, !, ~E0 and ~B0. Spei�ally, sine ~E and ~B must satisfy the waveequations (6.2) and (6.3), we must have ~k2 = !2 ; (6.35)and sine ~r � ~E = 0 and ~r � ~B = 0, we must have~k � ~E0 = 0 ; ~k � ~B0 = 0 : (6.36)Finally, following the disussion in the more general ase above, it follows from ~r � ~E +� ~B=�t = 0 and ~r� ~B � � ~E=�t = 0 that~B = ~k � ~E! : (6.37)It is natural, therefore, to introdue the 4-vetork� = (!;~k) = ! n� ; (6.38)where n� = (1; ~n) and ~n = ~k=j~kj = ~k=!. Equation (6.35) then beomes simply the statementthat k� is a null vetor, k�k� = 0 : (6.39)Note that the argument of the exponentials in (6.34) an now be written as~k � ~r � !t = k�x� ; (6.40)84



whih we shall ommonly write as k � x. Thus we may rewrite (6.34) more briey as~E = ~E0 ei k�x ; ~B = ~B0 eik�x : (6.41)As usual, we have a plane transverse wave, propagating in the diretion of the unit 3-vetor~n = ~k=!. The term \transverse" here signi�es that ~E and ~B are perpendiular to thediretion in whih the wave is propagating. In fat, we have~n � ~E = ~n � ~B = 0 ; ~B = ~n� ~E ; (6.42)and so we have also that ~E and ~B are perpendiular to eah other, and that j ~Ej = ~Bj.Consider the ase where ~E0 is taken to be real, whih means that ~B0 is real too. Thenthe physial �elds (obtained by taking the real parts of the �elds given in (6.34)), are givenby ~E = ~E0 os(~k � ~r � !t) ; ~B = ~B0 os(~k � ~r � !t) : (6.43)The energy density is then given byW = 18� (E2 +B2) = 14�E20 os2(~k � ~r � !t) : (6.44)If we de�ne the time average of W byhW i � 1T Z T0 Wdt ; (6.45)where T = 2�=! is the period of the osillation, then we shall havehW i = 18�E20 = 18�B20 : (6.46)Note that in terms of the omplex expressions (6.34), we an write this ashW i = 18� ~E � ~E� = 18� ~B � ~B� ; (6.47)where the � denotes omplex onjugation, sine the time and position dependene of ~E or~B is anelled when multiplied by the omplex onjugate �eld.12In general, when ~E0 and ~B0 are not real, we shall also have the same expressions (6.47)for the time-averaged energy density.In a similar manner, we an evaluate the time average of the Poynting ux vetor~S = ( ~E � ~B)=(4�). If we �rst onsider the ase where ~E0 is real, we shall have~S = 14� ~E � ~B = 14� ~E0 � ~B0 os2(~n � ~r � !t) = 14�~nE20 os2(~n � ~r � !t) ; (6.48)12This \trik," of expressing the time-averaged energy density in terms of the dot produt of the omplex�eld with its omplex onjugate, is rather spei� to this spei� situation, where the quantity being time-averaged is quadrati in the eletri and magneti �elds.85



and so h~Si = 18� ~E0 � ~B0 = 18�~nE20 : (6.49)In general, even if ~E0 and ~B0 are not real, we an write h~Si in terms of the omplex ~E and~B �elds as h~Si = 18� ~E � ~B� = 18� ~n ~E � ~E� ; (6.50)and so we have h~Si = ~n hW i : (6.51)6.3 Motion of a point harge in a linearly-polarised E.M. waveConsider a plane wave propagating in the z diretion, with~E = (E0 os!(z � t); 0; 0) ; ~B = (0; E0 os!(z � t); 0) : (6.52)Suppose now that there is a partile of mass m and harge e in this �eld. By the Lorentzfore equation we shall have d~pdt = e ~E + e~v � ~B : (6.53)For simpliity, we shall make the assumption that the motion of the partile an be treatednon-relativistially, and so ~p = m~v =md~rdt : (6.54)Let us suppose that the partile is initially loated at the point z = 0, and that it movesonly by a small amount in omparison to the wavelength 2�=! of the eletromagnetiwave. Therefore, to a good approximation, we an assume that the partile is sitting inthe uniform, although time-dependent, eletromagneti �eld obtained by setting z = 0 in(6.52). Thus ~E = (E0 os!t; 0; 0) ; ~B = (0; E0 os!t; 0) ; (6.55)and so the Lorentz fore equation givesm�x = eE0 os!t� e _zE0 os!t � eE0 os!t ;m�y = 0 ;m�z = e _xE0 os!t : (6.56)Note that the approximation in the �rst line follows from our assumption that the motionof the partile is non-relativisti, so j _zj << 1.86



With onvenient and inessential hoies for the onstants of integration, �rst obtain_x = eE0m! sin!t ; x = � eE0m!2 os!t ; (6.57)Substituting into the z equation then gives�z = e2E20m2! sin!t os!t = e2E202m2! sin 2!t ; (6.58)whih integrates to give (dropping inessential onstants of integration)z = � e2E208m2!3 sin 2!t : (6.59)The motion in the y diretion is purely linear, and sine we are not interested in the asewhere the partile drifts uniformly through spae, we an just fous on the solution wherey is onstant, say y = 0.Thus the interesting motion of the partile in the eletromagneti �eld is of the formx = � os!t ; z = � sin 2!t = 2� sin!t os!t ; (6.60)whih means z = 2�� xs1� x2�2 : (6.61)This desribes a \�gure of eight" lying on its side in the (x; z) plane. The assumptions wemade in deriving this, namely non-relativisti motion and a small z displaement relativeto the wavelength of the eletromagneti wave, an be seen to be satis�ed provided theamplitude E0 of the wave is suÆiently small.The response of the harge partile to eletromagneti wave provides a model for howthe eletrons in a reeiving antenna behave in the presene of an eletromagneti wave.This shows how the wave is onverted into osilliatory urrents in the antenna, whih arethen ampli�ed and proessed into the �nal output signal in a radio reeiver.6.4 Cirular and elliptial polarisationThe eletromagneti wave desribed in setion 6.2 is linearly polarised. For example, weould onsider the solution with~E0 = (0; E0; 0) ; ~B0 = (0; 0; B0) ; ~n = (1; 0; 0) : (6.62)This orresponds to a linearly polarised eletromagneti wave propagating along the xdiretion. 87



By taking a linear superposition of waves propagating along a given diretion ~n, we anobtain irularly polarised, or more generally, elliptially polarised, waves. Let ~e and ~f betwo orthogonal unit vetors, that are also both orthogonal to ~n:~e � ~e = 1 ; ~f � ~f = 1 ; ~n � ~n = 1 ;~e � ~f = 0 ; ~n � ~e = 0 ; ~n � ~f = 0 : (6.63)Suppose now we onsider a plane wave given by~E = (E0 ~e+ eE0 ~f) ei (~k�~r�!t) ; ~B = ~n� ~E ; (6.64)where E0 and eE0 are omplex onstants. If E0 and eE0 both have the same phase (i.e. eE0=E0is real), then we again have a linearly-polarised eletromagneti wave. If instead the phasesof E0 and eE0 are di�erent, then the wave is in general elliptially polarised.Consider as an example the ase whereeE0 = �iE0 ; (6.65)(with E0 taken to be real, without loss of generality), for whih the eletri �eld will begiven by ~E = E0(~e� i ~f) ei (~k�~r�!t) : (6.66)Taking the real part, to get the physial eletri �eld, we obtain~E = E0~e os(~k � ~r � !t)�E0 ~f sin(~k � ~r � !t) : (6.67)For example, if we hoose~n = (0; 0; 1) ; ~e = (1; 0; 0) ; ~f = (0; 1; 0) ; (6.68)then the eletri �eld is given byEx = E0 os!(z � t) ; Ey = �E0 sin!(z � t) : (6.69)It is lear from this that the magnitude of the eletri �eld is onstant,j ~Ej = E0 : (6.70)If we �x a value of z, then the ~E vetor an be seen to be rotating around the z axis (thediretion of motion of the wave). This rotation is antilokwise in the (x; y) plane if wehoose the plus sign in (6.65), and lokwise if we hoose the minus sign instead. These88



two hoies orrespond to having a irularly polarised wave of positive or negative heliityrespetively. (Positive heliity means the rotation is parallel to the diretion of propagation,while negative heliity means the rotation is anti-parallel to the diretion of propagation.)In more general ases, where the magnitudes of E0 and eE0 are unequal, or where thephase angle between them is not equal to 0 (linear polarisation) or 90 degrees, the ele-tromagneti wave will be elliptially polarised. Consider, for example, the ase where theeletri �eld is given by ~E = (a1ei Æ1 ; a2ei Æ2 ; 0) ei!(z�t) ; (6.71)with the propagtion diretion being ~n = (0; 0; 1). Then we shall have~B = ~n� ~E = (�a2ei Æ2 ; a1ei Æ1 ; 0) ei!(z�t) : (6.72)The real onstants a1, a2, Æ1 and Æ2 determine the nature of this plane wave propagatingalong the z diretion. Of ourse the overall phase is unimportant, so really it is only thedi�erene Æ2 � Æ1 between the phase angles that is important.The magnitude and phase information is sometimes expressed in terms of the StokesParameters (s0; s1; s2; s3), whih are de�ned bys0 = ExE�x +EyE�y = a21 + a22 ; s1 = ExE�x �EyE�y = a21 � a22 ; (6.73)s2 = 2<(E�xEy) = 2a1a2 os(Æ2 � Æ1) ; s3 = 2=(E�xEy) = 2a1a2 sin(Æ2 � Æ1) :(The last two involve the real and imaginary parts of (E�xEy) respetively.) The four Stokesparameters are not independent: s20 = s21 + s22 + s23 : (6.74)The parameter s0 haraterises the intensity of the eletromagneti wave, while s1 hara-terises the amount of x polarisation versus y polarisation, with�s0 � s1 � s0 : (6.75)The third independent parameter, whih ould be taken to be s2, haraterises the phasedi�erene between the x and the y polarised waves. Cirular polaristion with � heliityorresponds to s1 = 0 ; s2 = 0 ; s3 = �s0 : (6.76)
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6.5 General superposition of plane wavesSo far in the disussion of eletromagneti waves, we have onsidered the ase where there isa single diretion of propagation (i.e. a plane wave), and a single frequeny (monohromati).The most general wave-like solutions of the Maxwell equations an be expressed as linearobinations of these basi monohromati plane-wave solutions.In order to disuss the general wave solutions, it is helpful to work with the gaugepotential A� = (�; ~A). Reall that we have the freedom to make gauge transformationsA� ! A� + ���, where � is an arbitrary funtion. For the present purposes, of desribingwave solutions, a onvenient hoie of gauge is to set � = 0. Suh a gauge hoie would notbe onvenient when disussing solutions in eletrostatis, but in the present ase, where weknow that the wave solutions are neessarily time-dependent, it is quite helpful.Thus, we shall �rst write a single monohromati plane wave in terms of the 3-vetorpotential, as ~A = a~e ei (~k�~r�!t) ; (6.77)where ~e is a unit polarisation vetor, and a is a onstant. As usual, we must have j~kj2 = !2.The eletri and magneti �elds will be given by~E = �~r�� � ~A�t = i a! ~e ei (~k�~r�!t) ;~B = ~r� ~A = i a~k � ~e ei (~k�~r�!t) = ~k � ~E! : (6.78)We an immediately see that ~E and ~B satisfy the wave equation, and that we must impose~e � ~k = 0 in order to satisfy ~r � ~E = 0.We have established, therefore, that (6.77) desribes a monohromati plane wave prop-agating along the ~k diretion, with eletri �eld along ~e, provided that ~e �~k = 0 and j~kj = !.More preisely, the gauge potential that gives the physial (i.e. real) eletri and magneti�elds is given by taking the real part of ~A in (6.77). Thus, when we want to desribe theatual physial quantities, we shall write~A = a~e ei (~k�~r�!t) + a�~e e�i (~k�~r�!t) : (6.79)(We have absorbed a fator of 12 here into a resaling of a, in order to avoid arrying 12fators around in all the subsequent equations.) For brevity, we shall usually write the\physial" ~A as ~A = a~e ei (~k�~r�!t) + :: ; (6.80)where : stands for \omplex onjugate." 90



Now onsider a general linear superposition of monohromati plane waves, with di�er-ent wave-vetors ~k, di�erent polarisation vetors ~e, and di�erent amplitudes a. We shalltherefore label the polarisation vetors and amplitudes as follows:~e �! ~e�(~k) ; a �! a�(~k) : (6.81)Here � is an index whih ranges over the values 1 and 2, whih labels 2 real orthonormalvetors ~e1(~k) and ~e2(~k) that span the 2-plane perpendiular to ~k. The general wave solutionan then be written as the sum over all suh monohromati plane waves of the form (6.80).Sine a ontinuous range of wave-vetors is allowed, the summation over these will be a3-dimensional integral. Thus we an write~A = 2X�=1 Z d3~k(2�)3 h~e�(~k) a�(~k) ei (~k�~r�!t) + ::i ; (6.82)where ! = j~kj, and ~k � ~e�(~k) = 0 : (6.83)For many purposes, it will be onvenient to expand ~A in a basis of irularly-polarisedmonohromati plane waves, rather than linearly-polarised waves. In this ase, we shouldhoose the 2-dimensional basis of polarisation vetors ~��, related to the previous basis by~�� = 1p2 (~e1 � i~e2) : (6.84)Sine we have ~ei � ~ej = Æij , it follows that~�+ � ~�+ = 0 ; ~�� � ~�� = 0 ; ~�+ � ~�� = 1 : (6.85)Note that ~�� � = ~��. We an label the ~�� basis vetors by ~��, where � is now understoodto take the two \values" + and �. We then write the general wave solution as~A = X�=� Z d3~k(2�)3 h~��(~k) a�(~k) ei (~k�~r�!t) + ::i ; (6.86)Of ourse, we also have ~k � ~�� = 0, and ! = j~kj.6.5.1 Heliity and energy of irularly-polarised wavesThe angular-momentum tensor M�� for the eletromagneti �eld is de�ned byM�� = Zt=onst(x�T �� � x�T ��)d�� ; (6.87)91



and so the three-dimensional omponents M ij areM ij = Zt=onst(xiT j� � xjT i�)d�� = Z (xiT j0 � xjT i0)d3x ;= Z (xiSj � xjSi)d3x : (6.88)Thus, sine ~S = ( ~E � ~B)=(4�), the three-dimensional angular momentum Li = 12�ijkM jk isgiven by Li = Z �ijkxjSk d3x ; (6.89)i.e. ~L = 14� Z ~r � ( ~E � ~B) d3x : (6.90)Now, sine ~B = ~r� ~A, we have[~r � ( ~E � ~B)℄i = �ijk�k`m xjE`Bm ;= �ijk�k`m�mpq xjE`�pAq ;= �ijk(ÆkpÆ`q � ÆkqÆ`p)xjE`�pAq ;= �ijk xjE`�kA` � �ijk xjE`�`Ak ; (6.91)and so Li = 14� Z (�ijk xjE`�kA` � �ijk xjE`�`Ak)d3x ;= 14� Z �� �ijk �k(xjE`)A` + �`(xjE`)Ak�d3x ;= 14� Z �� �ijk xj(�kE`)A` + �ijkEjAk�d3x : (6.92)Note that in performing the integrations by parts here, we have, as usual, assumed thatthe �elds fall o� fast enough at in�nity that the surfae term an be dropped. We havealso used the soure-free Maxwell equation �`E` = 0 in getting to the �nal line. Thus, weonlude that the angular momentum 3-vetor an be expressed as~L = 14� Z ( ~E � ~A�Ai (~r � ~r)Ei)d3x : (6.93)The two terms in (6.93) an be interpreted as follows. The seond term an be viewedas an \orbital angular momentum," sine it learly depends on the hoie of origin. It israther analogous to an ~r�~p ontribution to the angular momentum of a system of partiles.On the other hand, the �rst term in (6.93) an be viewed as an \intrinsi spin" term, sineit is onstruted purely from the eletromagneti �elds themselves, and is independent ofthe hoie of origin. We shall alulate this spin ontribution,~Lspin = 14� Z ~E � ~A d3x (6.94)92



to the angular momentum in the ase of the sum over irularly-polarised waves that weintrodued in the previous setion. Reall that for this sum, the 3-vetor potential is givenby ~A = X�0=� Z d3~k 0(2�)3 h~��0(~k 0) a�0(~k 0) ei (~k 0�~r�!0t) + ::i ; (6.95)The eletri �eld is then given by~E = �� ~A�t = X�=� Z d3~k(2�)3 hi!~��(~k) a�(~k) ei (~k�~r�!t) + ::i ; (6.96)Note that we have put primes on the summation and integration variables � and ~k in theexpression for ~A. This is so that we an take the produt ~E � ~A and not have a lashof \dummy" summation variables, in what will follow below. We have also written thefrequeny as !0 � j~k 0j in the expression for ~A.Our interest will be to alulate the time averageh~Lspini � 1T Z T0 ~Lspindt : (6.97)Sine we are onsidering a wave solution with an entire \horus" of frequenies now, wede�ne the time average by taking T to in�nity. (It is easily seen that this oinides with theprevious de�nition of the time average for a monomhromati wave of frequeny !, whereT was taken to be 2�=!.) Note that the time average will be zero for any quantity whosetime dependene is of the osilliatory form ei �t, beause we would have1T Z T0 ei �tdt = 1i �T (ei �T � 1) ; (6.98)whih learly goes to zero as T goes to in�nity. Sine the time dependene of all thequantities we shall onsider is preisely of the form ei�t, it follows that in order to survivethe time averaging, it must be that � = 0.We are interested in alulating the time average of ~E � ~A, where ~A and ~E are givenby (6.95) and (6.96). The quantities ! appearing there are, by de�nition, positive, sinewe have de�ned ! � j~kj. The only way that we shall get terms in ~E � ~A that have zerofrequeny (i.e. � = 0) is from the produt of one of the terms that is expliitly written timesone of the \.." terms, sine these, of ourse, have the opposite sign for their frequenydependene.The upshot of this disussion is that when we evaluate the time average of ~E � ~A, with~A and ~E given by (6.95) and (6.96), the only terms that survive will be oming from theprodut of the expliitly-written terms for ~E times the \.." term for ~A, plus the \.."93



term for ~E times the expliitly-written term for ~A. Furthermore, in order for the produtsto have zero frequeny, and therefore survive the time averaging, it must be that !0 = !.We therefore �ndh ~E � ~Ai = X��0 Z d3~k(2�)3 d3~k 0(2�)3 i! h~��(~k)� ~� ��0(~k 0)a�(~k)a��0(~k 0) ei(~k�~k 0)�~r�~� ��(~k)� ~��0(~k 0)a��(~k)a�0(~k 0) e�i(~k�~k 0)�~ri : (6.99)We now need to integrate h ~E � ~Ai over all 3-spae, whih we shall write asZ h ~E � ~Ai d3~r : (6.100)We now make use of the result from the theory of delta funtions thatZ ei(~k�~k 0)�~r d3~r = (2�)3 Æ3(~k � ~k 0) : (6.101)Therefore, from (6.99) we �ndZ h ~E � ~Ai d3~r = X��0 Z d3~k(2�)3 i! h~��(~k)� ~� ��0(~k)a�(~k)a��0(~k)�~� ��(~k)� ~��0(~k)a��(~k)a�0(~k)i : (6.102)Finally, we reall that the polarization vetors ~��(~k) span the 2-dimensional spae or-thogonal to the wave-vetor ~k. In terms of the original real basis unit vetors ~e1(~k) and~e2(~k) we have ~e1(~k)� ~e2(~k) = ~k! ; (6.103)and so it follows from (6.84) that~�+(~k)� ~� �+(~k) = � i~k! ; ~��(~k)� ~� ��(~k) = i~k! : (6.104)From this, it follows that (6.102) beomesZ h ~E � ~Ai d3~r = 2 Z d3~k(2�)3 ~k [a+(~k)a�+(~k)� a�(~k)a��(~k)℄ ; (6.105)and so we have h~Lspini = 12� Z d3~k(2�)3 ~k �ja+(~k)j2 � ja�(~k)j2� : (6.106)It an be seen from this result that the modes assoiated with the oeÆients a+(~k)orrespond to irularly-polarised waves of positive heliity; i.e. their spin is parallel to94



the wave-vetor ~k. Conversely, the modes with oeÆients a�(~k) orrespond to irularly-polarised waves of negative heliity; i.e. with spin that is anti-parallel to the wave-vetor~k. In a similar fashion, we may evaluate the energy of the general wave solution as a sumover the individual modes. The total energy E is given byE = 18� Z (E2 +B2)d3x = 14� Z E2d3x : (6.107)(Reall that E2 = B2 here.) Sine ~E = �� ~A=�t here, we havehE2i = X�;�0 Z d3~k(2�)3 d3~k 0(2�)3 !2h~��(~k) � ~� ��0(~k 0) a�(~k)a��0(~k 0) ei (~k�~k 0)�~r+~� ��(~k) � ~��0(~k 0) a��(~k)a�0(~k 0) e�i (~k�~k 0)�~ri ; (6.108)where again, the time-averaging has piked out only the terms whose total frequeny addsto zero. The integration over all spae then again gives a three-dimensional delta funtionÆ3(~k � ~k 0), and so we �ndZ hE2id3~r = X�;�0 Z d3~k(2�)3!2h~��(~k) � ~� ��0(~k) a�(~k)a��0(~k)+~� ��(~k) � ~��0(~k) a��(~k)a�0(~k)i ; (6.109)Finally, using the orthogonality relations (6.85), and the onjugation identity ~�� = ~� ��, weobtain hEi = 12� Z d3~k(2�)3 !2�ja+(~k)j2 + ja�(~k)j2� : (6.110)From the two results (6.106) and (6.110), we see that for a given mode haraterised byheliity � and wave-vetor ~k, we haveh~Lspini~k;� = 12� ~k ja�(~k)j2 (sign�) ;hEi~k;� = 12� !2 ja�(~k)j2 ; (6.111)where (sign�) is +1 for � = + and �1 for � = �. The heliity �, whih is the omponentof spin along the diretion of the wave-vetor ~k, is therefore given by� = 12� j~kj ja�(~k)j2 (sign�) ;= 12� ! ja�(~k)j2 (sign�) ;= 1! hEi~k;� (sign�) : (6.112)95



In other words, we have that energy = �(heliity)! ; (6.113)and so we an write E = j�j! : (6.114)This an be ompared with the result in quantum mehanis, thatE = �h! : (6.115)Plank's onstant �h has the units of angular momentum, and in fat the basi \unit" ofangular momentum for the photon is one unit of �h. In the transition from lassial toquantum physis, the heliity of the eletromagneti �eld beomes the spin of the photon.6.6 Gauge invariane and eletromagneti �eldsIn the previous disussion, we desribed eletromagneti waves in terms of the gauge po-tential A� = (��; ~A), working in the gauge where � = 0, i.e. A0 = 0. Sine the gaugesymmetry of Maxwell's equations isA� �! A� + ��� ; (6.116)one might think that all the gauge freedom had been used up when we imposed the ondition� = 0, on the grounds that one arbitrary funtion (the gauge parameter �) has been usedin order to set one funtion (the salar potential �) to zero. This is, in fat, not the ase.To see this, reall that for the eletromagneti wave we wrote ~A as a superposition of termsof the form ~A = ~ ei (~k�~r�!t) ; (6.117)whih implied that ~E = �� ~A�t = i!~ ei (~k�~r�!t) : (6.118)From this we have ~r � ~E = �!~k � ~ ei (~k�~r�!t) ; (6.119)and so the Maxwell equation ~r � ~E = 0 implies that ~k � ~ = 0, and hene~k � ~A = 0 : (6.120)This means that as well as having A0 = �� = 0, we also have a omponent of ~A vanishing,namely the projetion along ~k. 96



To see how this an happen, it is helpful to go bak to a Lorentz-ovariant gauge hoieinstead. First, onsider the Maxwell �eld equation, in the absene of soure urrents:��F�� = 0 : (6.121)Sine F�� = ��A� � ��A�, this implies����A� � ����A� = 0 : (6.122)We now hoose the Lorenz gauge ondition,��A� = 0 : (6.123)The �eld equation (6.122) then redues to����A� = 0 ; i.e. A� = 0 : (6.124)One might again think that all the gauge symmetry had been \used up" in imposing theLorenz gauge ondition (6.123), on the grounds that the arbitrary funtion � in the gaugetransformation A� �! A� + ��� (6.125)that allowed one to impose (6.123) would no longer allow any freedom to impose furtheronditions on A�. This is not quite true, however.To see this, let us suppose we are already in Lorenz gauge, and then try performing afurther gauge transformation, as in (6.125), insisting that we must remain in the Lorenzgauge. This means that � should satisfy����� = 0 ; i.e. � = 0 : (6.126)Non-trivial suh funtions � an of ourse exist; any solution of the wave equation will work.To see what this implies, let us begin with a general solution of the wave equation(6.124), working in the Lorenz gauge (6.123). We an deompose this solution as a sumover plane waves, where a typial mode in the sum isA� = a� ei (~k�~r�!t) = a� ei k�x� = a� eik�x ; (6.127)where a� and k� are onstant. Substituting into the wave equation (6.124) we �nd0 = A� = ����(a� eik�x� ) = �k�k� a� eik�x� ; (6.128)97



whilst the Lorenz gauge ondition (6.123) implies0 = ��A� = ��(a� ei k�x� ) = i k�a� eik�x� : (6.129)In other words, k� and a� must satisfyk�k� = 0 ; k�a� = 0 : (6.130)The �rst of these equations implies that k� is a null veor, as we had seen earlier. The seondequation implies that 1 of the 4 independent omponents that a 4-vetor a� generially hasis restrited in this ase, so that a� has only 3 independent omponents.Now we perform the further gauge transformation A� ! A� + ���, where, as disussedabove, � = 0 so that we keep the gauge-transformed A� in Lorenz gauge. Spei�ally, weshall hoose � = ih eik�x� ; (6.131)where h is a onstant. Thus we shall haveA� �! A� � h k� eik�x� : (6.132)With A� given by (6.127) this means we shall havea� eik�x� �! a� ei k�x� � h k� ei k�x� ; (6.133)whih implies a� �! a� � h k� : (6.134)As a hek, we an see that the rede�ned a� indeed still satis�es k�a� = 0, as it should,sine k� is a null vetor.The upshot of this disussion is that the freedom to take the onstant h to be anything welike allows us to plae a seond restrition on the omponents of a�. Thus not merely are itsostensible 4 omponents redued to 3 by virtue of k�a� = 0, but a further omponent an beeliminated by means of the residual gauge freedom, leaving just 2 independent omponentsin the polarisation vetor a�. Sine the physial degrees of freedom are, by de�nition, theindependent quantities that annot be hanged by making gauge transformations, we seethat there are 2 degrees of freedom in the eletromagneti wave, and not 3 as one mightnaively have supposed.These 2 physial degrees of freedom an be organised as the + and � heliity states,just as we did in our earlier disussion. These are the irularly-polarised waves rotating98



anti-lokwise and lokwise, respetively. In other words, these are the states whose spin iseiether parallel, or anti-parallel, to the diretion of propagation. One way of understandingwhy we have only 2, and not 3, allowed states is that the wave is travelling at the speed oflight, and so it is not possible for it to have a heliity that projets other than fully parallelor anti-parallel to its diretion of propagation.We an make ontat with the � = 0 gauge hoie that we made in our previousdisussion of eletromagneti waves. Starting in Lorenz gauge, we make use of the residualgauge transformation (6.134) by hoosing h so thata0 � h k0 = 0 ; i.e. h = �a0! : (6.135)this means that after performing the residual gauge transformation we shall havea0 = 0 ; (6.136)and so, from (6.127), we shall haveA0 = 0 ; i.e. � = 0 : (6.137)The original Lorenz gauge ondition (6.123) then redues to�iAi = 0 ; i.e. ~r � ~A = 0 : (6.138)This implies ~k � ~A = 0, and so we have reprodued preisely the � = 0, ~k � ~A = 0 gaugeonditions that we used previously in our analysis of the general eletromagneti wavesolutions. The hoie � = 0 amd ~r � ~A = 0 is known as Radiation Gauge.In D spaetime dimensions, the analogous result an easily be seen to be that theeletromagneti wave has (D � 2) degrees of freedom.6.7 Fourier deomposition of eletrostati �eldsWe saw earlier in 6.5 that an eletromagneti wave, expressed in the radiation gauge interms of the 3-vetor potential ~A, ould be deomposed into Fourier modes as in (6.86).For eah mode ~A(~k;�) in the sum, we have ~��(~k) � ~k = 0, and so eah mode of the eletri�eld ~E(~k;�) = �� ~A(~k;�)=�t satis�es the transversality ondition~k � ~E(~k;�) = 0 : (6.139)By onstrast, an eletrostati �eld ~E is longitudinal. Consider, for example, a pointharge at the origin, whose potential therefore satis�esr2� = �4�e Æ3(~r) : (6.140)99



We an express �(~r) in terms of its Fourier transform �(~k) as�(~r) = Z d3~k(2�)3 �(~k) ei~k�~r : (6.141)This is learly a sum over zero-frequeny waves, as one would expet sine the �elds arestatsi.It follows from (6.141) thatr2�(~r) = � Z d3~k(2�)3 ~k 2 �(~k) ei~k�~r : (6.142)We also note that the delta-funtion in (6.140) an be written asÆ3(~r) = Z d3~k(2�)3 ei~k�~r : (6.143)It follows that if we substitute (6.141) into (6.140) we shall obtain �~k 2�(~k) = �4�e, andhene �(~k) = 4�ek2 : (6.144)The eletri �eld is given by ~E = �~r�, and so~E = �i Z d3~k(2�)3 ~k�(~k) ei~k�~r : (6.145)If we de�ne ~G(~k) to be the Fourier transform of ~E, so that~E(~r) = Z d3~k(2�)3 ~G(~k) ei~k�~r ; (6.146)then we see that ~G(~k) = �i~k�(~k) = �4� i ek2 ~k : (6.147)Thus we see that ~G(~k) is parallel to ~k, whih proves that the eletrostati �eld is Longitu-dinal.6.8 WaveguidesFor our purposes, we shall de�ne a waveguide to be a hollow, perfetly onduting, ylinder,essentially of in�nite length. For onveniene we shall take the axis of th ylinder to liealong the z diretion. The ross-setion of the ylinder, in the (x; y) plane, an for now bearbitrary, but it is the same for all values of z. Thus, the ross-setion through the ylinderis a losed urve. 100



We shall onsider an eletromagneti wave propagting down the ylinder, with angularfrequeny !. It will therefore have z and t dependene of the formei (kz�!t) : (6.148)Note that k and ! will not in general be equal; i.e. , the wave will not propagate at thespeed of light. Note that with the z and t dependene of the form (6.148), we shall havethe replaements ��T �! �i! ; ��z �! i k : (6.149)The soure-free Maxwell equations (whih hold inside the waveguide), therefore imply~r � ~E = 0 ; ~r� ~E = i! ~B ;~r � ~B = 0 ; ~r� ~B = �i! ~E : (6.150)Beause of the assumed form of the z dependene in (6.148), we may write~E(x; y; z; t) = ~E(x; y) ei (kz�!t) ; ~B(x; y; z; t) = ~B(x; y) ei (kz�!t) : (6.151)It is onvenient also to de�ne ertain transverse quantities, as follows:~r? � � ��x; ��y ; 0� ;~E � ( ~E?; Ez) ; ~B � ( ~B?; Bz) : (6.152)From (6.150), the Maxwell equations beome~r? � ~E? = �i k Ez ;~r? � ~B? = �i k Bz ;i k ~E? + i! ~m� ~B? = ~r?Ez ;~m � (~r? � ~E?) = i!Bz ;i k ~B? � i! ~m� ~E? = ~r?Bz ;~m � (~r? � ~B?) = �i!Ez ; (6.153)where we have de�ned the unit vetor ~m along the z diretion (the axis of the waveguide):~m = (0; 0; 1) : (6.154)Note that the ross produt of any pair of transverse vetors, ~U?� ~V?, lies purely in the zdiretion, i.e. parallel to ~m. 101



6.8.1 TEM modesThere are various types of modes that an be onsidered. First, we may dispose of an\uninteresting" possibility, alled TEM modes. The aronym stands for \transverse eletriand magneti," meaning that Ez = 0 ; Bz = 0 : (6.155)From the equations in (6.153) for ~E?, we see that~r? � ~E? = 0 ; ~r? � ~E? = 0 : (6.156)These are the equations for eletrostatis in the 2-dimensional (x; y) plane. The seondequation implies we an write ~E? = �~r?�, and then the �rst equation implies that theeletrostati potential � satis�es the 2-dimensional Laplae equationr2?� = �2��x2 + �2��y2 = 0 : (6.157)Sine the ross-setion of the waveguide in the (x; y) plane is a losed urve, at a �xedpotential (sine it is a ondutor), we an dedue that � is onstant everywhere inside theondutor: 0 = Z dxdy �r2?� = � Z dxdy j~r?�j2 ; (6.158)whih implies ~r?� = 0 inside the wavguide, and hene � = onstant and so ~E = 0. Similaronsiderations imply ~B = 0 for the TEM mode also.136.8.2 TE and TM modesIn order to have non-trivial modes propagating in the waveguide, we must relax the TEMassumption. There are two basi types of non-trivial modes we may onsider, where either~E or ~B (but not both) are taken to be transverse. These are alled TE modes and TMmodes respetively.To analyse these modes, we �rst need to onsider the boundary onditions at the on-duting surfae of the ylinder. The omponent of ~E parallel to the surfae must vanish(seen by integrating ~E around a loop omprising a line segment just inside the wavguide ,and losed by a line segment just inside the ondutor, where ~E = 0 by de�nition). Then, ifwe de�ne ~n to be the unit normal vetor at the surfae, we may say that ~n� ~E = 0. Next,taking the salar produt of ~n with the ~r� ~E = i! ~B Maxwell equation, we geti!~n � ~B = ~n � (~r� ~E) = �~r � (~n� ~E) = 0 : (6.159)13If the waveguide were replaed by oaxial onduting ylinders then TEM modes ould exist in the gapbetween the innner and outer ylinder, sine the potentials on the two ylinder need not be equal.102



Thus, we have ~n� ~E = 0 ; ~n � ~B = 0 (6.160)on the surfae of the waveguide. We may restate these boundary onditions asEz���S = 0 ; ~n � ~B?���S = 0 ; (6.161)where S denotes the surfae of the ylindrial waveguide.The two boundary onditions above imply also that~n � ~r?Bz���S = 0 : (6.162)This follows by taking the salar produt of ~n with the penultimate equation in (6.153):~n � ~r?Bz = i k ~n � ~B? � i!~n � (~m� ~E?) ;= i k ~n � ~B? + i!~m � (~n� ~E?) ; (6.163)and then restriting to the surfae S of the ylinder. The ondition (6.162) may be rewrittenas �Bz�n ���S = 0 ; (6.164)where �=�n � ~n � ~r is the normal derivative.With the assumption (6.148), the wave equations for ~E and ~B beomer2? ~E + (!2 � k2) ~E = 0 ; r2? ~B + (!2 � k2) ~B = 0 ; (6.165)where r2? = �2=�x2+�2=�y2 is the 2-dimensional Laplaian. The third and �fth equationsin (6.153) beome, in terms of omponents,i k Ex � i!By = �xEz ; i k Ey + i!Bx = �yEz ;i k Bx + i!Ey = �xBz ; i k By � i!Ex = �yBz : (6.166)These an be solved for Ex, Ey, Bx and By in terms of Ez and Bz, givingEx = i!2 � k2 (! �yBz + k �xEz) ;Ey = i!2 � k2 (�! �xBz + k �yEz) ;Bx = i!2 � k2 (�! �yEz + k �xBz) ;By = i!2 � k2 (! �xEz + k �yBz) : (6.167)103



This means that we an onentrate on solving for Ez and Bz; after having done so, sub-stitution into (6.167) gives the expressions for Ex, Ey, Bx and By.As mentioned earlier, we an now distinguish two di�erent ategories of wave solutionin the waveguide. These areTE waves : Ez = 0 ; and �Bz�n ���S = 0 ;~B? = i k!2 � k2 ~rBz ; ~E = �!k ~m� ~B? ; (6.168)TM waves : Bz = 0 ; and Ez���S = 0 ;~E? = i k!2 � k2 ~rEz ; ~B = !k ~m� ~E? : (6.169)Note that the vanishing of Ez or Bz in the two ases means by de�nition that this �eld om-ponent vanishes everywhere inside the waveguide, and not just on the ylindrial ondutor.Note also that the seond ondition in eah ase is just the residual ontent of the boundaryonditions in (6.161) and (6.162), after having imposed the transversality ondition Ez = 0or Bz = 0 respetively. The seond line in eah of the TE and TM ases gives the resultsfrom (6.167), written now in a slightly more ompat way. In eah ase, the basi wavesolution is given by solving the 2-dimensional Helmholtz equation�2 �x2 + �2 �y2 +
2 = 0 ; (6.170)where 
2 � !2 � k2 ; (6.171)and  is equal to Bz or Ez in the ase of TE or TM waves respetively. We also have theboundary onditions: TE waves : � �n ���S = 0 ; (6.172)TM waves :  ���S = 0 : (6.173)Equation (6.170), together with the boundary ondition (6.172) or (6.173), de�nes aneigenfuntion/eigenvalue problem. Sine the the ross-setion of the waveguide is a losedloop in the (x; y) plane, the equation (6.170) is to be solved in a ompat losed region, andso the eigenvalue speture for 
2 will be disrete; there will be a semi-in�nite number ofeigenvalues, unbounded above, disretely separated from eah other.104



Consider, as an example, TM waves propagating down a waveguide with retangularross-setion: 0 � x � a ; 0 � y � b : (6.174)For TM waves, we must satisfy the boundary ondition that  vanishes on the edges ofthe retangle. It follows from an elementary alulation, in whih one separates variablesin (6.170) by writing  (x; y) = X(x)Y (y), that the eigenfuntions and eigenvalues, labelledby integers (m;n), are given by14 mn = emn sin�m�xa � sin�n�yb � ;
2mn = m2�2a2 + n2�2b2 : (6.175)The wave-number k and the angular frequeny ! for the (m;n) mode are then related byk2 = !2 � 
2mn : (6.176)Notie that this means there is a minimum frequeny !min = 
mn at whih a wave anpropagate down the waveguide in the (m;n) mode. If one tried to transmit a lower-frequenywave in this mode, it would have imaginary wave-number, and so from (6.151) it would dieo� exponentially with z. This is alled an evanesent wave.The absolute lowest bound on the angular frequeny that an propagate down thewaveguide is learly given by 
1;1. In other words, the lowest angular frequeny of TMwave that an propagate down the retangular waveguide is given by!min = �r 1a2 + 1b2 : (6.177)In view of the relation (6.171) between the angular frequeny and the wave-number, wesee that the phase veloity vph and the group veloity vgr are given byvph = !k = �1� 
2!2 ��1=2 ;vgr = d!dk = �1� 
2!2 �1=2 : (6.178)Note that beause of the partiular form of the dispersion relation, i.e. the equation (6.171)relating ! to k, it is the ase here that vph vgr = 1 : (6.179)14If we were instead solving for TE modes, we would have the boundary ondition � =�n = 0 on theedges of the retangle, rather than  = 0 on the edges. This would give di�erent eigenfuntions, involvingosines rather than sines. 105



We see that while the group veloity satis�esvgr � 1 ; (6.180)the phase veloity satis�es vph � 1 : (6.181)There is nothing wrong with this, even though it means the phase veloity exeeds thespeed of light, sine nothing material, and no signal, is transferred faster than the speed oflight. In fat, as we shall now verify, energy and information travel at the group veloityvgr, whih is always less than or equal to the speed of light.Note that the group veloity approahes the speed of light (from below) as ! goesto in�nity. To be more preise, the group veloity approahes the speed of light as !beomes large ompared to the eigenvalue 
 assoiated with the mode of propagation underdisussion. An example where this limit is (easily) approahed is if you look through a lengthof metal drainpipe. Eletromagneti waves in the visible spetrum have a frequeny vastlygreater than the lowest TM or TE modes of the drainpipe, and they propagate through thepipe as if it wasn't there. The story would be di�erent if one tried to hannel waves froma mirowave down the drainpipe.Let us now investigate the ow of energy down the waveguide. This is obtained byworking out the time average of the Poynting ux,h~Si = <� 18� ~E � ~B �� : (6.182)Note that here the �elds ~E and ~B are taken to be omplex, and we are using the resultdisussed earlier about taking time averages of quadrati produts of the physial ~E and ~B�elds.If we onsider TM modes, then we shall have~E? = i k
2 ~r ; Ez =  ;~B? = !k ~m� ~E? = i!
2 ~m� ~r ; Bz = 0 : (6.183)(Reall that ~m = (0; 0; 1).) Note that the expressions for ~E and ~B an be ondensed downto ~E = i k
2 ~r + ~m ; ~B = i!
2 ~m� ~r : (6.184)We therefore have ~E � ~B � = � i k
2 ~r + ~m �� �� i!
2 ~m� ~r �� : (6.185)106



Using the vetor identity ~A� ( ~B � ~C) = ( ~A � ~C) ~B � ( ~A � ~B) ~C, we then �nd~E � ~B � = !k
4 (~r � ~r �) ~m+ i!
2  ~r � ; (6.186)sine ~m � ~r = 0. Along the z diretion (i.e. along ~m), we therefore haveh~Siz = !k8�
4 (~r � ~r �) = !k8�
4 j~r j2 : (6.187)(The seond term in (6.186) desribes the irulation of energy within the ross-setionalplane of the waveguide.)The total transmitted power P is obtained by integrating h~Siz over the ross-setionalarea � of the waveguide. This givesP = Z� dxdy h~Siz = !k8�
4 Z� dxdy ~r � � ~r ;= !k8�
4 Z� dxdy �~r � ( � ~r )�  �r2 � ;= !k8�
4 IC  � � �n d`� !k8�
4 Z� dxdy  �r2 ;= � !k8�
4 Z� dxdy  �r2 = !k8�
2 Z� dxdy  �  ; (6.188)and so we have P = !k8�
2 Z� dxdy j j2 : (6.189)Not that in (6.188), the boundary term over the losed loop C that forms the boundary ofthe waveguide in the (x; y) plane gives zero beause  vansihes everywhere on the ylinder.The remaining term was then simpli�ed by using (6.170).We may also work out the total energy per unit length of the waveguide. The totaltime-averaged energy density is given byhW i = 18� ~E � ~E � = 18� � i k
2 ~r + ~m � � �� i k
2 ~r � + ~m �� ;= k28�
4 ~r � � ~r + 18�   � : (6.190)The energy per unit length U is then obtained by integrating hW i over the ross-setionalarea, whih givesU = Z� dxdy hW i = k28�
4 Z� dxdy ~r � � ~r + 18� Z� dxdy j j2 ;= k28�
2 Z� dxdy j j2 + 18� Z� dxdy j j2 ; (6.191)
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where we have again integrated by parts in the �rst term, dropped the boundary termbeause  vanishes on the ylinder, and used (6.170) to simplify the result. Thus we �ndU = !28�
2 Z� dxdy j j2 : (6.192)Having obtained the expression (6.189) for the power P passing through the waveguide,and the expression (6.192) for the energy per unit length in the waveguide, we may notethat P = k! U = 1vph U = vgr U : (6.193)This demonstrates that the energy ows down the waveguide at the group veloity vgr.6.9 Resonant avitiesA resonant avity is a hollow, losed onduting \ontainer," inside whih is an eletromag-neti �eld. A simple example would be to take a length of waveguide of the sort we haveonsidered in setion 6.8, and turn it into a losed avity by attahing onduting plates ateah end of the ylinder. Let us suppose that the length of the avity is d.Consider, as an example, TM modes in the avity. We solve the same 2-dimensionalHelmholtz equation (6.170) as before,�2 �x2 + �2 �y2 +
2  = 0 ; (6.194)subjet again to the TM boundary ondition that  must vanish on the surfae of theyliner. The ~E and ~B �elds are given, as before, by~E? = i k
2 ei (�z�!t) ~r ; Ez =  ei (�z�!t) ;~B? = !k ~m� ~E? ; (6.195)where ~m = (0; 0; 1). Now, however, we have the additional boundary onditions that ~E?must vanish on the two ondutiung plates, whih we shall take to be at z = 0 and z = d.This is beause the omponent of ~E parallel to a ondutor must vanish at the ondutingsurfae.In order to arrange that ~E? vanish, for all t, at z = 0 and z = d, it must be that thereis a superposition of right-moving and left-moving waves. (These orrespond to z and tdependenes ei (��z�!t) respetively.) Thus we need to take the ombination that makes astanding wave, ~E? = � k
2 sinkz e�i!t ~r ; (6.196)108



in order to have ~E? = 0 at z = 0. Furthermore, in order to have also that ~E? = 0 at z = d,it must be that the wave-number k is now quantised, aording tok = p�d ; (6.197)where p is an integer. Note that we also haveEz =  os kz e�i!t : (6.198)Reall that in the waveguide, we had already found that 
2 � !2�k2 was quantised, be-ing restrited to a semi-in�nite disrete set of eigenvalues for the 2-dimensional Helmoholtzequation. In the waveguide, that still allowed k and ! to take ontinuous values, subjet tothe onstraint (dispersion relation) !2 = 
2 + k2 : (6.199)In the resonant avity we now have the further restrition that k is quantised, aording to(6.197). This means that the spetrum of allowed frequenies ! is now disrete, and givenby !2 = 
2 + p2�2d2 : (6.200)If, for example, we onsider the previous example of TM modes in a retangular waveg-uide whose ross-setion has sides of lengths a and b, but now with the added end-aps atz = 0 and z = d, then 
2 is given by (6.175), and so the resonant frequenies in the avityare given by !2 = �2�m2a2 + n2b2 + p2d2� ; (6.201)for positive integers (m;n; p).7 Fields Due to Moving Charges7.1 Retarded potentialsIf we solve the Bianhi identity by writing F�� = ��A� � ��A�, the remaining Maxwellequation (i.e. the �eld equation) ��F �� = �4�J� (7.1)beomes ����A� � ����A� = �4�J� : (7.2)109



If we hoose to work in the Lorenz gauge,��A� = 0 ; (7.3)then (7.2) beomes simply A� = �4�J� : (7.4)Sine A� = (�; ~A) and J� = (�; ~J), this means we shall have� = �4� � ; ~A = �4� ~J ; (7.5)or, in the three-dimensional language,r2�� �2��t2 = �4� � ; r2 ~A� �2 ~A�t2 = �4� ~J : (7.6)In general, we an write the solutions to (7.6) as the sums of a partiular integral ofthe inhomogeneous equation (i.e. the one with the soure term on the right-hand side) plusthe general solution of the homogeneous equation (the one with the right-hand side set tozero). Our interest now will be in �nding the partiular integral. Solving this problem in thease of stati soures and �elds will be very familiar from eletrostatis and magnetostatis.Now, however, we wish to solve for the partiular integral in the ase where there is timedependene too. Consider the equation for � �rst.First onsider the situation where there is just an in�nitesimal amount of harge de(t)in an in�nitesimal volume. (We allow for it to be time dependent, in general.) Thus theharge density is � = de(t) Æ3(~R) ; (7.7)where ~R is the position vetor from the origin to the loation of the in�nitesimal harge.We therefore wish to solve r2�� �2��t2 = �4� de(t) Æ3(~R) : (7.8)When ~R 6= 0. we have simply r2�� �2�=�t2 = 0.Clearly, � depends on ~R only through its magnitude R � j~Rj, and so � = �(t; R). Now,with ~R = (x1; x2; x3), we have R2 = xixi and so �iR = xi=R. Consequently, we shall have�i� = xiR �0 ; (7.9)where �0 � ��=�R, and then r2� = �i�i� = �00 + 2R �0 : (7.10)110



Letting � = R�, we have�0 = 1R �0 � 1R2 � ; �00 = 1R �00 � 2R2 �0 + 2R3 � : (7.11)This means that for ~R 6= 0, we shall have�2��R2 � �2��t2 = 0 : (7.12)The general solution to this equation is�(t; R) = f1(t�R) + f2(t+R) ; (7.13)where f1 and f2 are arbitrary funtions.The solution with f1 is alled the retarded solution, and the solution with f2 is alledthe advaned solution. The reason for this terminology is that in the retarded solution, the\e�et" ours after the \ause," in the sense that the pro�le of the funtion f1 propagatesoutwards from the origin where the harge de(t) is loated. By ontrast, in the advanedsolution the e�et preedes the ause; the disturbane propagates inwards as time inreases.The advaned solution is aausal, and therefore unphysial, and so we shall keep only theausal solution, i.e. the retarded solution. The upshot is that for R 6= 0, the solution is� = 1R �(t�R) : (7.14)We learly expet that � will go to in�nity as R approahes zero, sine the harge (albeitin�nitesimal) is loated there. Consequently, it will be the ase that the derivatives �=�Rwill dominate over the time derivatives �=�t near to R = 0, and so in that region we anwrite r2� � �4�de(t) Æ3(~R) : (7.15)This therefore has the usual solution that is familiar from eletrostatis, namely� � de(t)R ; (7.16)or, in other words, � � de(t) (7.17)near R = 0. Sine � is already eastablished to depend on t and R only through � = �(t�R),we an therefore immediately write down the solution valid for all R, namely�(t�R) = de(t�R) : (7.18)111



From (7.14), we therefore have that�(~R; t) = de(t�R)R : (7.19)This solution is valid for the partiular ase of an in�nitesimal harge de(t) loatedat R = 0. For a general time-dependent harge distribution �(~r; t), we just exploit thelinearity of the Maxwell equations and sum up the ontributions from all the harges in thedistribution. This therefore gives�(~r; t) = Z �(~r 0; t�R)R d3~r 0 ; (7.20)where ~R � ~r � ~r 0. This solution of the inhomogeneous equation is the one that is \fored"by the soure term, in the sense that it vanishes if the soure harge density � vanishes.The general solution is given by this partiular integral plus an arbitrary solution of thehomogeneous equation � = 0. The solution (7.20) an be written as�(~r; t) = Z �(~r 0; t� j~r � ~r 0j)j~r � ~r 0j d3~r 0 : (7.21)In an idential fashion, we an see that the solution for the 3-vetor potential ~A in thepresene of a 3-vetor urrent soure ~J(~r; t) will be~A(~r; t) = Z ~J(~r 0; t� j~r � ~r 0j)j~r � ~r 0j d3~r 0 : (7.22)The solutions for �(~r; t) and ~A(~r; t) that we have obtained here are alled the RetardedPotentials. The analogous \advaned potentials" would orrespond to having t + j~r � ~r 0jinstead of t � j~r � ~r 0j as the time argument of the harge and urrent densities inside theintegrals. It is lear that the retarded potentials are the physially sensible ones, in thatthe potentials at the present time t depend upon the harge and urrent densities at times� t. In the advaned potentials, by ontrast, the potentials at the urrent time t would beinuened by what the harge and urrent densities will be in the future. This would beunphysial, sine it would violate ausality.Sine the proedure by whih we arrived at the retarded potential solutions(7.21) and(7.22) may have seemed slightly \unrigorous," it is perhaps worthwhile to go bak and hekthat they are indeed orret. This an be done straightforwardly, simply by substitutingthem into the original wave equations (7.6). One �nds that they do indeed yield exatsolutions of the equations. We leave this as an exerise for the reader.112



7.2 Lienard-Wiehert potentialsWe now turn to a disussion of the eletromagneti �elds produed by a point harge emoving along an arbitrary path ~r = ~r0(t). We already onsidered a speial ase of this insetion 5.3, where we worked out the �elds produed by a harge in uniform motion (i.e.moving at onstant veloity). In that ase, we ould work out the eletromagneti �elds byusing the trik of transforming to the Lorentz frame in whih the partile was at rest, doingthe very simple alulation of the �elds in that frame, and then transforming bak to theframe where the partile was in uniform motion.Now, we are going to study the more general ase where the partile an be aelerating;i.e. , where its veloity is not uniform. This means that there does not exist an inertialframe in whih the partile is at rest for all time, and so we annot use the previous trik.It is worth emphasising that even though the partile is aelerating, this does not meanthat we annot solve the problem using speial relativity. The point is that we shall onlyever study the �elds from the viewpoint of an observer who is in an inertial frame, andso for this observer, the laws of speial relativity apply. Only if we wanted to study theproblem from the viewpoint of an observer in an aelerating frame, suh as the rest-frameof the partile, would we need to use the laws of general relativity.Note that although we annot use speial relativity to study the problem in the rest frameof the aelerating partile, we an, and sometimes will, make use of an instantaneous restframe. This is an inertial frame whose veloity just happens to math exatly the veloityof the partile at a partiular instant of time. Sine the partile is aelerating, then amoment later the partile will no longer be at rest in this frame. We ould, if we wished,then hoose an \updated" instantaneous rest frame, and use speial relativity to study theproblem (for an instant) in the new inertial frame. We shall �nd it expedient at times tomake use of the onept of an instantaneous rest frame, in order to simply intermediatealulations. Ultimately, of ourse, we do not want to restrit ourselves to having to hoponto a new instantaneous rest frame every time we disuss the problem, and so the goal isto obtain results that are valid in any inertial frame.Now, on with the problem. We might expet, on grounds of ausality, that the ele-tromagneti �elds at (~r; t) will be determined by the position and state of motion of thepartile at earlier times t0, as measured in the hosen inertial frame, for whih the time ofpropagation of information from ~r0(t0), where the partile was at time t0, to ~r at the time t
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is t� t0. (But see the omments after this derivation.) It is useful therefore to de�ne~R(t0) � ~r � ~r0(t0) : (7.23)This is the radius vetor from the loation ~r0(t0) of the harge at the time t0 to the obser-vation point r. The time t0 is then determined byt� t0 = R(t0) ; where R(t0) = j~R(t0)j : (7.24)There is one solution for t0, for eah hoie of t.In the Lorentz frame where the partile is at rest at the partiular instant t0, the potentialat time t will, aording to the argument above, be given by� = eR(t0) ; ~A = 0 : (7.25)We an determine the 4-vetor potential A� in an arbitrary Lorentz frame simply by invent-ing a 4-vetor expression that redues to (7.25) under the speialisation that the veloity~v � d~r 0=dt0 of the harge is zero at time t0.Let the 4-veloity of the harge, in the observer's inertial frame, be U�. If the harge isat rest, its 4-veloity will be U� = (1;~0) : (7.26)Thus to write a 4-vetor expression for A� = (�; ~A) that redues to (7.25) if U� is given by(7.26), we just have to �nd a salar f suh thatA� = f U� ; (7.27)with f beoming e=R(t0) in the speial ase. Let us de�ne the 4-vetorR� = (t� t0; ~r � ~r0(t0)) = (t� t0; ~R(t0)) : (7.28)(This is learly a 4-vetor, beause (t; ~r) is a 4-vetor, and (t0; ~r0(t0), the spaetime oordi-nates of the partile, is a 4-vetor.) Then, we an write f as the salarf = e(�U� R�) ; and so A� = � eU�(U�R�) ; (7.29)sine learly if U� is given by (7.26), we shall have �U� R� = �R0 = R0 = t� t0 = R(t0).Having writtenA� as a 4-vetor expression that redues to (7.25) under the speialisation(7.26), we know that it must be the orret expression in any Lorentz frame. Now, we haveU� = (;  ~v) ; where  = 1p1� v2 ; (7.30)114



and so we see that�(~r; t) = A0 = e(t� t0) �  ~v � ~R = et� t0 � ~v � ~R = eR� ~v � ~R ;~A(~r; t) = e ~v(t� t0) �  ~v � ~R = e~vR� ~v � ~R : (7.31)To summarise, we have onluded that the gauge potentials for a harge e moving alongthe path ~r = ~r0(t0), as seen from the point ~r at time t, are given by�(~r; t) = eR� ~v � ~R ; ~A(~r; t) = e~vR� ~v � ~R ; (7.32)where all quantities on the right-hand sides are evaluated at the time t0, i.e. ~R means ~R(t0)and ~v means d~r0(t0)=dt0, with ~R(t0) = ~r � ~r0(t0) ; (7.33)and t0 is determined by solving the equationR(t0) = t� t0 ; where R(t0) � j~R(t0)j : (7.34)These potentials are known as the Lienard-Wiehert potentials.The next step will be to alulate the eletri and magneti �elds from the Lienard-Wiehert potentials. However, before doing so, it is perhaps worthwhile to pause and givean alternative derivation of the result for the potentials. People's taste in what onstitutesa satisfying proof of a result an di�er, but I have to say that I personally �nd the derivationabove rather unsatisfying. I would regard it as a bit of hand-waving argument, whih onemaybe would use after having �rst given a proper derivation, in order to try to give aphysial piture of what is going on. The basi premise of the derivation above is that thepotentials \here and now" will be given preisely by applying Coulomb's law to the positionthe partile was in \a light-travel time" ago. I �nd it far from obvious that this should givethe right answer.15 It is in fat very interesting that this does give the right answer, I wouldview this as a remarkable fat that emerges only after one has �rst given a proper derivationof the result, rather than as a solid derivation in its own right.A \proper" derivation of the Lienard-Wiehert potentials an be given as follows. Wetake as the starting point the expressions (7.21) and (7.22) for the retarded potentials due to15In partiular, I think ausality an really only be used to argue that the potentials at (t; ~r) ould, apriori, depend on the entire past history of the partile that is in ausal ontat with the spaetime point(t; ~r). Thus, although one an say that any part of its history that lies \outside the light one" annot a�etthe potentials at (t; ~r), I don't see that, based on ausality, one an say that only the instant when thepartile was a light-travel distane away ould be relevant for determining the potentials at (t; ~r).115



a time-dependent harge and urrent soure. These expressions an themselves be regardedas solid and rigorous, sine one only has to verify by diret substitution into (7.6) that theyare indeed orret. Consider �rst the retarded potential for �, given in (7.21). We anrewrite this as a 4-dimensional integral by introduing a delta-funtion in the time variable,so that �(~r; t) = Z Z �(~r 0; t00)j~r � ~r 0j Æ(t00 � t+ j~r � ~r 0j) dt00 d3~r 0 : (7.35)The harge density for a point harge e moving along the path ~r = ~r0(t) is given by�(~r; t) = e Æ3(~r � ~r0(t)) : (7.36)This means that we shall have�(~r; t) = Z Z e Æ3(~r 0 � ~r0(t00))j~r � ~r 0j Æ(t00 � t+ j~r � ~r 0j) dt00 d3~r 0 ; (7.37)and so after performing the spatial integrations we obtain�(~r; t) = Z ej~r � ~r0(t00)j Æ(t00 � t+ j~r � ~r0(t00)j) dt00 : (7.38)To evaluate the time integral, we need to make use of a basi result about the Diradelta-funtion, namely that if a funtion f(x) has as zero at x = x0, then16Æ(f(x)) = Æ(x� x0) ��� dfdx ����1 ; (7.39)where df=dx is evaluated at x = x0. (The result given here is valid if f(x) vanishes only atthe point x = x0. If it vanishes at more than one point, then there will be a sum of termsof the type given in (7.39).)To evaluate (7.38), we note that��t00 �t00 � t+ j~r � ~r0(t00)j� = 1 + ��t00�(~r � ~r0(t00)) � (~r � ~r0(t00))�1=2 ;16To prove this, onsider the integral I = R dxh(x)Æ(f(x)) for an arbitrary funtion h(x). Next, hangevariable to z = f(x), so dx = dz=(df=dx). Then we haveI = Z dzh(x) Æ(z)jdf=dxj = h(x0)=jdf=dxj Z Æ(z)dz = h(x0)=jdf=dxj ;where df=dx is evaluated at x = x0. Thus we haveI = h(x0)=jdf=dxjx0 = Z dxh(x) Æ(x� x0)jdf=dxjx0 ;whih proves (7.39). (The reason for the absolute-value on jdf=dzj is that it is to be understood that thediretion of the limits of the z integration should be the standard one (negative to positive). If the gradientof f is negative at x = x0 then one has to insert a minus sign to ahieve this. This is therefore handled bythe absolute-value sign.) 116



= 1 + �(~r � ~r0(t00)) � (~r � ~r0(t00))��1=2 (~r � ~r0(t00)) � �(�~r0(t00))�t00 ;= 1� ~v � (~r � ~r0(t00))j~r � ~r0(t00)j ;= 1� ~v � ~R(t00)R(t00) ; (7.40)where ~v = d~r0(t00)=dt00. Following the rule (7.39) for handling a \delta-funtion of a fun-tion," we therefore take the funtion in the integrand of (7.38) that multiplies the delta-funtion, evaluate it at the time t for whih the argument of the delta-funtion vanishes,and divide by the absolute value of the derivative of the argument of the delta-funtion.This therefore gives �(~r; t) = eR(t0)� ~v � ~R(t0) ; (7.41)where t0 is the solution of t� t0 = R(t0), and so we have reprodued the previous expressionfor the Lienard-Wiehert potential for � in (7.32). The derivation for ~A is very similar.7.3 Eletri and magneti �elds of a moving hargeHaving obtained the Lienard-Wiehert potentials � and ~A of a moving harge, the next stepis to alulate the assoiated eletri and magneti �elds,~E = �~r�� � ~A�t ; ~B = ~r� ~A : (7.42)To do this, we shall need the following results. First, we note that�R�t = �R�t0 �t0�t ; (7.43)and so, sine R2 = RiRi we have�R�t0 = RiR �Ri�t0 = �vi(t0)RiR = �~v � ~RR : (7.44)(Reall that ~R means ~R(t0), and that it is given by (7.33).) Equation (7.43) thereforebeomes �R�t = �~v � ~RR �t0�t ; (7.45)and so, sine we have from (7.34) that R(t0) = t� t0, it follows that1� �t0�t = �~v � ~RR �t0�t : (7.46)Solving for �t0=�t, we therefore have the results that�t0�t = �1� ~v � ~RR ��1 ; (7.47)�R�t = � ~v � ~RR� ~v � ~R : (7.48)117



Some other expressions we shall also need are as follows. First, from t � t0 = R(t0) itfollows that �it0 = ��iR(t0). Now ~R(t0) = ~r � ~r0(t0), and soR2 = (xj � x0j(t0))(xj � x0j (t0)) : (7.49)From this, by ating with �i, we obtain2R�iR = 2(Æij � �ix0j (t0))(xj � x0j(t0)) ;= 2Ri � 2�x0j (t0)�t0 �t0�xi (xj � x0j (t0)) ;= 2Ri � 2~v � ~R �it0 : (7.50)From this and �it0 = ��iR(t0) it follows that�it0 = � RiR� ~v � ~R ; �iR = RiR� ~v � ~R : (7.51)Further results that follow straightforwardly are�iRj = �i(xj � x0j (t0)) = Æij � �x0j (t0)�t0 �it0 = Æij + vjRiR� ~v � ~R ;�ivj = �vj�t0 �it0 = � _vj RiR� ~v � ~R ;�vi�t = �vi�t0 �t0�t = _viRR� ~v � ~R ;�R�t = � ~v � ~RR� ~v � ~R ;� ~R�t = � ~R�t0 �t0�t = �~v �t0�t = � ~v RR� ~v � ~R : (7.52)Note that _vi means �vi=�t0; we shall de�ne the aeleration ~a of the partile by~a � �~v�t0 : (7.53)We are now ready to evaluate the eletri and magneti �elds. From (7.32) and theresults above, we haveEi = ��i�� �Ai�t ;= e(R� ~v � ~R)2 (�iR� �i(vjRj))� eR� ~v � ~R �vi�t + evi(R � ~v � ~R)2 ��R�t � �(~v � ~R)�t � ;= e(R� ~v � ~R)3 nRi � vi(R� ~v � ~R)� v2Ri + ~a � ~RRi � aiR (R � ~v � ~R)�vi~v � ~R� vi~a � ~RR+ v2viRo ;= e(1� v2)(Ri � viR)(R � ~v � ~R)3 + e[~a � ~R (Ri � viR)� ai(R� ~v � ~R)R℄(R� ~v � ~R)3 : (7.54)118



This an be rewritten as~E = e(1� v2)(~R � ~v R)(R � ~v � ~R)3 + e~R� [(~R � ~v R)� ~a℄(R� ~v � ~R)3 : (7.55)An analogous alulation of ~B shows that it an be written as~B = ~R� ~ER : (7.56)Note that this means that ~B is perpendiular to ~E.The �rst term in (7.55) is independent of the aeleration ~a, and so it represents aontribution that is present even if the harge is in uniform motion. It is easily seen thatat large distane, where R!1, it falls o� like 1=R2. If the harge is moving with uniformveloity ~v then we shall have ~r0(t) = ~r0(t0) + ~v (t� t0) ; (7.57)and so ~R(t0)� ~v R(t0) = ~r � ~r0(t0)� ~v (t� t0) ;= ~r � ~r0(t) + ~v (t� t0)� ~v (t� t0) ;= ~R(t) : (7.58)In other words, in this ase of uniform motion, ~R(t0) � ~v R(t0) is equal to the vetor ~R(t)that gives the line joining the harge to the point of observation at the time the observationis made. We shall also then haveR(t0)� ~v � ~R(t0) = R(t0)� v2R(t0)� ~v � ~R(t) ;= (1� v2)R(t0)� ~v � ~R(t) : (7.59)If we now introdue the angle � between ~v and ~R(t), we shall have ~v � ~R(t) = v R(t) os �.Sine, as we saw above, ~R(t0) = ~v R(t0) + ~R(t), we obtain, by squaring,R2(t0) = v2R2(t0) + 2vR(t)R(t0) os � +R2(t) ; (7.60)and this quadrati equation for R(t0) an be solved to giveR(t0) = vR(t) os � +R(t)p1� v2 sin2 �1� v2 : (7.61)Equation (7.59) then givesR(t0)�~v� ~R(t0) = vR(t) os �+R(t)q1� v2 sin2 ��vR(t) os � = R(t)q1� v2 sin2 � : (7.62)119



For a uniformly moving harge we therefore obtain the result~E = e~R(t)R3(t) 1� v2(1� v2 sin2 �)3=2 ; (7.63)whih has reprodued the result (5.40) that we had previously obtained by boosting fromthe rest frame of the harged partile.The seond term in (7.55) is proportional to ~a, and so it ours only for an aeleratingharge. At large distane, this term falls o� like 1=R, in other words, muh less rapidlythan the 1=R2 fall-o� of the �rst term in (7.55). In fat the 1=R fall-o� of the aelerationterm is harateristi of an eletromagneti wave, as we shall now disuss.7.4 Radiation by aelerated hargesA harge at rest generates a purely eletri �eld, and if it is in uniform motion it generatesboth ~E and ~B �elds. In neither ase, of ourse, does it radiate any energy. However, if theharge is aelerating, then it atually emits eletromagneti radiation.The easiest ase to onsider is when the veloity of the harge is small ompared withthe speed of light. In this ase the aeleration term in (7.55) is approximated by~E = e~R� (~R� a)R3 = e~n� (~n� ~a)R ; (7.64)where ~n � ~RR : (7.65)Note that ~n � ~E = 0, and that ~E is also perpendiular to ~n � ~a. This means that thepolarisation of ~E lies in the plane ontaining ~n and ~a, and is perpendiular to ~n.From (7.56) we shall also have ~B = ~n� ~E : (7.66)As usual, all quantities here in the expressions for ~E and ~B are evaluated at the retardedtime t0.The energy ux, given by the Poynting vetor, is given by~S = 14� ~E � ~B = 14� ~E � (~n� ~E) = 14�E2 ~n� 14� (~n � ~E) ~E ; (7.67)and so, sine ~n � ~E = 0 we have ~S = 14� E2 ~n : (7.68)Let us de�ne � to be the angle between the unit vetor ~n and the aeleration ~a. Thenwe shall have ~E = eR (~n � ~a~n� ~a) = eR (a~n os � � ~a) ; (7.69)120



and so E2 = e2R2 (a2 os2 � � 2a2 os2 � + a2) = e2a2 sin2 �R2 ; (7.70)implying that the energy ux is ~S = e2a2 sin2 �4�R2 ~n : (7.71)The area element d~� an be written asd~� = R2 ~n d
 ; (7.72)where d
 = sin � d�d' is the area element on the unit-radius sphere (i.e. the solid angleelement). The power radiated into the area element d~� is dP = ~S � d~� = R2~n � ~S d
, andso we �nd that dPd
 = e2a24� sin2 � (7.73)is the power radiated per unit solid angle.The total power radiated in all diretions is given byP = Z dPd
 d
 = e2a24� Z �0 sin3 � d� Z 2�0 d' ;= 12e2a2 Z �0 sin3 � d� = 12e2a2 Z 1�1(1� 2)d = 23e2a2 ; (7.74)where, to evaluate the � integral we hange variable to  = os �. The expressionP = 23e2a2 (7.75)is known as the Larmor Formula for a non-relativisti aelerating harge.The Larmor formula an be generalised to the relativisti result fairly easily. In priniple,we ould simply repeat the argument given above, but without making the approximationthat v is small ompared to 1 (the speed of light). Note that in terms of the unit vetor~n = ~R=R, the expression (7.55) for the eletri �eld beomes~E = e(1� v2)(~n� ~v)R2 (1� ~n � ~v)3 + e~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄R (1� ~n � ~v)3 : (7.76)We an, in fat, obtain the relativisiti Larmor formula by a simple trik. First, we note from(7.76) that sine ~S = ( ~E � ~B)=(4�) and ~B = ~n� ~E, the energy ux from the aelerationterm must be quadrati in the aeleration ~a. We an also note that the total radiatedpower P is a Lorentz salar (sine it is energy per unit time, and eah of these quantitiestransforms as the 0 omponent of a 4-vetor). Thus, the task is to �nd a Lorentz-invariantexpression for P that redues to the non-relativisiti Larmor result (7.75) in the limit whenv goes to zero. 121



First, we note that the non-relativisti Larmor formula (7.75) an be written asP = 23e2a2 = 2e23m2 �d~pdt �2 : (7.77)There is only one Lorentz-invariant quantity, quadrati in ~a, that redues to this expressionin the limit that v goes to zero. It is given byP = 2e23m2 dp�d� dp�d� ; (7.78)where p� is the 4-momentum of the partile and � is the proper time along its path. Notingthat p� = m(; ~v), we see thatdp�d� =  dp�dt = m(3~v � ~a; 3(~v � ~a)~v + ~a) ; (7.79)and so dp�d� dp�d� = m22[�6(~v � ~a)2 + 6v2(~v � ~a)2 + 24(~v � ~a)2 + 2a2℄ ;= m22[4(~v � ~a)2 + 2a2) : (7.80)Now onsider the quantitya2 � (~v � ~a)2 = a2 � �ijk�i`mvjakv`am ;= a2 � v2a2 + (~v � ~a)2 = a22 + (~v � ~a)2 ; (7.81)whih shows that we an writedp�d� dp�d� = m26�a22 + (~v � ~a)2� = m26 [a2 � (~v � ~a)2℄ : (7.82)Thus we see that the salar P given in (7.78) is given byP = 23e26[a2 � (~v � ~a)2℄ : (7.83)This indeed redues to the non-relativisti Larmor formula (7.75) if the veloity ~v is sent tozero. For the reasons we desribed above, it must therefore be the orret fully-relativistiLarmor result for the total power radiated by an aelerating harge.7.5 Appliations of Larmor formula7.5.1 Linear aeleratorIn a linear aelerator, a harged massive partile is aelerated along a straight-line tra-jetory, and so its veloity ~v and aeleration ~a are parallel. De�ning p = j~pj = mj~vj, wehave dpdt = mdvdt +mvddt ; (7.84)122



where v = j~vj and  = (1� v2)�1=2. Clearly we havevdvdt = ~v � d~vdt = ~v � ~a = va ; ddt = 3~v � d~vdt = 3va ; (7.85)and so dpdt =m3a : (7.86)With ~v and ~a parallel, the relativisiti Larmor formula (7.83) gives P = 23e26a2, and so wehave P = 2e23m2�dpdt �2 : (7.87)The expression (7.87) gives the power that is radiated by the harge as it is aeleratedalong a straight line trajetory. In a partile aelerator, the goal, obviously, is to aeleratethe partiles to as high a veloity as possible. Equation (7.87) desribes the the power thatis lost through radiation when the partile is being aelerated. The energy E of the partileis related to its rest mass m and 3-momentum ~p by the standard formulaE2 = p2 +m2 : (7.88)The rate of hange of energy with distane travelled, dE=dx, is therefore given byE dEdx = pdpdx ; (7.89)and so we have dEdx = pE dpdx = mvm dpdx = v dpdx = dxdt dpdx = dpdt : (7.90)This means that (7.87) an be rewritten asP = 2e23m2 �dEdx�2 : (7.91)The \energy-loss fator" of the aelerator an be judged by taking the ratio of thepower radiated divided by the power supplied. By energy onservation, the power suppliedis equal to the rate of hange of energy of the partile, dE=dt. Thus we havePower radiatedPower supplied = P(dE=dt) = P(dE=dx) dtdx = Pv (dE=dx) ;= 2e23m2v dEdx : (7.92)In the relativisti limit, where v is very lose to the speed of light (as is typially ahievedin a powerful linear aelerator), we therefore havePower radiatedPower supplied � 2e23m2 dEdx : (7.93)A typial eletron linear aelerator ahieves an energy input of about 10 MeV per metre,and this translates into an energy-loss fator of about 10�13. In other words, very little ofthe applied power being used to aelerate the eletron is lost through Larmor radiation.123



7.5.2 Cirular aeleratorThe situation is very di�erent in the ase of a irular aelerator, sine the transverse a-eleration neessary to keep the partile in a irular orbit is typially very muh larger thanthe linear aeleration disussed above. In other words, the diretion of the 3-momemtum~p is hanging rapidly, while, by ontrast, the energy, and hene the magnitude of ~p, is rela-tively slowly-hanging. In fat the hange in j~pj per revolution is rather small, and we anstudy the power loss by assuming that the partile is in an orbit of �xed angular frequeny!. This means that we shall have ���d~pdt ��� = ! j~pj ; (7.94)and so ���d~pd� ��� = ! j~pj ; (7.95)where d� = dt= is the proper-time interval. Sine the energy is onstant in this approxi-mation, we therefore havedp0d� = 0 ; and so dp�d� dp�d� = �d~pd� �2 = 2!2p2 : (7.96)Using equation (7.78) for the Larmor power radiation, we therefore haveP = 2e23m2 2!2p2 = 23e24!2v2 : (7.97)If the radius of the aelerator is R then the angular and linear veloities of the partile arerelated by ! = v=R and so the power loss is given byP = 2e24v43R2 : (7.98)The radiative energy loss per revolution, �E , is given by the produt of P with theperiod of the orbit, namely �E = 2�RPv = 4�e24v33R : (7.99)A typial example would be a 10 GeV eletron synhrotron, for whih the radius R is about100 metres. Plugging in the numbers, this implies an energy loss of about 10 MeV perrevolution, or about 0.1% of the energy of the partile. Bearing in mind that the timetaken to omplete an orbit is very small (the eletron is travelling at nearly the speed oflight), it is neessary to supply energy at a very high rate in order to replenish the radiativeloss. It also implies that there will be a onsiderable amount of radiation being emitted bythe aelerator. 124



7.6 Angular distribution of the radiated powerWe saw previously that for a non-relativisti harged partile whose aeleration ~a makesan angle � with respet to the position vetor ~R, the angular distribution of the radiatedpower is given by (see (7.73)) dPd
 = e2a24� sin2 � : (7.100)In the general (i.e. relativisti) ase, where the veloity ~v is large, the we have, from (7.76),that at large R the eletri and magneti �elds are dominated by the radiation-�eld term:~E = e~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄R (1� ~n � ~v)3 ; ~B = ~n� ~E : (7.101)The radial omponent of the Poynting vetor, ~n � ~S, is therefore given by~n � ~S = 14� ~n � ( ~E � ~B) = 14�~n � [ ~E � (~n� ~E)℄ ;= 14�~n � [E2 ~n� (~n � ~E) ~E℄ = 14�E2 ; (7.102)sine ~n � ~E = 0. Thus we have~n � ~S = e24�R2 ���~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)3 ���2 ; (7.103)where as usual all quantities on the right-hand side are evaluated at the retarded time t0alulated from the equation t � t0 = R(t0), with ~R(t0) = ~r � ~r0(t0). It is onventional todenote the quantity in (7.103) by [~n � ~S℄ret:, to indiate that it is evaluated at the retardedtime t0.The assoiated energy radiated during the time interval from t = T1 to t = T2 is thereforegiven by E = Z T2T1 [~n � ~S℄ret:dt ; (7.104)De�ning the orresponding retarded times t0 = T 0i , the integral an therefore be rewrittenas17 E = Z T 02T 01 [~n � ~S℄ret: dtdt0 dt0 : (7.105)The quantity [~n � ~S℄ret:(dt=dt0) is the power radiated per unit area as measured with respetto the harge's retarded time t0, and so we have the result thatdP (t0)d
 = R2[~n � ~S℄ret: dtdt0 = R2(1� ~n � ~v)[~n � ~S℄ret: : (7.106)(Note that we used the result (7.47) here.)17All that is really being said here is that we an relate the previously-de�ned quantity dP=d
 (power perunit solid angle as measured by the observer at time t) to dP (t0)=d
 (power per unit solid angle as measuredat the partile, at retarded time t0) by dP=d
 dt = dP=d
 (dt=dt0) dt0 � dP (t0)=d
 dt0.125



7.6.1 Angular power distribution for linear aelerationAs an example, onsider the situation when the harge is aelerated uniformly for only ashort time, so that ~v as well as ~a are approximately onstant during the time interval of theaeleration. This means that ~n and R are approximately onstant, and so from (7.103)and (7.106) we obtain the angular distributiondP (t0)d
 = e24� j~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄j2(1� ~n � ~v)5 : (7.107)If we now suppose that the aeleration is linear, i.e. that ~v and ~a are parallel, then weobtain dP (t0)d
 = e2a24� sin2 �(1� v os �)5 ; (7.108)where as before we de�ne � to be the angle between ~a and ~n.When jvj << 1, the expression (7.108) learly redues to the non-relativisti result givenin (7.73). In this limit, the angular radiated power distribution is desribed by a �gure-of-eight, oriented perpendiularly to the diretion of the aeleration. As the veloity beomeslarger, the two lobes of the �gure-of-eight start to tilt forwards, along the diretion of theaeleration. This is illustrated for the non-relativisti and relativisiti ases in Figures 1and 2 below. In eah ase, the aeleration is to the right along the horizontal axis.The angle at whih the radiated power is largest is found by solving d(dP=d
)=d� = 0.This gives 2(1 � v os �) os � � 5v sin2 � = 0 ; (7.109)and hene �max: = aros �p1 + 15v2 � 13v � : (7.110)In the ase of a highly relativisti partile, for whih v is very lose to the speed of light,the veloity itself is not a very onvenient parameter, and instead we an more usefullyharaterise it by  = (1�v2)�1=2, whih beomes very large in the relativisti limit. Thus,substituting v = p1� �2 into (7.110), we obtain�max: = aros �4q1� 1516�2 � 13p1� �2 � : (7.111)At large  we an expand the argument as a power series in �2, �nding that�max: � aros(1� 18�2) : (7.112)126
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Figure 1: The angular power distribution in the non-relativisti aseThis implies that �max: is lose to 0 when  is very large. In this regime we have os �max: �1� 12�2max:, and so in the highly relativisti ase we have�max: � 12 : (7.113)We see that the lobes of the angular power distribution tilt forward sharply, so that theyare direted nearly parallel to the diretion of aeleration of the partile.Continuing with the highly-relativisti limit, we may onsider the pro�le of the angularpower distribution for all small angles �. Substitutingv = q1� �2 ; sin � � � ; os � � 1� 12�2 (7.114)into (7.108), and expanding in inverse powers of , we �nd thatdP (t0)d
 � e2a2�24��1�p1� �2q1� 12�2�5 � 8e2a2�2�(�2 + �2)5 ; (7.115)whih an be written as dP (t0)d
 � 8e2a22� (�)2[1 + (�)2℄5 : (7.116)127
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Figure 2: The angular power distribution in the relativisti ase (v = 4=5)This shows that indeed there are two lobes, of harateristi width �� � 1=, on eah sideof � = 0. The radiated power is zero in the exatly forward diretion � = 0.We an straightforwardly integrate our result (7.108) for the angular power distributionfor a linearly-aelerated partile, to �nd the total radiated power. We obtainP = Z dP (t0)d
 d
 = e2a24� 2� Z �0 sin2 �(1� v os �)5 sin � d� = 12e2a2 Z 1�1 (1� 2)d(1� v)5 ; (7.117)where  = os �. The integral is elementary, giving the resultP = 23e26a2 : (7.118)This an be seen to be in agreement with our earlier result (7.83), under the speialisationthat ~a and ~v are parallel.7.6.2 Angular power distribution for irular motionFor a seond example, onsider the situation of a harge that is in uniform irular motion.For these purposes, we need only assume that it is instantaneously in suh motion; theomplete path of the partile ould be something more ompliated than a irle, but suhthat at some instant it an be desribed by a irular motion.Cirular motion implies that the veloity ~v and the aeleration ~a are perpendiular.At the instant under onsideration, we may hoose a system of Cartesian axes oriented sothat the veloity ~v lies along the z diretion, and the aeleration lies along the x diretion.The unit vetor ~n = ~R=R an then be parameterised by spherial polar oordinates (�; ')de�ned in the usual way; i.e. � measures the angle between ~n and the z axis, and ' is the128



azimuthal angle, measured from the x axis, of the projetion of ~n onto the (x; y) plane.Thus we shall have~n = (sin � os'; sin � sin'; os �) ; ~v = (0; 0; v) ; ~a = (a; 0; 0) : (7.119)Of ourse, in partiular, we have ~n � ~v = v os �.From (7.103) and (7.106), we have the general expressiondP (t0)d
 = e24� j~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄j2(1� ~n � ~v)5 ; (7.120)for the angular distribution of the radiated power. Using the fat that ~v �~a = 0 in the aseof irular motion, we havej~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄j2 = j(~n � ~a)(~n� ~v)� (1� ~n � ~v)~aj2 ;= (~n � ~a)2(1� 2~n � ~v + v2) + (1� ~n � ~v)2a2 � 2(~n � ~a)2(1� ~n � ~v) ;= �(~n � ~a)2(1� v2) + (1� ~n � ~v)2a2 ;= (1� v os �)2a2 � �2 a2 sin2 � os2 ' ; (7.121)and so for instantaneous irular motion we havedP (t0)d
 = e2a24�(1 � v os �)3 h1� sin2 � os2 '2 (1� v os �)2 i : (7.122)We see that as v tends to 1, the angular distribution is peaked in the forward diretion i.e.in the diretion of the veloity ~v, meaning that � is lose to 0.The total power is obtained by integrating dP (t0)d
 over all solid angles:P (t0) = Z dP (t0)d
 d
 = Z 2�0 d' Z �0 sin �d�dP (t0)d
 ;= Z 2�0 d' Z �0 sin �d� e2a24�(1� v os �)3 h1� sin2 � os2 '2 (1� v os �)2 i ;= Z �0 sin �d� e2a22(1� v os �)3 h1� sin2 �22 (1� v os �)2 i ;= Z 1�1 e2a22(1� v)3 h1� 1� 222(1� v)2 i d ; (7.123)where  = os �. After performing the integration, we obtainP (t0) = 23e24a2 : (7.124)This expression an be ompared with the general result (7.83), speialised to the asewhere ~v and ~a are perpendiular. Noting that then(~v � ~a)2 = �ijk�i`mvjakv`am = vjvjakak � vjajvkak = vjvjakak = v2a2 ; (7.125)129



we see that (7.83) indeed agrees with (7.124) in this ase.The total power radiated in the ase of linear aeleration, with its 6 fator as in(7.118), is larger by a fator of 2 than the total power radiated in the ase of irularmotion, provided we take the aeleration a to be the same in the two ases. However, thisis not always the most relevant omparison to make. Another way to make the omparisonis to take the magnitude of the applied fore, jd~p=dtj, to be the same in the two ases. Forirular motion we have that v is onstant, and sod~pdt = md~vdt = m~a : (7.126)Thus for irular motion, we have from (7.124) thatP (t0) = 2e223m2 ���d~pdt ���2 : (7.127)By ontrast, for linear aeleration, where ~v is parallel to ~a, we haved~pdt = m~a+m3(~v � ~a)~v = m3~a ; (7.128)and so this gives P (t0) = 2e23m2 ���d~pdt ���2 : (7.129)Thus if we hold jd~p=dtj �xed when ompariung the two, we see that it is the partile inirular motion whose radiated power is larger than that of the linearly-aelerated partile,by a fator of 2.7.7 Frequeny distribution of radiated energyIn this setion, we shall disuss the spetrum of frequenies of the eletromagneti radiationemitted by an aelerating harge. The basi tehnique for doing this will be to perform aFourier transform of the time dependene of the radiated power.In general, we have dP (t)d
 = [R2~n � ~S℄ret = 14� j[R~E℄retj2 : (7.130)Let ~G(t) = 1p4� [R~E℄ret ; (7.131)so that we shall have dP (t)d
 = j ~G(t)j2 : (7.132)130



Note that here dP (t)=d
 is expressed in the observer's time t, and not the retarded timet0. This is beause our goal here will be to determine the frequeny spetrum of the ele-tromagneti radiation as measured by the observer.Suppose that the aeleration of the harge ours only for a �nite period of time, sothat the total energy emitted is �nite. We shall assume that the observation point is farenough away from the harge that the spatial region spanned by the harge while it isaelerating subtends only a small angle as seen by the observer.The total energy radiated per unit solid angle is given bydWd
 = Z 1�1 dPd
 dt = Z 1�1 j ~G(t)j2dt : (7.133)We now de�ne the Fourier transform ~g(!) of ~G(t):~g(!) = 1p2� Z 1�1 ~G(t) ei!t dt : (7.134)In the usual way, the inverse transform is then~G(t) = 1p2� Z 1�1 ~g(!) e�i!t d! : (7.135)It follows thatdWd
 = Z 1�1 j ~G(t)j2dt = 12� Z 1�1 dt Z 1�1 d! Z 1�1 d!0~g �(!0) � ~g(!) ei (!0�!)t : (7.136)The t integration an be performed, usingZ 1�1 dt ei (!0�!)t = 2�Æ(!0 � !) ; (7.137)and so dWd
 = Z 1�1 d! Z 1�1 d!0~g �(!0) � ~g(!) Æ(!0 � !) = Z 1�1 d!~g �(!) � ~g(!) ; (7.138)i.e. dWd
 = Z 1�1 d!j~g(!)j2 : (7.139)(The result that (7.133) an be expressed as (7.139) is known as Parseval's Theorem inFourier transform theory.)We an re-express (7.139) as dWd
 = Z 10 d! d2I(!; ~n)d!d
 ; (7.140)where d2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = j~g(!)j2 + j~g(�!)j2 (7.141)131



is the energy emitted per unit solid angle per unit frequeny interval. If ~G(t) = [R~E℄ret=p4�is real, then ~g(�!) = 1p2� Z 1�1 dt ~G(t) e�i!t = ~g �(!) ; (7.142)and then d2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = 2j~g(!)j2 : (7.143)Using the expression for ~E in (7.101), the Fourier transform ~g(!), given by (7.134) with(7.131), is ~g(!) = e2p2� Z 1�1 ei!t h~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)3 iret dt ; (7.144)where as usual, the subsript \ret" is a reminder that the quantity is evaluated at theretarded time t0. Sine dt = dtdt0 dt0 = (1� ~n � ~v) dt0 ; (7.145)we therefore have ~g(!) = e2p2 � Z 1�1 ei!(t0+R(t0)) ~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)2 dt0 : (7.146)(We have now dropped the \ret" reminder, sine everything inside the integrand now de-pends on the retarded time t0.)We are assuming that the observation point is far away from the aelerating harge,and that the period over whih the aeleration ours is short enough that the the vetor~n = ~R(t0)=R(t0) is approximately onstant during this time interval. It is onvenient tohoose the origin to be near to the partile during its period of aeleration. With theobserver being far away, at position vetor ~r, it follows from ~R(t0) = ~r � ~r0(t0) that to agood approximation we have R2(t0) � r2 � 2~r � ~r0(t0) ; (7.147)and so R(t0) � r�1� 2~r � ~r0(t0)r2 �1=2 � r � ~r � ~r0(t0)r : (7.148)Furthermore, we an also approximate ~n � ~R(t0)=R(t0) by ~r=r, and soR(t0) � r � ~n � ~r0(t0) : (7.149)Substituting this into (7.146), there will be a phase fator ei!r that an be taken outsidethe integral, sine it is independent of t0. This overall phase fator is unimportant (it willanel out when we alulate j~g(!)j2, and so we may drop it and write~g(!) = e2p2 � Z 1�1 ei!(t0�~n�~r0(t0)) ~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)2 dt0 : (7.150)132



From (7.143) we therefore haved2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e24�2 ��� Z 1�1 ei!(t0�~n�~r0(t0)) ~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)2 dt0���2 ; (7.151)as the energy per unit solid angle per unit frequeny interval.The integral an be neatened up by observing that we an write~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)2 = ddt0 h~n� (~n� ~v)1� ~n � ~v i ; (7.152)under the assumption that ~n is a onstant. This an be seen be distributing the derivative,to obtain ddt0 h~n� (~n� ~v)1� ~n � ~v i = ~n� (~n� ~a)1� ~n � ~v + ~n� (~n� ~v) (~n � ~a)(1� ~n � ~v)2 ;= (1� ~n � ~v)(~n (~n � ~a)� ~a) + (~n (~n � ~v)� ~v)(~n � ~a)(1� ~n � ~v)2 ;= (~n � ~a)(~n� ~v)� (1� ~n � ~v)~a(1� ~n � ~v)2 ;= ~n� [(~n� ~v)� ~a℄(1� ~n � ~v)2 : (7.153)This allows us to integrate (7.151) by parts, to gived2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e24�2 ���� Z 1�1 ~n� (~n� ~v)1� ~n � ~v ddt0 ei!(t0�~n�~r0(t0)) dt0���2 ; (7.154)and hene d2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2!24�2 ��� Z 1�1 ~n� (~n� ~v) ei!(t0�~n�~r0(t0)) dt0���2 ; (7.155)It should be remarked here that the e�et of having integrated by parts is that theaeleration ~a no longer appears in the expression (7.155). Prior to the integration byparts, the fat that we were taking the aeleration to be non-zero for only a �nite timeinterval ensured that the integration over all t0 from �1 to 1 would be ut down toan integration over only the �nite time interval during whih ~a was non-zero. After theintegration by parts, the integrand in (7.155) no longer vanishes outside the time intervalof the non-zero aeleration, and so one might worry about issues of onvergene, and thevalidity of having dropped the boundary terms at t0 = �1 oming from the integration byparts. In fat, it an be veri�ed that all is well, and any problem with onvergene an behandled by introduing a onvergene fator e��jt0j, and then sending � to zero.We shall make use of the result (7.155) in two appliations. In the �rst, we shall alulatethe frequeny spetrum for a relativisti partile in instantaneous irular motion.133



7.8 Frequeny spetrum for relativisti irular motionConsider a partile whih, at some instant, is following a irular ar of radius �. We shallhoose axes so that the ar lies in the (x; y) plane, and hoose the origin so that at t = 0the partile is loated at the origin, x = y = 0. Without loss of generality, we may hoosethe unit vetor ~n (whih points in the diretion of the observation point) to lie in the (x; z)plane. We shall, for notational onveniene, drop the prime from the time t0, so from nowon t will denote the retarded time.The position vetor of the partile at time t will be given by~r0 = �� sin vt� ; � os vt� � �; 0� ; (7.156)where v = j~vj is its speed. Sine ~v = d~r0(t)=dt, we shall have~v = �v os vt� ;�v sin vt� ; 0� : (7.157)We may parameterise the unit vetor ~n, whih we are taking to lie in the (x; z) plane, interms of the angle � between ~n and the x axis:~n = (os �; 0; sin �) : (7.158)We then have~n� (~n� ~v) = (~n � ~v)~n� ~v = �� v sin2 � os vt� ;�v sin vt� ; v sin � os � os vt� � : (7.159)We shall write this as ~n� (~n� ~v) = �v sin vt� ~ek + v sin � os vt� ~e? ; (7.160)where ~ek = (0; 1; 0) and ~e? = ~n� ~ek = (� sin �; 0; os �) : (7.161)We shall onsider a partile whose veloity is highly-relativisti. It will be realled fromour earlier disussions that for suh a partile, the eletromagneti radiation will be moreor less ompletely onentrated in the range of angles � very lose to 0. Thus, to a goodapproximation we shall have ~e? � (0; 0; 1), whih is the unit normal to the plane of theirular motion. In what follows, we shall make approximations that are valid for small �,and also for small t. We shall also assume that v is very lose to 1 (the speed of light).
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From (7.156) and (7.158), we �ndt� ~n � ~r0(t) = t� � os � sin vt� � t� �(1� 12�2)hvt� � 16�vt� �3i ;� (1� v)t+ 12�2vt+ v3t36�2 ;� 12 (1 + v)(1� v)t+ 12�2 t+ t36�2 ;= t22 + 12�2 t+ t36�2 : (7.162)From (7.160), we �nd ~n� (~n� ~v) � � t� ~ek + � ~e? : (7.163)We therefore �nd from (7.155) thatd2Id!d
 � e2!24�2 ���� gk(!)~ek + g?(!)~e?���2 ;= e2!24�2 �jgk(!)j2 + jg?(!)j2� ; (7.164)where gk(!) = 1� Z 1�1 t ei![(�2+�2)t+13 t3��2℄=2 dt ;g?(!) = � Z 1�1 ei![(�2+�2)t+13 t3��2℄=2 dt : (7.165)Letting u = t� (�2 + �2)�1=2 ; � = 13!�(�2 + �2)3=2 ; (7.166)leads to gk(!) = �(�2 + �2) Z 1�1 ue3i �(u+u3=3)=3 du ;g?(!) = ��(�2 + �2)1=2 Z 1�1 e3i �(u+u3=3)=3 du : (7.167)These integrals are related to Airy integrals, or modi�ed Bessel funtions:Z 10 u sin[3�(u+ u3=3)=2℄ du = 1p3 K2=3(�) ; Z 10 os[3�(u+ u3=3)=2℄ du = 1p3 K1=3(�) ;(7.168)and so we haved2Id!d
 � e2!2�23�2 (�2 + �2)2h(K2=3(�))2 + �2�2 + �2 (K1=3(�))2i : (7.169)
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The asymptoti forms of the modi�ed Bessel funtions K�(x), for small x and large x,are K�(x) �! 12�(�)�2x�� ; x �! 0 ;K�(x) �! r �2x e�x ; x �!1 : (7.170)It therefore follows from (7.169) that d2I=(d!d
) falls o� rapidly when � beomes large.Bearing in mind that �2 is small (sine the veloity of the partile is very near to thespeed of light), and that � has been assumed to be small, we see from (7.166) that there isa regime where � an be large, whilst still ful�lling our assumptions, if !� is large enough.The value of � an then beome very large if � inreases suÆiently (whilst still being smallompared to 1), and so the radiation is indeed onentrated around very small angles �.If ! beomes suÆiently large that !��3 is muh greater than 1 then � will be verylarge even if � = 0. Thus, there is an e�etive high-frequeny ut-o� for all angles. It isonvenient to de�ne a \ut-o�" frequeny ! for whih � = 1 at � = 0:! = 33� = 3� � Em�3 : (7.171)If the partile is following a uniform periodi irular orbit, with angular frequeny !0 =vrho � 1=�, then we shall have ! = 3!0 � Em�3 : (7.172)The radiation in this ase of a harged partile in a highly relativisti irular orbit is knownas \Synhrotron Radiation."Consider the frequeny spetrum of the radiation in the orbital plane, � = 0. In the tworegimes ! << ! and ! >> ! we shall therefore have! << ! : d2Id!d
 ����=0 � e2��(2=3)� �2 �34�1=3 (!�)2=3 ;! >> ! : d2Id!d
 ����=0 � 3e222� !! e�2!=! : (7.173)This shows that the power per unit solid angle per unit frequeny inreases from 0 like !2=3for small !, reahes a peak around ! = !, and then falls o� exponentially rapidly one ! issigni�antly greater than !.It is lear that one ould ontinue with the investigation of the properties of the syn-hrotron radiation in onsiderably more depth. For example, would ould onsider thedetailed angular distibution of the radiation as a funtion of �, and one ould onsider thetotal power per unit frequeny interval, obtained by integrating over all solid angles:dId! = Z d2Id!d
 d
 : (7.174)136



A disussion of further details along these lines an be found in almost any of the advanedeletrodynamis textbooks.7.9 Frequeny spetrum for periodi motionSuppose that the motion of the harged partile is exatly periodi, with period T = 2�=!0,where !0 is the angular frequeny of the partile's motion. This means that ~n �~r0(t) will beperiodi with period T , and so the fator e�i! ~n�~r0(t) in (7.155) will have time dependeneof the general form H(t) = Xn�1 bn e�in!0 t : (7.175)(We are again using t to denote the retarded time here, to avoid a profusion of primes.) TheFourier transform h(!) of the funtion H(t) is zero exept when ! is an integer multiple of!0, and for these values it is proportional to a delta funtion:h(!) = 1p2� Z 1�1 ei!tH(t)dt = Xn�1 bn Z 1�1 ei (!�n!0)t dt ;= 2�Xn�1 bn Æ(! � n!0) : (7.176)In fat, it is more appropriate to work with Fourier series, rather than Fourier transforms,in this situation with a disrete frequeny spetrum.Going bak to setion 7.7, we therefore now expand ~G(t) in the Fourier series~G(t) = Xn�1~an e�in!0t : (7.177)Multiplying by eim!0t and integrating over the period T = 2�=!0 gives1T Z T0 eim!0t ~G(t)dt = 1T Xn�1~an Z T0 ei (m�n)!0tdt = ~am ; (7.178)sine the integral of ei (m�n)!0t vanishes unless n = m:1T Z T0 ei (m�n)!0tdt = Æm;n : (7.179)Thus the oeÆients ~an in the Fourier series (7.177) are given by~an = 1T Z T0 ein!0t ~G(t)dt : (7.180)The analogue of Parseval's theorem for the ase of the disrete Fourier series is nowgiven by onsidering1T Z T0 j ~G(t)j2dt = 1T Z T0 Xm;n~an � ~a �m ei (m�n)!0tdt =Xn j~anj2 : (7.181)137



The time average of the power per unit solid angle is therefore given byDdPd
E = 1T Z T0 dPd
 dt = 1T Z T0 j ~G(t)j2dt =Xn j~anj2 : (7.182)The term j~anj2 in this summation therefore has the interpretation of being the time-averagedpower per unit solid angle in the n'th mode, whih we shall denote by dPn=d
:dPnd
 = j~anj2 : (7.183)It is now a straightforward matter, using (7.180), to obtain an expression for j~anj2 interms of the integral of the retarded eletri �eld. The steps follow exatly in parallelwith those we desribed in setion 7.7, exept that the integral R1�1 dt is now replaed byT�1 R T0 dt. The upshot is that the expression (7.155) for d2I=(d!d
) is replaed by18dPnd
 = e2n2!404�2 ��� Z T0 ~n� (~n� ~v) ein!0(t�~n�~r0(t)) dt���2 ; (7.184)where T = 2�=!0. This gives the expression for the time-averaged power per unit solidangle in the n'th Fourier mode.Sine we are assuming the observer (at ~r) is far away from the partile, and sine theintegral in (7.184) is taken over the �nite time interval T = 2�=!0, it follows that to a goodapproximation we an freely take the unit vetor ~n outside the integral. Thus we may makethe replaementZ T0 ~n� (~n� ~v) ein!0(t�~n�~r0(t)) dt �! ~n� �~n� Z T0 ~v ein!0(t�~n�~r0(t))�dt : (7.185)Now, for any vetor ~V , we have thatj~n� (~n� ~V )j2 = j~n � ~V � ~V j2 = V 2 � (~n � ~V )2 ; (7.186)and on the other hand we also havej~n� ~V j2 = (~n� ~V ) �(~n� ~V ) = ~n� [~V �(~n� ~V )℄ = ~n � [V 2~n�(~n � ~V )~V ℄ = V 2�(~n � ~V )2 : (7.187)Thus j~n� (~n� ~V )j2 = j~n� ~V j2, and so we an re-express (7.184) asdPnd
 = e2n2!404�2 ��� Z T0 ~v � ~n ein!0(t�~n�~r0(t)) dt���2 ; (7.188)where T = 2�=!0 and !0 is the angular frequeny of the periodi motion. Reall thatthroughout this setion, we are using t to denote the retarded time, in order to avoidwriting the primes on t0 in all the formulae.18The integer n labelling the modes is not to be onfused with the unit vetor ~n, of ourse!138



7.10 Cerenkov radiationSo far, all the situations we have onsidered have involved eletromagneti �elds in a va-uum, i.e. in the absene of any dieletri or magnetially permeable media. In this setion,we shall take a brief foray into a situation where there is a dieletri medium.It will be realled that if a medium has permittivity � and permeability �, then eletro-magneti waves in the medium will propagate with speed ~ = 1=p� �. This means in generalthat the \speed of light" in the medium will be less than the speed of light in vauum. Aonsequene of this is that a harged partile, suh as an eletron, an travel faster thanthe loal speed of light inside the medium. This leads to an interesting e�et, known asCerenkov Radiation. In pratie, the types of media of interest are those that are optiallytransparent, suh as glass or water, and these have magneti permeability � very nearlyequal to 1, while the eletri permittivity � an be quite signi�antly greater than 1. Thusfor the purposes of our disussion, we shall assume that � = 1 and that the loal speed oflight is redued beause � is signi�antly greater than 1.We shall make use of the result (7.155) for the radiated power spetrum, in order tostudy the Cerenkov radiation. First, we shall need to introdue the dieletri onstant intothe formula. This an be done by a simple saling argument. We shall also, just for thepurposes of this setion, restore the expliit symbol  for the speed of light. This an bedone by sending t �! t ; ! �! ! : (7.189)(Of ourse any other quantity that involves time will also need to be resaled appropriatelytoo. This is just dimensional analysis.)Referring bak to the disussion in setion 2.1, it an be seen that the dieletri onstant� an be introdued into the vauum Maxwell equations by making the salings� �! �p� ; ~E �! p� ~E ; ~B �! ~B ;  �! p� : (7.190)Of ourse the saling of the harge density � implies that we must also resale the harge eof the partile, aording to e �! ep� : (7.191)Note that  ontinues to mean the speed of light in vauum. The speed of light inside thedieletri medium is given by ~ = p� : (7.192)139



The expression (7.155) for the radiated power per unit solid angle per unit frequenyinterval now beomesd2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2!2p�4�23 ��� Z 1�1 ~n� (~n� ~v) ei!(t0�p� ~n�~r0(t0)=) dt0���2 ; (7.193)For a harge moving at onstant veloity ~v, we shall have~r0(t0) = ~v t0 ; (7.194)and so (7.193) givesd2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2!2p�4�23 j~n� ~vj2 ��� Z 1�1 ei!t0(1�p� ~n�~v=) dt0���2 ; (7.195)sine j~n� (~n� ~v)j2 = j(~n � ~v)~n� ~vj2 = v2 � (~n � ~v)2 = j~n� ~vj2.The integration over t0 produes a delta-funtion.19 De�ning � to be the angle between~n and ~v, so that ~n � ~v = v os �, we therefore haved2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2!2p�3 v2 sin2 � jÆ(!(1 �p� (v=) os �))j2 ; (7.196)and so (using Æ(ax) = Æ(x)=a))d2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2p�3 v2 sin2 � jÆ(1 �p� (v=) os �)j2 : (7.197)This expression shows that all the radiation is emitted at a single angle �, known as theCerenkov Angle, given by os � = vp� : (7.198)Note that in terms of ~, the speed of light in the medium, as given in (7.192), we haveos � = ~v : (7.199)This makes lear that the phenomenon of Cerenkov radiation ours only if v > ~, i.e. ifthe harged partile is moving through the medium at a veloity that is greater than theloal veloity of light in the medium. In fat one an understand the Cerenkov radiation asa kind of \shok wave," very like the aousti shok wave that ours when an airraft istravelling faster than the speed of sound. The Cerenkov angle � is given by a very simplegeometri onstrution, shown in Figure 3 below. The irles show the light-fronts of lightemmitted by the partile. Sine the partile is travelling faster than the speed of light inthe medium, it \outruns" the irles, leaving a trail of light-fronts tangent to the angledline in the �gure. This is the light-front of the Cerenkov radiation.140
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Cerenkov angleFigure 3: The Cerenkov angle � is given by os � = (~t)=(vt) = ~=v.As mentioned above, the squared delta-funtion in (7.197) is the result of making theunrealisti assumption that the partile has been ploughing through the medium for ever,at a speed greater than the loal speed of light. A more realisti situation would be toonsider a harged partile entering a thin slab of dieletri medium, suh that it enters attime t0 = �T and exits at t0 = +T . The expression (7.195) is then replaed byd2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2!2p�4�23 j~n� ~vj2 ��� Z T�T ei!t0(1�p� ~n�~v=) dt0���2 ; (7.200)whih, using R T�T dtei bt = 2b�1 sin bT , therefore implies thatd2I(!; ~n)d!d
 = e2!2p� v2T 2 sin2 ��23 �sin[!T (1�p� (v=) os �)℄!T (1�p� (v=) os � �2 : (7.201)This is sharply peaked around the Cerenkov angle � given by (7.198).19The ourrene of the delta-funtion is beause of the unphysial assumption that the partile has beenmoving in the medium forever. Below, we shall obtain a more realisti expression by supposing that thepartile travels through a slab of mdeium of �nite thikness.141



Integrating over all angles we obtain the total energy per unit frequeny intervaldId! = Z d2Id!d
 d
 � 2e2!2p� v2T 2 sin2 ��3 Z �0 �sin[!T (1�p� (v=) os �)℄!T (1�p� (v=) os � �2 sin � d� :(7.202)(The integrand is peaked sharply around � = �, so to a good approximation we an takethe sin2 � fator outside the integral, alling it sin2 �.) Letting x = os �, the remainingintegral an be written asZ 1�1 �sin[!T (1�p� (v=)x)℄!T (1�p� (v=)x �2 dx � Z 1�1 �sin[!T (1�p� (v=)x)℄!T (1�p� (v=)x �2 dx : (7.203)(The limits of integration an, to a good approximation, be extended to �1 beause theintegrand is peaked around x = os �.) Letting !T � !Tpep x= = �y, the inetgralbeomes !Tp� v Z 1�1 sin2 yy2 dy = �!Tp� v ; (7.204)and so expression (7.202) for the total energy per unit frequeny interval beomesdId! � 2e2v!T sin2 �2 : (7.205)The distane through the slab is given by 2vT , and so dividing by this, we obtain anexpression for the total energy of Cerenkov radiation per unit frequeny interval per unitpath length: d2Id!d` = e2!2 sin2 � = e2!2 �1� 2v2�� : (7.206)This is known as the Frank-Tamm relation. Note that this expression grows linearly with!, whih means that the bulk of the energy is onentrated in the higher frequenies ofeletromagneti radiation. Of ourse there must be some limit, whih arises beause thedieletri onstant will fall o� with inreasing frequeny, and so the Cerenkov e�et will easeto operate at high enough frequenies.20 In pratie, the peak of the frequeny spetrumfor Cerenkov radiation is in the ultra-violet.The bluish-green glow visible in pitures of nulear fuel rods immersed in water is afamiliar example of Cerenkov radiation. Apart from looking nie, the Cerenkov e�et isalso of pratial use, for measuring the veloity of harged partiles moving at relativistispeeds. One an determine the veloity by allowing the partiles to move through a slab ofsuitably-hosen dieletri material, and measuring the Cerenkov angle.20At suÆiently high frequenies, whih implies very small wavelengths, the approximation in whih themedium is viewed as a ontinuum with an e�etive dieletri onstant breaks down, and it looks more andmore like empty spae with isolated harges present. At suh length sales the eletron is more or lesspropagating through a vauum, and so there is no possibility of its exeeding the loal speed of light. Thusthe Cerenkov e�et tails o� at suÆiently high frequenies.142



7.11 Thompson satteringAnother appliation of the Larmor formula is in the phenomenon known as Thompsonsattering. Consider a plane eletromagneti wave inident on a partile of harge e andmass m. The harge will osillate bak and forth in the eletri �eld of the wave, and soit will therefore emit eletromagneti radiation itself. The net e�et is that the eletron\satters" some of the inoming wave.In most irumstanes, we an assume that the indued osillatory motion of the eletronwill be non-relativisti. As we saw in (7.73), if � is the angle between the aeleration ~aand the unit vetor ~n (whih lies along the line from the eletron to the observation point),then the power radiated per unit solid angle isdPd
 = e2a24� sin2� : (7.207)Let us suppose that the plane eletromagneti wave has eletri �eld given by (the realpart of) ~E = E0 ~� ei (~k�~r�!t) ; (7.208)that the wave-vetor ~k lies along the z axis. The unit polarisation vetor ~�, whih musttherefore lie in the (x; y) plane, may be parameterised as~� = (os ; sin ; 0) : (7.209)Using standard spherial polar oordinates, the unit vetor ~n will be given by~n = (sin � os'; sin � sin'; os �) : (7.210)In partiular, this means~n � ~� = sin � (os' os + sin' sin ) = sin � os('�  ) : (7.211)The aeleration of the eletron will be given bym~a = e ~E ; so ~a = emE0 ~� ei!(z�t) : (7.212)Note that this means~n � ~a = emE0 ~n � ~�ei!(z�t) = emE0 ei!(z�t) sin � os('�  ) : (7.213)Sine ~n � ~a = a os�, it follows that (7.207) beomesdPd
 = e24� �a2 � (~n � ~a)2� ; (7.214)143



and so the time average will be given byDdPd
E = e48�m2 jE0j2[1� (~n � ~�)2℄ : (7.215)Thus we �nd DdPd
E = e48�m2 jE0j2 [1� sin2 � os2('�  )℄ : (7.216)The diretion of the polarisation (in the (x; y) plane) of the inoming eletromagnetiwave is parameterised by the angle  . For unpolarised inoming waves, we should averageover all angles  . Thus we obtainDDdPd
EE � 12� Z 2�0 d DdPd
E = e48�m2 jE0j2 (1� 12 sin2 �) ;= e416�m2 jE0j2 (1 + os2 �) : (7.217)The sattering ross setion d�=d
 is then de�ned byd�d
 = Energy radiated/unit time/unit solid angleInident energy ux/unit area/unit time : (7.218)The denominator here will just be jE0j2=(8�), whih is the time average of the Poyntingux for the inoming wave. Thus we arrive at the Thompson Formula for the ross setion:d�d
 = e4(1 + os2 �)2m2 : (7.219)The total sattering ross setion is obtained by integrating d�=d
 over all solid angles,whih gives � = Z d�d
d
 = 2� Z �0 d�d
 sin �d� ;= �e4m2 Z �0 sin3 �d� = �e4m2 Z 1�1(1 + 2)d ; (7.220)and so we �nd � = 8�e43m2 : (7.221)8 Radiating Systems8.1 Fields due to loalised osillating souresConsider a loalised system of osillating harge, at a single frequeny !. The harge densityand urrent density an therefore be written as�(~r; t) = �(~r) e�i!t ; ~J(~r; t) = ~J(~r) e�i!t : (8.1)144



From the expressions (7.21) and (7.22) for the retarded potentials, we shall have�(~r; t) = Z �(~r 0; t� j~r � ~r 0j)j~r � ~r 0j d3~r 0 ;= e�i!t Z �(~r 0)j~r � ~r 0j ei kj~r�~r 0j d3~r 0 : (8.2)Note that here k is simply equal to !, and we have swithed to the symbol k in theexponential inside the integral beause it looks more onventional. In a similar fashion, weshall have ~A(~r; t) = e�i!t Z ~J(~r 0)j~r � ~r 0j ei kj~r�~r 0j d3~r 0 : (8.3)From these expressions for � and ~A, we an alulate ~E = �~r� � � ~A=�t and ~B =~r � ~A. In fat, beause of the simple monohromati nature of the time dependene, wean alulate ~E easily, one we know ~B, from the Maxwell equation~r� ~B � � ~E�t = 4� ~J : (8.4)Away from the loalised soure region we have ~J = 0. From the time dependene we have� ~E=�t = �i! ~E = �i k ~E, and so we shall have~E = ik ~r� ~B : (8.5)Let us suppose that the region where the soure harges and urrents are non-zero is ofsale size d. The wavelength of the monohromati waves that they generate will be givenby � = 2�! = 2�k : (8.6)We shall assume that d << �, i.e. the sale size of the soure region is very small omparedwith the wavelength of the eletromagneti waves that are produed. It will be onvenientto hoose the origin of the oordinate system to lie within the neighbourhood of the soureregion, so that we may therefore assume j~r 0j << � (8.7)for all integration points ~r 0 in the expressions (8.2) and (8.3).The disussion of the eletromagneti �elds generated by these soures an then bedivided, like all Gaul, into three parts:Near zone, or Stati zone : d << r << � ;Intermediate zone, or Indution zone : d << r � � ;Far zone, or Radiation zone : d << � << r : (8.8)145



8.1.1 The stati zoneFirst, let us onsider the near zone, where r << �. Equivalently, we may say thatStati zone : kr << 1 : (8.9)Sine we are also assuming d << �, and that the origin of the oordinate system is loatedin the neighbourhood of the soure region, it follows that in the near zone, we an justapproximate ei kj~r�~r 0j by 1. Thus we shall have~A(~r; t) � e�i!t Z ~J(~r 0)j~r � ~r 0j d3~r 0 ; (8.10)in the near zone. Aside from the time-dependent fator e�i!t, this is just like the expressionfor the magnetostati ase. We an make a standard expansion, in terms of spherialharmonis: 1j~r � ~r 0j = 1X̀=0 X̀m=�` 4�2`+ 1 r<̀r`+1> Y �̀m(�0; '0)Y`m(�; ') ; (8.11)where r> is the larger of r = j~rj and r0 = j~r 0j, and r< is the smaller of r and r0, and (�; ')and (�0; '0) are the spherial polar angles for ~r and ~r 0 respetively. Thus we shall have,sine in our ase r0 << r,~A(~r; t) = e�i!t 1X̀=0 X̀m=�` 4�2`+ 1 1r`+1 Y`m(�; ') Z ~J(~r 0) r0`Y �̀m(�0; '0) d3~r 0 : (8.12)In the near zone, therefore, the eletromagneti �elds will just be like stati �elds, exeptthat they are osillating in time.8.1.2 The radiation zoneNext, we shall onsider the far zone, or radiation zone. Here, we shall have kr >> 1, whileat the same time kr0 << 1. In other words, the soure is (as always) small ompared withthe wavelength, but that the �elds are being observed from a large distane whih is muhlarger than the wavelength. This means thatj~r � ~r 0j2 = r2 � 2~r � ~r + r02 � r2 � 2~r � ~r ; (8.13)and so j~r � ~r 0j � r �1� 2~r � ~r 0r2 �1=2 � r � ~r � ~r 0r ; (8.14)and hene j~r � ~r 0j � r � ~n � ~r 0 ; (8.15)146



where ~n is the unit vetor along ~r: ~n = ~rr : (8.16)For a more omplete and omprehensive treatment, see setion 8.3From (8.3) we shall therefore have~A(~r; t) � ei (kr�!t) Z ~J(~r 0)r � ~n � ~r 0 e�ik~n�~r 0 d3~r 0 ; (8.17)in the far zone, and hene, to a very good approximation,~A(~r; t) � 1r ei (kr�!t) Z ~J(~r 0) e�i k~n�~r 0 d3~r 0 : (8.18)(Reall that k and ! are just two names for the same quantity here.)The magneti �eld is given by ~B = ~r � ~A, or Bi = �ijk�jAk. We are interested inthe ontribution that dominates at large distane, and this therefore omes from the termwhere the derivative lands on the ei kr fator rather than the 1=r fator. Thus we shall haveBi � �ijk 1r (�jei kr)e�i!t Z ~J(~r 0) e�i k~n�~r 0 d3~r 0 ;= i k xjr �ijk 1r ei kre�i!t Z ~J(~r 0) e�i k~n�~r 0 d3~r 0 (8.19)and so ~B � i k ~n� ~A : (8.20)Note that the magneti �eld in this leading-order approximation falls o� like 1=r. This isharateristi of eletromagneti radiation, as we have seen previously.The eletri �eld an be alulated from the magneti �eld using (8.5), and again theleading-order behaviour omes from the term where the gradient operator lands on the ei krfator. The rule again is therefore that ~r! i k ~n, and so we �nd~E � �k ~n� (~n� ~A) : (8.21)Note that (8.20) and (8.21) imply~n � ~B = 0 ; ~n � ~E = 0 ; ~E � ~B = 0 : (8.22)Thus ~E and ~B are transverse and orthogonal. This is harateristi of radiation �elds.Sine we are assuming that the harateristi size d of the soure is very small omparedwith the wavelength, d << � = 2�=k, it follows that kd << 1 and so the quantity kj~n � ~r 0jappearing in the exponential in the integrand in (8.18) is muh smaller than 1. This meansthat it is useful to expand the exponential in a Taylor series, giving~A(~r; t) � 1r ei (kr�!t) Xm�0 (�i k)mm! Z ~J(~r 0) (~n � ~r 0)m d3~r 0 ; (8.23)where the terms in the sum fall o� rapidly with m.147



8.1.3 The indution zoneThis is the intermediate zone, where d << � � r, whih means that the �elds are beingobserved from a distane that is omparable with the wavelength, and so kr � 1. In thisase, we need to onsider the exat expansion of ei kj~r�~r 0j j~r � ~r 0j�1. It turns out that thisan be written asei kj~r�~r 0jj~r � ~r 0j = 4�i k X̀�0 j`(kr0)h(1)` (kr) X̀m=�` Y �̀m(�0; '0)Y`m(�; ') ; (8.24)where j`(x) are spherial Bessel funtions and h(1)` (x) are spherial Hankel funtions of the�rst kind. We shall not pursue the investigation of the indution zone further.8.2 Eletri dipole radiationIn the radiation zone, we obtained (8.23)~A(~r; t) = 1r ei (kr�!t) Xm�0 (�i k)mm! Z ~J(~r 0) (~n � ~r 0)m d3~r 0 ; (8.25)The terms in this expansion orrespond to the terms in a multipole expansion.Consider �rst the m = 0 term, for whih~A(~r; t) = 1r ei (kr�!t) Z ~J(~r 0) d3~r 0 ; (8.26)This atually orresponds to an eletri dipole term. To see this, onsider the identity�0i(x0jJi(~r 0)) = ÆijJi(~r 0) + x0j�0iJi(~r 0) = Jj(~r 0) + x0j ~r0 � ~J(~r 0) : (8.27)The integral of the left-hand side over all spae gives zero, sine it an be turned into aboundary integral over the sphere at in�nity (where the loalised soures must vanish):Z �0i(x0jJi(~r 0)) d3~r 0 = ZS x0jJi(~r 0) dS0i = 0 : (8.28)We also have the harge onservation equation~r0 � ~J(~r 0; t) + ��(~r 0; t)�t = 0 ; (8.29)and so with the time dependene e�i!t that we are assuming, this gives~r0 � ~J(~r 0) = i! �(~r 0) = i k �(~r 0) : (8.30)Thus we onlude that Z ~J(~r 0) d3~r 0 = �i k Z ~r 0 �(~r 0) d3~r 0 ; (8.31)148



and so ~A(~r; t) = � i kr ei (kr�!t) Z ~r 0 �(~r 0) d3~r 0 ; (8.32)The integrand here is just the eletri dipole moment,~p = Z ~r 0 �(~r 0) d3~r 0 ; (8.33)and so we have ~A(~r; t) = � i k ~pr ei (kr�!t) : (8.34)Note that this leading-order term in the expansion of the radiation �eld orresponds toan eletri dipole, and not an eletri monopole. The reason for this is that a monopole termwould require that the total eletri harge in the soure region should osillate in time.This would be impossible, beause the total harge in this isolated system must remainonstant, by harge onservation.It is onvenient to fator out the time-dependene fator e�i!t that aompanies all theexpressions we shall be working with, and to write~A(~r; t) = ~A(~r) e�i!t ; ~B(~r; t) = ~B(~r) e�i!t ; ~E(~r; t) = ~E(~r) e�i!t : (8.35)Thus for the eletri dipole �eld we shall have~A(~r) = � i k~pr ei kr : (8.36)Then from ~B(~r) = ~r� ~A(~r) we �ndBi = �ijk �jAk = �i k�ijk pk�j�1r ei kr� ;= �i k�ijkpk �� xjr3 + i k xjr2 � eikr ; (8.37)and so ~B = k2 (~n� ~p) ei krr �1 + ikr� : (8.38)From (8.5) we then haveEi = ik �ijk pm�jh�k`mk2x`� 1r2 + ikr3�eikri ;= i k (Æi`Æjm � ÆimÆj`) pm hÆj`� 1r2 + ikr3�� 2xjx`r4 � 3ixjx`kr5 + i kxjx`r � 1r2 + ikr3�iei kr ;= k2r (pi � ni ~n � ~p) ei kr + i kr2 (pi � 3~n � ~pni) ei kr � 1r3 (pi � 3~n � ~pni) ei kr : (8.39)In 3-vetor language, this gives~E = �k2~n� (~n� ~p) eikrr + [3(~n � ~p)~n� ~p ℄ � 1r3 � i kr2 � ei kr : (8.40)149



The reason why we have kept all terms in these expressions for ~B and ~E, rather than justthe leading-order 1=r terms, is that if one makes a multipole expansion, in whih the eletridipole ontribution we have obtained here is the �rst term in the series, the expressions arein fat exat to all orders in 1=r. We shall disuss this in more detail later.Note that we have ~n � ~B = 0 everywhere, but that ~n � ~E = 0 only in the radiation zone(i.e. at order 1=r). In the radiation zone we have~B = k2(~n� ~p) ei krr ; ~E = �k2~n� (~n� ~p) ei krr = �~n� ~B : (8.41)Note that we have j ~Bj = j ~Ej, as usual for radiation �elds.Sine (8.38) and (8.40) are in fat valid everywhere, we an also use these expressionsin the stati zone (i.e. the near zone). Here, in the regime kr << 1, we therefore have~B = i k (~n� ~p) 1r2 ; ~E = [3(~n � ~p)~n� ~p ℄ 1r3 : (8.42)The eletri �eld here is preisely like that of a stati eletri dipole, exept that it isosillating in time. Note that in the near zone we have j ~Bj � (kr) j ~Ej, whih meansj ~Bj << j ~Ej.Returning now to the radiation zone, we may alulate the radiated power in the usualway, using the Poynting vetor. In partiular, we saw previously that with the eletri andmagneti �elds written in the omplex notation, the time average of the Poynting ux isgiven by h~Si = 18� ~E � ~B � : (8.43)Then the power radiated into the solid angle d
 is given bydP = h~Si � ~n r2d
 ;= 18� [(�~n� ~B)� ~B � ℄ � ~n r2d
 ;= 18� j ~Bj2 r2d
 : (8.44)From (8.41) we therefore havedPd
 = k48� j~n� ~p j2 = k48� ([j~pj2 � (~n � ~p )2℄ : (8.45)If we take � to be the angle between ~p and ~n, so that ~n � ~p = p os �, then this givesdPd
 = k48� j~p j2 sin2 � : (8.46)Sine d
 = sin �d�d', the total power radiated by the osillating dipole is then given byP = Z dPd
d
 = 2� k48� j~p j2 Z �0 sin3 �d� = 13k4 j~p j2 : (8.47)150



As a onrete example, onsider a dipole antenna omprising two thin onduting rodsrunning along the z axis, meeting (but not touhing) at the origin, and extending to z = �12drespetively. The antenna is driven at the entre (z = 0) by an alternating urrent sourewith angular frequeny !. The urrent will fall o� as a funtion of z, beoming zero atthe tips of the antenna at z = �12d. A reasonable approximation, in the regime we areonsidering here where kd << 1, is that this fall-o� is linear in z. Thus we may assumeI(z; t) = I(z)e�i!t = I0 �1� 2jzjd � e�i!t : (8.48)The equation of harge onservation, ~r � ~J + ��=�t = 0 then allows us to solve for theharge density. The urrent (8.48) is essentially on�ned to the line x = y = 0, sine we areassuming the onduting rods that form the antenna are thin. Thus really, we have~J(~r; t) = I(z; t) Æ(x)Æ(y) : (8.49)Similarly, the harge density will be given by�(~r; t) = �(z; t) Æ(x)Æ(y) ; (8.50)where �(z; t) is the harge per unit length in the rods. The harge onservation equationtherefore beomes �I(z; t)�z + ��(z; t)�t = 0 ; (8.51)and so, in view of the time dependene, whih implies also �(z; t) = �(z)e�i!t, we have�I(z)�z � i!�(z) = 0 : (8.52)Thus we shall have �(z) = � i! �I(z)�z = � i! I0 ��z �1� 2jzjd � : (8.53)This implies �(z) = 2i I0!d ; z > 0 ;�(z) = �2i I0!d ; z < 0 : (8.54)The dipole moment ~p is direted along the z axis, ~p = (0; 0; p), and is given byp = Z d=2�d=2 z�(z)dz = 2i I0!d Z d=20 zdz � 2i I0!d Z 0�d=2 zdz = i I0d2! : (8.55)From (8.46), we therefore �nd that the power per unit solid angle is given bydPd
 = k4j~pj28� sin2 � = I20 (kd)232� sin2 � ; (8.56)151



where � is the angle between ~n = ~r=r and the z axis. The total radiated power is thereforegiven by P = 112I20 (kd)2 : (8.57)8.3 Higher multipolesAs mentioned previously, in a multipole expansion we an obtain exat expressions, termby term, for the eletri and magneti �elds. To do this, we go bak to the general integralexpression ~A(~r) = Z ~J(~r 0) ei kj~r�~r 0jj~r � ~r 0j d3~r 0 ; (8.58)giving ~A(~r; t) = ~A(~r) e�i!t. Let 1r eikr = f(~r) = f(r) : (8.59)(Note that f(~r) = f(r), i.e. it depends only on the magnitude of ~r.) It follows thateikj~r�~r 0jj~r � ~r 0j = f(~r � ~r 0) ; (8.60)whih we an therefore express as the Taylor seriesf(~r � ~r 0) = f(~r)� x0i�if(~r) + 12!x0ix0j�i�jf(~r) + � � �= f(r)� x0i�if(r) + 12!x0ix0j�i�jf(r) + � � � ;= f(r)� x0i(�ir) f 0(r) + 12x0ix0j [(�i�jr)f 0(r) + (�ir)(�jr) f 00(r)℄ + � � � :(8.61)Thus we �nd ei kj~r�~r 0jj~r � ~r 0j = 1r eikr + � 1r2 � i kr � (~n � ~r 0) ei kr + � � � : (8.62)The �rst term in this series gives the eletri dipole ontribution that we found in theprevious setion, in (8.26). The seond term gives ontributions from an eletri quadrupoleterm and a magneti dipole term. This gives~A(~r) = ei kr � 1r2 � i kr � Z (~n � ~r 0) ~J(~r 0) d3~r 0 : (8.63)In order to interpret this expression, we need to manipulate the integrand a bit. Its i'thomponent is given bynjx0jJi = 12(Jix0j � Jjx0i)nj + 12(Jix0j + Jjx0i)nj ;= 12�ijk �`mk J`x0mnj + 12(Jix0j + Jjx0i)nj ;= ��ijk njMk + 12 (Jix0j + Jjx0i)nj ; (8.64)152



where Mi = 12�ijk x0jJk ; i.e. ~M = 12~r 0 � ~J(~r 0) (8.65)is the magnetisation resulting from the urrent density ~J .The remaining term in (8.64), i.e. the symmetri term 12(Jix0j+Jjx0i)nj , an be analysedas follows. Consider�0k(x0ix0jnjJk) = Æikx0jnjJk + Æjkx0injJk + x0ix0jnj�0kJk ;= (x0iJj + x0jJi)nj + ix0ix0jnj!� : (8.66)Integrating this over all spae, the left-hand side an be turned into a surfae integral overthe sphere at in�nity, whih therefore gives zero. Thus we onlude thatZ (x0iJj + x0jJi)njd3~r 0 = �i! Z x0ix0jnj�d3~r 0 : (8.67)The upshot is thatZ (~n � ~r 0) ~J(~r 0) d3~r 0 = �~n� Z ~M d3~r 0 � i!2 Z ~r 0 (~n � ~r 0) �(~r 0) d3~r 0 : (8.68)De�ning the magneti dipole moment ~m by~m = Z ~M d3~r 0 = 12 Z ~r 0 � ~J(~r 0) d3~r 0 ; (8.69)we onlude that~A(~r) = ei kr � i kr � 1r2�~n� ~m+ i k2 ei kr � i kr � 1r2� Z ~r 0 (~n � ~r 0) �(~r 0) d3~r 0 : (8.70)8.3.1 Magneti dipole termConsider the magneti dipole term in (8.70) �rst:~A(~r) = ei kr � i kr � 1r2�~n� ~m : (8.71)Let f � ei kr � i kr2 � 1r3� ; (8.72)so ~A = rf~n� ~m = f~r � ~m. Then from ~B = ~r� ~A we shall haveBi = �ijk�jAk = �ijk �k`m �j(fx`)mm ;= �ijk �k`m (f 0x`xjr + fÆj`) ;= (Æi`Æjm � ÆimÆj`)(f 0x`xjr + fÆj`) ;= rf 0ni~n � ~m� rf 0mi � 2fmi : (8.73)153



From (8.72) we have f 0 = ei kr � 3r3 � 3i kr2 � k2f � = �k2r ei kr � 3f ; (8.74)and so we �nd ~B = �k2~n� (~n� ~m) ei krr + [3~n (~n � ~m)� ~m ℄ � 1r3 � i kr2 � ei kr : (8.75)Note that this is idential to the expression (8.40) for the eletri �eld of an eletri dipolesoure, with the eletri dipole ~p replaed by the magneti dipole, and the eletri �eldreplaed by the magneti �eld: ~p �! ~m ; ~E �! ~B : (8.76)The eletri �eld of the magneti dipole an be obtained from (8.5). However, a simplerway to �nd it here is to note that from the Maxwell equation ~r� ~E = �� ~B=�t we have~r� ~E = i! ~B = i k ~B ; (8.77)and so ~B = � ik ~r� ~E : (8.78)Now, we already saw from the alautions for the eletri dipole that when the ~B �eld (8.38)is substituted into (8.5), it gives rise to the ~E �eld given in (8.40). As we just noted, in thepresent magneti dipole ase, the expression for the ~B �eld is just like the expression forthe ~E �eld in the eletri dipole ase, and we already know that in the eletri ase, the~B �eld is given by (8.38). Therefore, we an onlude that in the present magneti ase,the ~E �eld that would yield, using (8.78), the result (8.75) for the ~B �eld will be just thenegative of the expression for ~B in the eletri ase (with ~p replaed by ~m). (The reason forthe minus sign is that (8.78) has a minus sign, as ompared with (8.5), under the exhangeof ~E and ~B.) Thus the upshot is that the eletri �eld for the magneti dipole radiationwill be given by ~E = �k2(~n� ~m) ei krr �1 + ikr� : (8.79)This result an alternatively be veri�ed (after a rather involved alulation) by diretltysubstituting (8.75) into (8.5).2121The only \gap" in the simple argument we just presented is that any other vetor ~E 0 = ~E + ~rh wouldalso give the same ~B �eld when plugged into (8.78), where h was an arbitrary funtion. However, we knowthat ~r � ~E should vanish (we are in a region away from soures), and it is obvious almost by inspetion that154



An observation from the alulations of the eletri and magneti �elds for eletri dipoleradiation and magneti dipole radiation is that there is a disrete symmetry under whihthe two situations interhange: ~p �! ~m~E �! ~B (8.80)~B �! � ~EThis is an example of what is known as \eletri/magneti duality" in Maxwell's equations.8.3.2 Eletri quadrupole termWe now return to the eletri quadrupole term in (8.70), namely~A(~r) = i k2 eikr � i kr � 1r2� Z ~r 0 (~n � ~r 0) �(~r 0) d3~r 0 : (8.81)For simpliity, we shall keep only the leading-order radiation term in this expression,~A(~r) = �12k2 ei krr Z ~r 0 (~n � ~r 0) �(~r 0) d3~r 0 : (8.82)and furthermore when alulating the ~B and ~E �elds, we shall keep only the leading-order1=r terms that ome from the derivatives hitting ei kr. Thus, from ~B = ~r� ~A we shall have~B = �12k2 (i k)~n� ei krr Z ~r 0 (~n � ~r 0) �(~r 0) d3~r 0 ;= � i k32 ei krr Z (~n� ~r 0)(~n � ~r 0) �(~r 0) d3~r 0 : (8.83)This radiation �eld an therefore be written simply as~B = i k ~n� ~A : (8.84)In fat, in any expression where we keep only the leading-order term in whih the derivativelands on ei kr, we shall have the rule ~r �! i k ~n : (8.85)For the eletri �eld, we have, using (8.5) and (8.85),~E = ik ~r� ~B = �~n� ~B = �i k~n� (~n� ~A) : (8.86)the answer given in (8.79) satis�es this ondition. Thus if we had arrived at the wrong answer for ~E, it ouldbe wrong only by a term ~rh where r2h = 0. There is no suh funtion with an exponential fator eikr,and so there is no possibility of our answer (8.79) being wrong. If any doubts remain, the reader is invitedto substitute (8.75) into (8.5) to verify (8.79) diretly.155



The eletri quadrupole moment tensor Qij is de�ned byQij = Z (3xixj � r2Æij) �(~r) d3~r : (8.87)De�ne the vetor ~Q(~n), whose omponents Q(~n)i are given byQ(~n)i � Qij nj : (8.88)Consider the expression 13~n� ~Q(~n). We shall have[13~n� ~Q(~n)℄i = 13�ijk njQk` n` ;= 13�ijk njn` Z (3xkx` � r2Æk`) �(~r) d3~r ;= Z (~n� ~r)i (~n � ~r) �(~r) d3~r ; (8.89)(sine the trae term gives zero). This implies that the expression (8.83) for the eletri-quadrupole ~B �eld an be written as~B = � i k36r ei kr ~n� ~Q(~n) : (8.90)Sine we have ~E = ~B � ~n (see (8.86)), it follows that the time-averaged power per unitsolid angle will be given bydPd
 = 18� ( ~E � ~B �) � ~n r2 ;= k6288� j(~n� ~Q(~n))� ~nj2 = k6288� (j ~Q(~n)j2 � j~n � ~Q(~n)j2) ; (8.91)and so dPd
 = k6288� j~n� ~Q(~n)j2 : (8.92)Written using indies, this is thereforedPd
 = k6288� (QkiQ�kjninj �QijQ�k`ninjnkn`) : (8.93)As always, having obtained an expression for the power radiated per unit solid angle, itis natural to integrate this up over the sphere, in order to obtain the total radiated power.In this ase, we shall need to evaluateZ ninj d
 ; and Z ninjnkn` d
 : (8.94)One way to do this is to parameterise the unit vetor ~n in terms of spherial polar angles(�; ') in the usual way, ~n = (sin � os'; sin � sin'; os �) ; (8.95)156



and slog out the integrals with d
 = sin �d�d'.A more elegant way to evaluate the integrals in (8.94) is as follows. For the �rst integral,we note that the answer, whatever it is, must be a symmetri 2-index tensor. It must alsobe ompletely isotropi, sine by the time we have integrated over all solid angles it isnot possible for the result to be \biased" so that it favours any diretion in spae over anyother. There is only one possibility for the symmetri isotropi tensor; it must be a onstantmultiple of the Kr�oneker delta, Z ninj d
 = Æij : (8.96)The onstant  an be determined by taking the trae, and using nini = 1:4� = Z d
 = 3 ; (8.97)and so we have Z ninj d
 = 4�3 Æij : (8.98)In ase one doubted this result, it is not too hard in this ase to on�rm the result byevaluating all the integrals expliitly using (8.95).Turning now to the seon integral in (8.94), we an use a similar argument. The answermust be a 4-index totally symmetri isotropi tensor. In fat the only symmetri isotropitensors are those that an be made by taking produts of Kr�oneker deltas, and so in thisase it must be that Z ninjnkn` d
 = b (ÆijÆk` + ÆikÆj` + Æi`Æjk) ; (8.99)for some onstant b. We an determine the onstant by multiplying both sides by ÆijÆk`,giving 4� = Z d
 = (9 + 3 + 3)b = 15b ; (8.100)and so Z ninjnkn` d
 = 4�15 (ÆijÆk` + ÆikÆj` + Æi`Æjk) : (8.101)With these results we shall have from (8.93) thatP = Z dPd
 d
 = k6288� hQkiQ�kj Z ninj d
�QijQ�k` Z ninjnkn` d
i ;= k6288� h4�3 QkiQ�kjÆij � 4�15 QijQ�k`(ÆijÆk` + ÆikÆj` + Æi`Æjk)i ;= k6216 hQijQ�ij � 25QijQ�ij � 15QiiQ�jji ;= k6360 QijQ�ij : (8.102)157



(Reall that Qij is symmetri and traeless.)Sine the quadrupole moment tensor Qij is symmetri, it is always possible to hoosean orientation for the Cartesian oordinate system suh that Qij beomes diagonal. (Thisis beause the matrix U that diagonalises Q, Q ! Qdiag = UTQU is itself orthogonal,UTU = 1l, and therefore the diagonalisation is ahieved by an orthogonal transformation ofthe oordinates.) Thus, having hosen an appropriate orientation for the Cartesian axes,we an assume thatQij = 0BB�Q1 0 00 Q2 00 0 Q31CCA ; where Q1 +Q2 +Q3 = 0 : (8.103)The expression (8.93) for the angular power distribution will givedPd
 = k6288� �Q21n21 +Q22n22 +Q23n23 � (Q1n21 +Q2n22 +Q3n23)2� : (8.104)One an substitute (8.95) into this in order to obtain an expliit expression for the dP=d
in terms of spherial polar angles (�; ').Consider for simpliity the speial ase where Q1 = Q2. This means that there is anaxial symmetry around the z axis, and also we shall haveQ1 = Q2 = �12Q3 : (8.105)Substituting (8.95) and (8.105) into (8.104), we obtaindPd
 = k6Q23128� sin2 � os2 � = k6Q23512� sin2 2� : (8.106)This is indeed, as expeted, azimuthally symmetri (it does not depend on '). It desribes aquadrafoil-like power distribution, with four lobes, unlike the �gure-of-eight power distribu-tion of the eletri dipole radiation. Note also that its frequeny dependene is proportionalto !6 (= k6), unlike the eletri dipole radiation that is proportional to !4. A plot of thepower distribution for quadrupole radiation is given in Figure 3 below.8.4 Linear antennaIn the later part of setion 8.2, we onsidered a entre-fed dipole antenna. In that setionwe made the assumption that the wavelength of the eletromagneti radiation was verylarge ompared with the length of the dipole, i.e. that kd << 1. In that limit, one ould158
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Figure 4: The angular power distribution for eletri quadrupole radiationassume to a good approximation that the urrent in eah arm of the dipole antenna fell o�in a linear fashion as a funtion of z (the axis along whih the dipole is loated). Thus,with the dipole arms extanding over the intervals�12d � z < 0 and 0 < z � 12d ; (8.107)we assumed there that the urrent in eah arm was proportional to (d=2 � jzj).In this setion, we shall onsider the ase where the dipole arms of not assumed to beshort ampared to the wavelength. Under these irumstanes, it an be shown that theurrent distribution in the dipole arms takes the form~J(~r; t) = I0 sink(d=2 � jzj) e�i!t Æ(x)Æ(y) ~Z ; jzj � 12d ; (8.108)where ~Z = (0; 0; 1) is the unit vetor along the z-axis, whih is the axis along whih thedipole is loated.We then have ~A(~r; t) = ~A(~r) e�i!t, where~A(~r) = Z ~J(~r 0; t� j~r � ~r j) d3~r 0j~r � ~r 0j : (8.109)159



Thus in the radiation zone, with j~r � ~r 0j � r � ~n � ~r 0 as usual, we therefore have~A(~r) � ~Z I0 eikrr Z d=2�d=2 sink(d=2 � jzj) e�i kz os � dz ;= ~Z 2I0 ei krr os(12kd os �)� os(12kd)sin2 � (8.110)As we saw earlier, the magneti �eld is given by i k ~n � ~A in the radiation zone, and~E = �~n� ~B. Therefore the radiated power per unit solid angle is given bydPd
 = r28� j ~E � ~B �j2 = r28� j( ~B � ~B �)~nj2 = r28� j ~Bj2 : (8.111)Here we have j ~Bj2 = ji k~n� ~Aj2 = k2(j ~Aj2 � (~n � ~A)2) = k2j ~Aj2 sin2 � ; (8.112)sine ~n � ~Z = os �, and so the radiated power per unit solid angle is given bydPd
 = I202� hos(12kd os �)� os(12kd)sin � i2 : (8.113)We an now onsider various speial ases:8.4.1 kd << 1:In this ase, we an make Taylor expansions of the trigonometri funtions in the numeratorin (8.113), leading todPd
 � I202� h1� 12(12kd)2 os2 � � 1� 12(12kd)2sin � i2 ;= I202� � 12(12kd)2 sin2 �sin � �2 ;= I20 (kd)2 sin2 �128� : (8.114)This agrees with the result (8.56), after making allowane for the fat that the urrent inthe alulation leading to (8.56) was twie as large as the urrent in the present alulation.8.4.2 kd = �:In this ase, eah arm of the dipole has a length equal to 14 of the wavelength, and soI(z) = I0 sin 12�(1� 2jzj=d). In this ase, (8.113) beomesdPd
 = I202� os2(12� os �)sin2 � : (8.115)160



8.4.3 kd = 2�:In this ase, eah dipole arm has a length equal to 12 of the wavelength, and I(z) =I0 sin�(1� 2jzj=d). In this ase (8.113) beomesdPd
 = I202� os4(12� os �)sin2 � : (8.116)9 Eletromagnetism and Quantum Mehanis9.1 The Shr�odinger equation and gauge transformationsWe saw at the end of hapter 2, in equation (2.102), that in the non-relativisti limit theHamiltonian desribing a partile of massm and harge e in the presene of eletromagneti�elds given by potentials � and ~A isH = 12m (�i � eAi)2 + e� ; (9.1)where �i is the anonial 3-momentum. In quantum mehanis, we the standard presriptionfor writing down the Shr�odinger equation for the wavefuntion  desribing the partile isto interpret �i as an operator, and to writeH  = i �h � �t : (9.2)In the position representation we shall have�i = �i �h�i ; or ~� = �i �h ~r : (9.3)Thus the Shr�odinger equation for a partile of mass m and harge e in an eletromagneti�eld is � �h22m �~r� i e�h ~A�2  + e� = i �h � �t : (9.4)The Shr�odinger equation (9.4) is written in terms of the salar and vetor potentials �and ~A that desribe the eletromagneti �eld. Thus, if we perform a gauge transformation~A �! ~A 0 = ~A+ ~r� ; � �! �0 = �� ���t ; (9.5)the Shr�odinger equation will hange its form. On the other hand, we expet that thephysis should be unaltered by a mere gauge transformation, sine this leaves the physially-observable eletri and magneti �elds unhanged. It turns out that we should simultane-ously perform the very spei� phase transformation on the wavefuntion  , �!  0 = ei e�=�h  (9.6)161



then the Shr�odinger equation expressed entirely in terms of the primed quantities (i.e.wavefuntion  0 and eletromagneti potentials �0 and ~A 0) will take the idential form tothe original unprimed equation (9.4). Thus, we may say that the Shr�odinger equationtransforms ovariantly under gauge transformations.To see the details of how this works, it is useful �rst to de�ne what are alled ovariantderivatives. We this both for the three spatial derivatives, and also for the time derivative.Thus we de�ne Di � �i � i e�h Ai ; D0 � ��t + i e�h � : (9.7)Note that the original Shr�odinger equation (9.4) is now written simply as� �h22m DiDi � i �hD0 = 0 : (9.8)Next, perform the transformations~A �! ~A 0 = ~A+ ~r� ; � �! �0 = �� ���t ; �!  0 = ei e�=�h  (9.9)The ruial point about this is that we have the following:D0i  0 � ��i � i e�h A0i� 0 = ��i � i e�h Ai � i e�h (�i�)��ei e�=�h  � ;= ei e�=�h ��i � i e�h Ai � i e�h (�i�) + i e�h (�i�)� ;= ei e�=�h ��i � i e�h Ai� ; (9.10)and D00  0 � � ��t + i e�h �0� 0 = � ��t + i e�h �� i e�h ���t ��ei e�=�h  � ;= ei e�=�h � ��t + i e�h �� i e�h ���t + i e�h ���t � ;= ei e�=�h � ��t + i e�h �� : (9.11)In other words, we haveD0i 0 = ei e�=�hDi ; D00 0 = ei e�=�hD0 ; (9.12)whih means that Di and D0 transform the same way as  itself under a gauge transfor-mation, namely just with a homogeneous phase transformation fator ei e�=�h. This wouldnot, of ourse, be the ase for the \ordinary" derivatives �i and �0 , beause for these,162



there would be an extra additive term, where the derivative lands on the spae-time depen-dent gauge parameter �.This means that Di and D0 transform the same way as  itself under the gaugetransformations (9.9), namely just by aquiring the phase fator ei e�=�h. This is a non-trivial statement, sine the gauge parameter � is an arbitrary funtion of spae and time.Had we been onsidering standard partial derivatives �i and �=�t rather than the ovariantderiavtives de�ned in (9.7), it would most ertainly not have been true. For example,�i 0 = �i�ei e�=�h  � = ei e�=�h �i + ei e�=�h i e�h (�i�) 6= ei e�=�h �i ; (9.13)preisely beause the derivative an land on the spae-time dependent gauge-transformationparameter � and thus give the seond term, whih spoils the ovariane of the transforma-tion. The point about the ovariant derivatives is that the ontributions from the gaugetransformation of the gauge potentials preisely anels the \unwanted" seond term in(9.13).By iterating the alulation, it also follows that D0iD0i 0 = ei e�=�hDiDi , and so we seethat the Shr�odinger equation (9.8) written in terms of the primed �elds, i.e.� �h22m D0iD0i 0 � i �hD00 0 = 0 ; (9.14)just implies the Shr�odinger equation in terms of unprimed �elds, sine0 = � �h22m D0iD0i 0 � i �hD00 0 ;= ei e�=�h �� �h22m DiDi � i �hD0 � : (9.15)What we have proved above is that the Shr�odinger equation transforms ovariantlyunder eletromagneti gauge transformations, provided that at the same time the wavefuntion is saled by a spae-time dependent phase fator, as in (9.9). Note that we use theterm \ovariant transformation" here in the same sense as we used it earlier in the oursewhen disussing the behaviour of the Maxwell equations under Lorentz transformations.The atual transformation is totally di�erent in the two ontexts; here we are disussingthe behaviour of the Shr�odinger equation under gauge transformations rather than Lorentztransformations, but in eah ase the essential point, whih is harateristi of a ovarianeof any equation under a symmetry transformation, is that the equation expressed in termsof the symmetry-transformed (primed) variables is idential in form to the original equationfor the unprimed variables, but with a prime plaed on every �eld.163



Note that the two de�nitions of the spatial and time ovariant derivatives in (9.7) anbe uni�ed into the single 4-dimensional de�nitionD� = �� � i e�h A� (9.16)sine we have A� = (�; ~A), and hene A� = (��; ~A).The Shr�odinger equation itself provides only an approximate desription of the quantumtheory of matter. This is obvious from the fat that it is obtained by starting from anon-relativisti lassial Hamiltonian, and then applying the quantisation proedure. Andindeed, learly the Shr�odinger equation (9.8) does not transform ovariantly under Lorentztransformations. (The fat that time is treated on a ompletely di�erent footing from spaemakes this obvious.) The non-relativisti Shr�odinger equation is therefore inonsistentwith ausality (essentially, the notion that nothing an travel faster than light). At thevery least, one should therefore be taking a relativisti lassial theory as the the startingpoint for applying the quantisation proedure. It turns out that this is not suÆient. Ifone onstruts a relativisti generalisation of the Shr�odinger equation, one then enountersdiÆulties in giving a probabilisti interpretation of the wave funtion, related to the fatthat the probability density urrent is not positive de�nite. The resolution of this problemrequires a further proess of quantisation, known as seond quantisation, in whih the wave-funtion itself beomes an operator that reates and annihilates partiles. Theories of thistype are known as quantum �eld theories, and they lie at the heart of all the fundamentaltheories of matter and fores.An example is quantum eletrodynamis, whih is a quantum �eld theory desribingeletromagnetism together with eletrons (and neessarily positrons, whih are the antipar-tiles of eletrons). In this theory the 4-vetor gauge potential A� beomes a quantum �eld,whih reates and annihilates photons, and the eletron is desribed by a quantum �eld thatsatis�es a relativisti equation known as the Dira equation. It is one of the most spe-taularly suessful theories known, leading to preditions that have been experimentallyveri�ed to quite remarkable auray.9.2 Magneti monopolesThe Maxwell equations ��F �� = �4� J� ;��F�� + ��F�� + ��F�� = 0 (9.17)164



take on a more symmetrial-looking form if we introdue the dual of the �eld-strengthtensor, de�ned by eF�� = 12����� F �� : (9.18)In terms of eF�� , the seond equation in (9.17) (i.e. the Bianhi identity) beomes�� eF �� = 0 : (9.19)From F0i = �Ei and Fij = �ijkBk, it is easy to see thateF0i = Bi ; eFij = �ijkEk : (9.20)It follows that eF�� is obtained from F�� by making the replaements~E �! � ~B ; ~B �! ~E : (9.21)The symmetry between the two Maxwell equations would beome even more strikingif there were a urrent on the right-hand side of (9.19), analogous to the eletri 4-urrentdensity on the right-hand-side of the �rst Maxwell equation in (9.17). Sine the rôles of ~Eand ~B are exhanged when passing from F�� to eF�� , it is evident that the 4-urrent neededon the right-hand side of (9.19) must be a magneti 4-urrent density, J�M . Let us nowattah a subsript E to the standard eletri 4-urrent density, in order to emphasise whihis whih in the following. The generalised Maxwell equations will now be written as��F �� = �4� J�E ; �� eF �� = �4� J�M : (9.22)Partiles with magneti harge, known as magneti monopoles, have never been seen innature. However, there seems to be no reason in priniple why they should not exist, andit is of interest to explore their properties in a little more detail. A point eletri harge ehas an eletri �eld given by ~E = e~rr3 : (9.23)Thus by analogy, a point magneti monopole, with magneti harge g, will have a magneti�eld given by ~B = g ~rr3 : (9.24)This satis�es ~r � ~B = 4� �M ; �M = g Æ3(~r) ; (9.25)where �M = J0M is the magneti harge density.165



We shall be interested in studying the quantum mehanis of eletrially-harged parti-les in the bakground of a magneti monopole. Sine the Shr�odinger equation is writtenin terms of the potentials � and ~A, we shall therefore need to write down the 3-vetorpotential ~A for the magneti monopole. To do this, we introdue Cartesian oordinates(x; y; z), related to spherial polar oordinates (r; �; ') in the standard way,x = r sin � os' ; y = r sin � sin' ; x = r os � ; (9.26)and we also de�ne �2 = x2 + y2 : (9.27)Consider the 3-vetor potential~A = g � zyr�2 ;� zxr�2 ; 0� : (9.28)Using �r�x = xr ; �r�y = yr ; �r�z = zr ;���x = x� ; ���y = y� ; ���z = 0 ; (9.29)it is easily seen thatBx = �yAz � �zAy = g�z� zxr�2� = gxr�2 � gxz2r3�2 = gxr3 ; (9.30)and similarly By = gyr3 ; Bz = gzr3 : (9.31)Thus indeed we �nd that ~r� ~A = g~rr3 ; (9.32)and so the 3-vetor potential (9.28) desribes the magneti monopole �eld (9.24).In terms of spherial polar oordinates we have �2 = x2 + y2 = r2 sin2 �, and so (9.28)an be written as ~A = g ot �r (sin';� os'; 0) : (9.33)Not surprisingly, this potential is singular at r = 0, sine we are desribing an idealisedpoint magneti harge. In exatly the same way, the potential � = e=r desribing a pointeletri harge diverges at r = 0 also. However, the potential (9.33) also diverges everywherealong the z axis, i.e. at � = 0 and � = �. It turns out that these latter singularities are\unphysial," in the sense that they an be removed by making gauge transformations.166



This is not too surprising, when we note that the magneti �eld itself, given by (9.24) hasno singularity along the z axis. It is, of ourse, genuinely divergent at r = 0, so that is areal physial singularity.To see the unphysial nature of the singularities in (9.33) along � = 0 and � = �, weneed to make gauge transformations, under whih~A �! ~A+ ~r� : (9.34)Consider �rst taking � = g ' = g artan yx : (9.35)From this, we �nd ~r� = �gr ose� (sin';� os'; 0) : (9.36)Letting the gauge-transformed potential be ~A 0, we therefore �nd~A 0 = ~A+ ~r� = gr os � � 1sin � (sin';� os'; 0) = �gr tan 12� (sin';� os'; 0) : (9.37)It an be seen that ~A is ompletely non-singular along � = 0 (i.e. along the positive z axis).It is, however, singular along � = � (i.e. along the negative z axis).We ould, on the other hand, perform a gauge transformation with � given by� = �g ' = �g artan yx (9.38)instead of (9.35). De�ning the gauge-transformed potential as ~A 00 in this ase, we �nd~A 00 = gr ot 12� (sin';� os'; 0) : (9.39)This time, we have obtained a gauge potential that is non-singular along � = � (i.e. thenegative z axis), but it is singular along � = 0 (the positive z axis).There is no single hoie of gauge in whih the 3-vetor potential for the magnetimonopole is ompletely free of singularities away from the origin r = 0. We have obtainedtwo expressions for the vetor potential, one of whih, ~A 0, is non-singular along the positovez axis, and the other, ~A 00, is non-singular along the negative z axis. The singularity thateah has is known as a \string singularity," sine it lies along a line, or string. By makinggauge transformations the loation of the string an be moved around, but it an never beremoved altogether.In the disussion above, the z axis appears to have played a preferred rôle, but this is, ofourse, just an artefat of our gauge hoies. We ould equally well have hosen a di�erentexpression for ~A, related by a gauge transformation, for whih the string singularity ranalong any desired line, or urve, emanating from the origin.167



9.3 Dira quantisation onditionWe have seen that gauge potentials for the magneti monopole, free of singularities on thepositive and negative z axes reseptively, are given by~A 0 = �gr tan 12� (sin';� os'; 0) ;~A 00 = gr ot 12� (sin';� os'; 0) : (9.40)The two are themselves related by a gauge transformation, namely~A 00 = ~A 0 + ~r(�2g') : (9.41)Now let us onsider the quantum mehanis of an eletron in the bakground of themagneti monopole. As we disussed in setion 9.1, the Shr�odinger equation for the eletronis given by (9.4), where e is its harge, and m is its mass. We shall onsider the Shr�odingerequation in two di�erent gauges, related as in (9.41). Denoting the orresponding eletronwave-funtions by  0 and  00, we see from (9.9) (9.41) that we shall have 00 = e�2i eg'=�h  0 : (9.42)However, we have seen that the gauge transformation is not physial, but merely orrespondsto shifting the string singularity of the magneti monopole from the negative z axis to thepositive z axis. Quantum mehanially, the physis will only be unhanged if the eletronwave-funtion remains single valued under a omplete 2� rotation around the z axis. Thismeans that the phase fator in the relation (9.42) must be equal to unity, and so it mustbe that 2eg�h 2� = 2� n ; (9.43)where n is an integer. Thus it must be that the produt of the eletri harge e on theeletron, and the magneti harge g on the magneti monopole, must satisfy the so-alledDira quantisation ondition, 2e g = n �h : (9.44)It is interesting to note that although a magneti monopole has never been observed, itwould only take the existene of a single monopole, maybe somewhere in another galaxy,to imply that eletri harges everywhere in the universe must quantised in units of�h2g ; (9.45)where g is the magneti harge of the lonely magneti monopole. In fat all observedeletri harges are indeed quantised; in integer multiples of the harge e on the eletron,168



in everyday life, and in units of 13e in the quarks of the theory of strong interations. It istempting to speulate that the reason for this may be the existene of a magneti monopolesomewhare out in the vastness of spae, in a galaxy far far away.10 Loal Gauge Invariane and Yang-Mills Theory10.1 Relativisti quantum mehanisWe saw in the previous setion that the ordinary non-relativisti quantum mehanis ofa harged partile in an eletromagneti �eld has the feature that it is ovariant undereletromagneti gauge transformations, provided that the usual gauge trnasformation ofthe 4-vetor potential is ombined with a phase transformation of the wavefuntion for theharged partile: A� �! A� + ��� ;  �! ei e�=�h  : (10.1)The essential point here is that the gauge transformation parameter � an be an arbitraryfuntion of the spaetime oordinates, and so the phase transformation of the wavefuntionis a spaetime-dependent one. Suh spaetime-dependent transformations are known asloal transformations.One ould turn this around, and view the introdution of the eletromagneti �eld as theneessary addition to quantum mehanis in order to allow the theory to be ovariant underloal phase transformations of the wavefuntion. If we started with quantum mehanis inthe absene of eletromagnetism, so that for a free partile of mass m we have� �h22m ~r2  = i �h � �t ; (10.2)then the Shr�odinger equation is obviously ovariant under onstant phase transformationsof the wavefuntion,  �! ei   ; (10.3)where  is an arbitrary onstant. And, indeed, the physis desribed by the wavefuntionis invariant under this phase transformation, sine all physial quantities are onstrutedusing a produt of  and its omplex onjugate � (for example, the probability densityj j2), for whih the phase fators anel out. Also, learly, the Shr�odinger equation (10.2)does not transform niely under loal phase transformations, sine the derivatives will nowland on the (spaetime dependent) phase fator in (10.3) and give a lot of messy terms.As we now know, the way to ahieve a nie ovariant transformation of the Shr�odingerequation under loal phase transformations is to replae the partial derivatives �i and �0 in169



(10.2) by ovariant derivativesDi = �i � i e�h Ai ; D0 = �0 + i e�h � (10.4)where Ai and � transform in the standard way for the eletromagneti gauge potentialsat the same time as the loal phase transformation for  is performed, as in (10.1). Fromthis point of view, it ould be said that we have derived eletromagnetism as the �eldneeded in order to allow the Shr�odinger equation to transform ovariantly under loalphase transformations of the wavefuntion.The idea now is to extend this idea to more general situations. By again demandingloal \phase" transformations of some quantum-mehanial equation, we will now be ableto derive a generalisation of eletromagnetism known as Yang-Mills theory.Working with a non-relativisti equation like the Shr�odinger equation is rather lumsy,beause of the way in whih spae and time arise on suh di�erent footings. It is moreelegant (and simpler) to swith at this point to the onsideration of relativisti quantummehanial equation. There are various possible equations one ould onsider, but theyall lead to equivalent onlusions about the generalisation of eletromagnetism. Examplesone ould onsider inlude the Dira equation, whih provides a relativisti desription ofthe eletron, or any other fermioni partile with spin 12 . A simpler opetion is to onsiderthe Klein-Gordon equation for a relativisti partile of spin 0 (otherwise known as a salar�eld). The Klein-Gordon equation for a free salar �eld ' with mass m is very simple,namely '�m2' = 0 ; (10.5)where = ���� is the usual d'Alembertian operator, whih, as we know, is Lorentzinvariant.22 Note that from now on, we shall use units where Plank's onstant �h is setequal to 1.In what follows, we shall make the simplifying assumption that the salar �eld is mass-less, and so its Klein-Gordon equation is simly' = 0 : (10.6)22The non-relativisti Shr�odinger equation an be derived from the Klein-Gordon equation (10.5) in anappropriate limit. The leading-order time dependene of a �eld with mass (i.e. energy) m will be e�imt(in units where we set �h = 1). Thus the appropriate non-relativisti approximation is where where thewavefuntion ' is assumed to be of the form ' � e�imt  , with  only slowly varying in time, whihmeans that the term �2 =�t2 an be negleted in omparison to the others. Substituting into (10.5) anddropping the �2 =�t2 term gives preisely the Shr�odinger equation for the free massive partile, namely�(1=2m)r2 = i � =�t. 170



We shall do this beause no essential feature that we wish to explore will be lost, and itwill slightly shorten the equations. It is ompletely straightforward to add it bak in ifdesired.23The Klein-Gordon equation (10.6) an be derived from the Lagrangian densityL = �12��'��' : (10.7)Varying the ation I = R d4xL, we �ndÆI = � Z d4x��'��Æ' = Z d4x (����') Æ' ; (10.8)(dropping the boundary term at in�nity as usual), and so demanding that the ation bestationary under arbitrary variations Æ' implies the Klein-Gordon equation (10.6).Before moving on to the generalisation to Yang-Mills theory, we shall �rst review, again,the derivation of eletromagnetism as the �eld needed in order to turn a global phaseinvariane into a loal invariane, this time from the viewpoint of the relativisti Klein-Gordon equation. To do this, we �rst need to enlarge the system of wavefuntions from onereal salar to two. Suppose, then, we have two real salars alled '1 and '2, eah satisfyinga Klein-Gordon equation. These equations an therefore be derived from the Lagrangiandensity L = �12��'1 ��'1 � 12��'2 ��'2 : (10.9)We an onveniently ombine the two real �elds into a omplex salar �eld �, de�ned by� = 1p2 ('1 + i'2) : (10.10)The Lagrangian density an then be written asL = �12�� ����� : (10.11)The omplex �eld � therefore satis�es the Klein-Gordon equation� = 0 : (10.12)23Note that we an only disuss a non-relativisti limit for the massive Klein-Gordon equation. This isbeause the non-relativisiti approximation (disussed in the previous footnote) involved assuming that eahtime derivative of  with respet to t was small ompared with m times  . Clearly this would no longerbe true if m were zero. Put another way, a massless partile is inherently relativisti, sine it must travelat the speed of light (like the photon). We shall not be onerned with taking the non-relativisti limit inwhat follows, and so working with a massless �eld will not be a problem.171



It is lear that the omplex �eld � has a global phase invariane, under� �! ei� � ; (10.13)where � is a onstant. (The term \global" is used to desribe suh phase transformations,whih are idential at every point in spaetime.) This an be seen at the level of the Klein-Gordon equation (10.12), sine the onstant phase fator simply passes straight through thed'Alembertian operator. It an also be seen at the level of the Lagrangian density, sineagain the derivatives do not land on the phase fator, and furthermore, the ei� phase fatorfrom transforming � is anelled by the e�i� phase fator from tramsforming ��.It is also lear that the Lagrangian density is not invariant under loal phase trans-formations, where � is assumed now to be spaetime dependent. This is beause we nowhave ��� �! ��(ei� �) �! ei� ���+ i (���)� : (10.14)It is the seond term, where the derivatives land on �, that spoils the invariane.The remedy, not surprisingly, is to introdue a gauge potential A�, and replae thepartial derivatives by ovariant derivativesD� = �� � i eA� ; (10.15)where now � will be interpreted as desribing a omplex salar �eld with eletri hargee. As we saw before when disussing the Shr�odinger equation, the ovariant derivativeating on � has a nie transformation property under the loal phase tramsformations of �,provided at the same time we transform A�:� �! ei� � ; A� �! A� + 1e ��� : (10.16)This implies that D�� transforms niely asD�� �! ei�D�� ; (10.17)and so the new Lagrangian densityL = �12(D��) (D��) (10.18)is indeed invariant. This is the \derivation" of ordinary eletromagnetism.In this viewpoint, where we are deriving eletromagnetism by requiring the loal phaseinvariane of the theory under (10.13), has not yet given any dynamis to the gauge �eldA�. Indeed, one annot derive a dynamial existene for A� beause in fat there is no172



unique answer. What one an do, however, is to introdue a dynamial term \by hand,"whih has all the natural properties one would like. First of all, we want a dynamial termthat respets the gauge invariane we have already ahieved in the rest of the Lagrangian.Seondly, we expet that it should give rise to a seond-order dynamial equation for A�.We are bak to the disussion of setion 4.2, where we derived Maxwell's equations from anation prinipal. The steps leading to the answer are as follows.First, to make a gauge-invariant term we need to use the gauge-invariant �eld strengthF�� = ��A� � ��A� (10.19)as the basi \building blok." Then, to make a Lorentz-invariant term, the lowest-orderpossibility is to form the quadrati invariant F �� F�� . Taking the standard normalisationas disussed in setion 4.2, we are therefore lead to propose the total Lagrangian densityL = �12(D��) (D��)� 116� F �� F�� ; (10.20)where D� = �� � i eA�. It is easily veri�ed that the Euler-Lagrange equations resultingfrom this Lagrangian density are as follows. Requiring the stationarity of the ation undervariations of the wavefuntion � impliesD�D�� = 0 ; i.e. (�� � i eA�)(�� � i eA�)� = 0 ; (10.21)This is the gauge-ovariant generalisation of the original unharged Klein-Gordon equation.Requiring stationarity under variations of A� implies��F �� = �4�J� ; (10.22)where J� = �i e���D��� (D��)�� : (10.23)Thus A� satis�es the Maxwell �eld equation, with a soure urrent density given by (10.23).This is exatly what one would hope for; the omplex �eld � arries eletri harge e, andso it is to be expeted that it should at as a soure for the eletromagneti �eld. In theproess of giving dynamis to the eletromagneti �eld we have, as a bonus, derived theurrent density for the salar �eld.10.2 Yang-Mills theoryAt the end of the previous subsetion we rederived eletromagnetism as the �eld needed inorder to turn the global phase invariane of a omplex salar �eld that satis�es the Kelin-Gordon equation into a loal phase invariane. The phase fator ei� is a unit-modulus173



omplex number. The set of all unit-modulus omplex numbers form the group U(1); i.e.1� 1 omplex matries U satisfying U yU = 1. (For 1� 1 matries, whih are just numbers,there is of ourse no distintion between Hermitean onjugation, denoted by a dagger, andomplex onjugation.)In order to derive the generalisation of eletromagnetism to Yang-Mills theory we need tostart with an extended system of salar �elds, eah satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation,whose Lagrangian is invariant under a larger, non-abelian, group.24 We shall take theexample of the group SU(2) in order to illustrate the basi ideas. One an in fat onstruta Yang-Mills theory based on any Lie group.The group SU(2) should be familiar from quantum mehanis, where it arises whenone disusses systems with intrinsti spin 12 . The group an be de�ned as the set of 2 � 2omplex matries U subjet to the onditionsU yU = 1 ; detU = 1 : (10.24)It an therefore be parameterised in the formU =  a b��b �a! ; (10.25)where a and b are omplex numbers subjet to the onstraintjaj2 + jbj2 = 1 : (10.26)If we write a = x1 + ix2, b = x3 + ix4, the onstraint is desribed by the surfaex21 + x22 + x23 + x24 = 1 (10.27)in Eulidean 4-spae, and so the elements of the group SU(2) are in one-to-one orrespon-dene with the points on a unit 3-dimensional sphere. Clearly SU(2) has three independentparameters.2524An abelian group is one where the order of ombination of group elements makes no di�erene. Byontrast, for a non-ableian group, if two elements U and V are ombined in the two di�erent orderings, theresults are, in general, di�erent. Thus, for a group realised by matries under multipliation, for example,one has in general that UV 6= V U .25For omparison, the group U(1), whose elements U an be parameterised as U = ei� with 0 � � < 2�,has one parameter. Sine ei� is periodi in � the elements of U(1) are in one-to-one orrespondene withthe points on a unit irle, or 1-dimensional sphere. In fat the irle, S1, and the 3-sphere, S3, are the onlyspheres that are isomorphi to groups. 174



The group SU(2) an be generated by exponentiating the three Pauli matries �a, where�1 =  0 11 0! ; �2 =  0 �ii 0 ! ; �3 =  1 00 �1! : (10.28)They satisfy the ommutation relations[�a; �b℄ = 2i �ab � ; (10.29)i.e. [�1; � = 2℄ = 2i �3, and yli permutations.Let Ta = 12i �a : (10.30)We shall therefore have [Ta; Tb℄ = �ab T : (10.31)Note that the Ta, whih are alled the generators of the Lie algebra of SU(2), are anti-Hermitean, T ya = �Ta : (10.32)They are also, of ourse, traeless.The SU(2) group elements an be written asU = e�a Ta ; (10.33)where �a are three real parameters. (This is the analogue of writing the U(1) elements Uas U = ei�.) It is easy to hek that the unitarity of U , i.e. U yU = 1, follows from theanti-Hermitiity of the generators Ta:U yU = �e�aTa�y e�bTb = e�aT ya e�bTb = e��aTa e�bTb = 1 : (10.34)The unit-determinant property follows from the traelessness of the Ta, bearing in mindthat for any matrix X we have detX = exp(tr logX):detU = det(e�aTa) = exp[tr log(e�aTa)℄ = exp[tr(�aTa)℄ = exp[0℄ = 1 : (10.35)Suppose now that we take a pair of omplex salar �elds, alled �1 and �2, eah ofwhih satis�es the massless Klein-Gordon equation. We may assemble them into a omplex2-vetor, whih we shall all �: � =  �1�2 ! : (10.36)175



This vetor-valued �eld therefore satis�es the Klein-Gordon equation� = 0 ; (10.37)whih an be derived from the Lagrangian densityL = �(���y)(���) : (10.38)It is obvious that the Lagrangian density (10.38) is invariant under global SU(2) trans-formations � �! U � ; (10.39)where U is a onstant SU(2) matrix. Thus, we haveL �! ���(�y U y) ��(U�) = �(���y)U y U (���) = �(���y) (���) = L : (10.40)Obviously, L would not be invariant if we allowed U to be spae-time dependent, forthe usual reason that we would get extra terms where the derivatives landed on the Utransformation matrix. Based on our experiene with the loal U(1) phase invariane ofthe theory oupled to eletromagnetism, we an expet that again we ould ahieve a loalSU(2) invariane by introduing appropriate analogues of the eletromagneti �eld. In thisase, sine the SU(2) group is haraterised by 3 parameters rather than the 1 parameterharaterising U(1), we an expet that we will need 3 gauge �elds rather than 1. We shallalled these Aa�, where 1 � a � 3. In fat it is onvenient to assemble the three gauge �eldsinto a 2� 2 matrix, by de�ning A� = Aa� Ta ; (10.41)where Ta are the generators of the SU(2) algebra that we introdued earlier.We next de�ne the ovariant derivative D�, whose ation on the omplex 2-vetor ofsalar �elds � is de�ned by D�� = ���+A� � : (10.42)Sine we don't, a priori, know how A� should transform we shall work bakwards anddemand that its transformation rule should be suh that D� satis�es the nie property weshould expet of a ovariant derivative in this ase, namely that if we transform � under aloal SU(2) transformation � �! �0 = U � ; (10.43)then we should also have that (D��) �! (D��)0 = U(D��) : (10.44)176



Working this out, we shall have(D��)0 = D0� �0 = (�� +A0�)(U �) ;= (��U)�+ U ���+A0� U � ;= U D�� = U ���+ U A� � : (10.45)Equating the last two lines, and noting that we want this to be true for all possible �, weonlude that ��U +A0� U = U A� : (10.46)Multiplying on the right with U y then gives the result thatA0� = U A� U y � (��U)U y : (10.47)This, then, will be the gauge transformation rule for the Yang-Mills potentials A�. In otherwords, the full set of loal SU(2) transformations omprise26A� �! A0� = U A� U y � (��U)U y ;� �! �0 = U � : (10.48)What we have established is that if we replae the Lagrangian density (10.38) byL = �(D��)y (D��) ; (10.49)then it will be invariant under the loal SU(2) transformations given by (10.48). Theproof is now idential to the previous proof of the invariane of (10.38) under global SU(2)transformations. The essential point is that the loal transformation matrix U \passesthrough" the ovariant derivative, in the sense that (D��)0 = D0�(U�) = U D��.So far, we have sueeded in onstruting a theory with a loal SU(2) symmetry, but asyet, the Yang-Mills potentials Aa� that we introdued do not have any dynamis of their own.Following the strategy we applied to the ase of eletromagnetism and loal U(1) invariane,we should now look for a suitable term to add to the Lagrangian density (10.49) that will dothe job. Guided by the example of eletromagnetism, we should �rst �nd a a �eld strengthtensor for the Yang-Mills �elds, whih will be the analogue of the eletromagneti �eldstrength F�� = ��A� � ��A� : (10.50)26Note that this non-abelian result, whih takes essentially the same form for any group, redues to theprevious ase of eletromagneti theory is we speialise to the abelian group U(1). Essentially, we would justwrite U = ei� and plug into the transformations (10.48). Sine left and right multipliation are the same inthe abelian ase, the previous results for eletromagneti gauge invariane an be reovered.177



It is lear that the expression (10.50) is not suitable in the Yang-Mills ase. If onewere to try adopting (10.50) as a de�nition for the �eld strength, then a simple alulationshows that under the SU(2) gauge transformation for A� given in (10.48), the �eld strengthwould transform into a omplete mess. It turns out that the appropriate generalistion thatis needed for Yang-Mills is to de�neF�� = ��A� � ��A� + [A�; A� ℄ : (10.51)Of ourse this would redue to the standard eletromagneti �eld strength in the abelianU(1) ase, sine the ommutator [A�; A� ℄ � A�A� �A�A� would then vanish.The �rst task is to hek how F�� de�ned by (10.51) transforms under the SU(2) gaugetransformation of A� given in (10.48). We shall haveF�� �! F 0�� = ��A0� +A0�A0� � (�$ �) ;= ��(UA�U y � (��U)U y) + (UA�U y � (��U)U y)(UA�U y � (��U)U y)� (�$ �) ;= (��U)A�U y + U(��A�)� UA�U y(��U)U y � (����U)U y + (��U)U y(��U)U y+UA�U yUA�U y � UA�U y(��U)U y � (��U)U yUA�U y+(��U)U y(��U)U y � (�$ �) ;= U(��A� � ��A� +A�A� �A� A�)U y ; (10.52)where the notation �(�$ �) means that one subtrats o� from the terms written expliitlythe same set of terms with the indies � and � exhanged. Comparing with (10.51) we seethat the upshot is that under the SU(2) gauge transformation for A� given in (10.48), the�eld strength F�� de�ned in (10.51) transforms asF�� �! F 0�� = UF��U y : (10.53)This means that F�� transforms ovariantly under SU(2) gauge transformations. It would ofourse, redue to the invariane of the eltromagneti �eld strength transformation (F 0�� =F��) in the abelian ase.It is now a straightforward matter to write down a suitable term to add to the Lagrangiandensity (10.49). As for eletromagnetism, we want a gauge-invariant and Lorentz-invariantquantity that is quadrati in �elds. Thus we shall takeL = �(D��)y (D��) + 18� tr(F �� F��) ; (10.54)The proof that tr(F �� F��) is gauge invariant is very simple; under the SU(2) gauge trans-formation we shall havetr(F �� F��) �! tr(F �� 0 F 0��) = tr(UF ��U yUF��U y) = tr(UF ��F��U y)178



= tr(F ��F��U yU) = tr(F �� F��) : (10.55)The equations of motion for the � and A� �elds an be derived from (10.54) in thestandard way, as the Euler-Lagrange equations that follow from requiring that the ation I =R d4xL be stationary under variations of � and A� respetively. First, let us just onsiderthe soure-free Yang-Mills equations that will result if we just onsider the Lagrangiandensity for the Yang-Mills �elds alone,LYM = 18� tr(F �� F��) : (10.56)Wrting IYM = R d4xLYM , we shall haveÆIYM = 18� 2 tr Z d4xÆF�� F �� ;= 14� tr Z d4x(��ÆA� � ��ÆA� + [ÆA�; A� ℄ + [A�; ÆA� ℄)F �� ;= 12� tr Z d4x(��ÆA� + [A�; ÆA� ℄)F �� ;= 12� tr Z d4x(�ÆA� ��F �� +A�ÆA�F �� � ÆA�A�F ��) ;= � 12� tr Z d4xÆA� (��F �� + [A�; F �� ℄) ; (10.57)and so requiring that the ation be stationary implies��F �� + [A�; F �� ℄ = 0 : (10.58)These are the soure-free Yang-Mills equations, whih are the generalisation of the soure-free Maxwell equations ��F �� = 0. Obviously the Yang-Mills equations redue to theMaxwell equations in the abelian U(1) ase.If we now inlude the �(D��)y (D��) term in the above alulation, we shall �nd thatÆI = Z d4x(�yÆA�D��� (D��)yÆA��)� 12� tr Z d4xÆA� (��F �� + [A�; F �� ℄) : (10.59)Requiring stationarity under the variations ÆA� now gives the Yang-Mills equations withsoures, ��F �� + [A�; F �� ℄ = 2� J� ; (10.60)where J� = (D��)�y � � (D��)y : (10.61)Note that is is a 2 � 2 matrix urrent, as it should be, sine the Hermitean-onjugated2-vetor sits to the right of the unonjugated 2-vetor.2727It is helpful to introdue an index notation to label the rows and olumns of the 2� 2 matries, in orderto verify that (10.61) is the orret expression. 179



This ompletes this brief introdution to Yang-Mills theory. As far as appliations areonerned, it is fair to say that Yang-Mills theory lies at the heart of modern fundamentalphysis. The weak nulear fore is desribed by the Weinberg-Salam model, based on theYang-Mills gauge group SU(2). The W and Z bosons, whih have been seen in partileaelerators suh as the one at CERN, are the SU(2) gauge �elds. The strong nulearfore is desribed by a Yang-Mills theory with SU(3) gauge group, and the 8 gauge �eldsassoiated with this theory are the gluons that mediate the strong interations. Thus onemay say that almost all of modern partile physis relies upon Yang-Mills theory.
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